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THE DEVELOPMENT OF A

CURRICULUM CHANGE INDICATOR

I. I. Dow, Ph.D.
Principal Investigator
Univi_rsity of Ottawa

ABSTRACT

The investigation was undertaken to produce a

Curriculum Change Indicator based on the Ministry of

Education document entitled Education in the Primary and

Junior Divisions. Specifically the study was to include

the following:

1) The development of an item pool to reflect the

universe of content set down in EPJD.

2) The provision of an instrument to determine how

closely a given classroom reflects the content of EPJD.

3) The production of a:manual of instructions to

accompany 1) and 2) for use by teachea S and by supervisors.

The item pool presents the means statements out-

lined in EPJD which will accomplish the'desired ends. This

comprehensive list of items will have many uses in the

schools. Examples of potential uses include:.

1) Userby.school principals or supervisors to

ascertain the level of implementation of EPJD in a

particular-sdhoo1.

2) Use by a teacher or group of teachers for

self - assessment.,
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3) Combined use by principals and teachers for

setting classroom and school objective

4) As an in-service education document to

investigate specific sections of EFJO.

A Teacher Behaviour Assessment Instrument was con-

structed from the material in the item pool. Extensive

testing of this instrument was undertaken in a representative

sample of Ontario schools. Analyses of the data have been

presented in detail in the report. Highlights of the

findings are identified. For example:

1) Certain teacher behaviours appear to be a

"given". These behaviours cai be found in most classrooms

regardless of the quality of teaching.

2) The researchers wrote each item in a positive

fashion with the expectation of a desirable response.

Analyses of the data, indicated that many of the desirable

behaviours were not present in the cln.ssrooms. Several

reasons for this finding are suggested.

3) Based on the analyses of the data items were

selected for the Curriculum Change Indicator. This

instrument should undergo further testing. prior. to wide-

spread use.

Tentative suggestions for use of the Curriculum

Change Indicator include the following:

1) Teacher assessment of a classroom. The results

would provide valuable information to the teacher concerning

the level of implementation of EPJD.



2) Use by the principal to assess the level of

school implementation.' Results of the investigation could

provide information for future planning and goal-setting.

3) A family'of'schools could utilize the instrument

as a basis for:in-service education, The Curriculum Change,

indicator could provide information on the actual situation

prevailing in the classrooms or schools, or as an indicator

of the situation envisioned by the Ministry of Education as

set do n,in EPJD.

The report conclude's with suggestionS for further

research:

1) Additional validation studies involving,

principal: or supervisory of'icials.

2) Utilization of pre-test and post-test designs

investigating changes in particular classrooms during the

school year.

3) Further refinement within the primary or Junior

Divisions to provide data on specific behaviours unique to'

each section.

The researchers emphasize that a composite score

for the instrument is not meaningful.- The items do Indeed

represtnt the content of EPJD. The score obtained, however,

by assigning a numerical value to the frequency scale would

not necessarily reflect the intent of the document. In

other words the higher the frequency obtained on any given

item does not necessarily reflect the optimum level of
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tmPlementation. More work is needed on the scale before

this type-of reliability could be insured. As suggested in

the report it is hoped that individual teachers and schools

will utilize the instrument as a benchmatk for the assess-

ment of EFJ implementation.



SECTION ONE

DEVELOPMENT OF THE
CURRICULUM CHANG INDICATOR



CHAPTER I

RATIONALE

Education in he Pri at unior Divisions,

.adopted Y the Ontario Ministry of Education in 1975, pro-

videsan extensive philosophical and psychological basis

and rationale for the program of these two divisions.

Primary Division:refers to the junior kindergarten through

grade three organization of the elementary school; Junior

Dision represents grades four through six.

Education in the Primar and Junior Divisions

(henceforth to be designated EPJD) suggests how the official

curriculum policy summarized ln The Formativ e Ye-- (1975)

may be translated into an integrated and child-centered

framework (1). EPJD reflects a general provincial thrus

in education an ideology that is consonant with-the de-

finition of curriculum stated in the document (2).

Curriculum is seen as taking form in the interaction be-

, tween children and teachers, and betWeen children and

learning situations. This posture, which encourages an

atmospliere ofjciutual trust, the full development of each

child's potential, rich aggregate,Of the cognitive,

affective, and psychomotor elements, i not an overnight

development.

MacKillican provided this brief chronology:



There have been several official, government
publications in the period from 1937 to 1975 that
have encouraged.' Ontario elementary schools to
modify their curricular. activities to bemore con-
gruent with the classPoom openness construct. The
'grey course of study' in 1937 first suggested a
move in this,direction by introducing alternatives
to the Ryersonian tradition. In 1950, the Hope
Commission Report kept these alternatives alive by
giving some support to the'same new ideas. The
strongest break with tradition, however, began in
the 1960's when the Kindergarten guideline, Fiji
curriculum guidelines and the ;Hall-Dennis Report,
Living and_Learninci, took a'cohsistently strong
'position in favour of classroom openness. In 1975,
the MiniStry of Education gave further strength to
this trend with the publication of a new official
curriculum guideline that is a consolidation of the
ideas that emerged,in-the 1960's and 1970's. This
guideline, more strongly than ever, advocates
classroom openness to be the more efficacious mode
of inOtruction for-children in the five to twelve
year age range. (3)

The 1975 provincial curriculum policy mentioned by

MacKillican, The Formative years, not only advocates a'

cUrriculum which will help develop and maintain confidence

and a: sense of self-worth in the learner along with the

acquisition of knowledge of attitude's necessary for active

participation in Canadian society; and the development,of.
;eN

moral -and aesthetic sensitivity necessary for a,complete

and.. responsible life (4), but "it strongly re- stressed. the

'basic skills-represented by the three R's -- reading,

writing, arithmetic, speliine, and so on. ". (5)

The Formative Years evolved through the participation

bf thousands of Ontario Citizens as reflected'inthe report-

of the Curriculum 'Revision Committee of the Primary-Junior

Cyclic Review. Hundreds of hours, thousands of pages of give

and take were shared_during the period that the P1J1



Curriculum Revision Committee worked together o produce a

new look at the "what", "why", "when", "where", and "how" of

learning in the Primary and Junior Divisions. This wide-

spread involvement was unparalled in Curriculum-development

annals in Ontario. The docuMent, released at the societal

level for dissemination at the institutional and instructional

levels reflectS input from all other levels of the educa-
,

tional spectrum from the learner to the Minister of Education.

What philosophical and psychological stance does The

Formative_Years.represent.
It delineates goals, aims, and

specific learning opportunities. On the basis, of the con-

tents of this document, the teacher must choose what to teach

and how 'to organize and emphasize the selected content A

focus is necessary to give coherence and. rationality to the

decisions made concerning the curriculum stated in The

Formative Years. Without this focuS, that curriculum could

remain bland and meaningless. Translation of the document

into relevant classroom learning experiences 'means more than

selecting subfeCt matter. The teacher must go beyond the

content -into-the. selection, :rganization, and guidance of

learning opportunities.

EPJD helps provide that &ans. It adds rationality

to the curriculum stipulated in The Formative Years. As a

support document for the latter, it provides teachers with

an overall general framework,-based on the best available

contemporary funded knowledge and conventional wisdom, to

:help them justify their curricular deciSions. EPJD js, an



inseparable adjunct, to The Formative Years.'. It serves as a

reminder to. educators that paramount to all curriculum

development are the children and their individual was bf

learning. It also reiterates the concept of teaching and

learning as being based on a process of continual, interactiOn

in which the teacher and learner are partners. MID adds
meat to the curriculum objectives delineated'in The Formative

Years through' a_ explication of the ideal-and the desirable

in three major areas; namely, Communication, The Arts, and

Environmental Studies.

What use is to be made of Epn? Will it be just

another docuMent? How can one ascertain that this rationale

for the program of the Primary and -Junior Divisions will -be

translated into `a meaningful statement for, the educators

expected to utilize it? What ,implementation strategies are

necessary to assure .hat the investment of manpower and re.--

sources in this publication was worthwhil How can this

philosophical and psychological statement be bridged with

the real world of the classroom? How may, relevant learning

experiences result from it . In other words, how may this

document, be put to work? How may.it serve as a point of,

departure for teaching and as an initial system for pre7

dieting outcomes?

Principals and teachersain p-rticular if they are

to benefit at all, must take a-close look at the situation

in their .respective schools as ,it-now exists in the light

of,'EPJD. What is the. current curriculum posture? The



contents of,EPJp- can mean many different things to many

different people. Somehow an attempt must be made to help

dministratorS and teachers assess the teaching-learning

process on the basis of that document. How?'

A number of school boards in the province have pre
3.

pared survey sheets: whichreflect "extractions" from PM.

Items have been` delineated which reflect the contents; these

in turn'are used in needs -assessment exercises which provide

information on degree of acceptance, degree of implementation,

and priorities for the respective school systems This is an

effort with commendable ,_merits but it is restricted to a few

boards..

There is a feeling of apprehension
expressed by many

provincial
educators, all the way from "we are doing all of

these thinge'to:"what do We do now" and "how do we go-About

t" and "show us." This Is only natural. The document is

in the hands of educators but what is the next step? -How can

it become .a useful document? Is there a need to effect

change? How much and what'kindS'of change? Before the

questions can be answered, it becomes vitally important to

'assess present conditions -- finding out what the situation

-is. at present and What. it should be,-or could be This in-

volvement becomes essential if this document is-to have

significance.

In response to this need, the Ministry of Education

outlined a study which would (a) examine the contents.of

EWE), OA extract an item-pool representative of that



content, (c) develop a curriculum- change indicator which

would help schools define what EPJD contains, and (d) pro-

videa mechanism to help schools decide how their preSent

teaching-learning-environment compares to the ideal -that is

.articulated in the document. This study would provide. a

comprehenSive operational definition of the docuMent through

an item-pool reflecting the universe of content'set down.

--in MM.

It was felt that these data (the item-pool and
,followup curriculum-change indicator), based on people's

.

Perceptions of the contents of EPJD, would be important.in

helping educators pe ceive their school setting in the light.

f the item pool and/or the diagnostic instrument extracted:

from the ministerial Statement. What facts are least visible?

Which are the most obvious? Perhaps the former 'should con-

sidered as prime candidates in initiating change.

As outlined by the Ministry, the first phase of/the

Study would include the extraction of key items from on

thebasis of predetermined criteria.(listed elsewhere /in -the

study). This item-potd, reflecting the universe of-conient,

would be presented to judges, including personnel from the

Ministry of bducation, Faculties of Education, and re-

presentatives of school boards for establishing content

yalidatiOn.

Phase II of the study would include the development,

of a diagnostic instrument for determining hoW closely a

given classroom-(or School ) environment reflects the content of

1?



MID). The instrument would evolve from the it&ii-pool

established in the first phase: Extensive field testing for

content validity' would follow.

Manuals of instruction to accompany both phases of

the study- would be written.

follows:

A skeletal framework the report. is delineated as

1) The item- selection process which resulted in the

item-pool representing the universe of. content in EP.313.

Criteria for item selection are stipulated, along with

Strategies employed in the actual screening. The rationale

for involving judges is reported aldng with related pro-.

cedures. Item clarification ..and validation preCeded item.

revision all leading to the refined item-pool.

The field-testing process which precedes the

final selection of items. Respondents are identified.and'-

results are reported.

3) The implications cf the research aldng with'

summery and conclusions.

It was feit'that'the curriculum-change indicator,

if it was `to be acbessible to the user., shoUld be situated

t :the -end of,the report along with the-manual :of in-

structions for its-- use and directions for utilizing the,,

item-Tool
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CRA TIER II

\ITEM BELECTIO _ PROCESS

A. ESTABLIS I ENT OP ITEM POOL!

I

The major thrust of the study was the selection of
I

an item pool representing:the universe of content in the

.

,

document,,Educa _on
IIn the'Primar and Junior Divisions.

1

At the outset of 'the study it was established with

-,7
I

/- -

the liais official appointed by. the Ministry of EducatiOn

that this research woild be limited to Chapters 4, 5 and
i

of the document. A research project entitled "An Empirical:

\

Investigation of the:Relationship Between Teacher Self-

Principles thlunciatedlin EPJD" was already in progre.

1

Actualization and Degree of Acceptance o* gaucoion

i

this project dealt with'C_apterS-1,-2

--This section (of the report will present the proce ss

Lundertaken to prepare the item pool.

ORIENTATION
I

A series o meetings involvi: the researchers vas

held_ to disduss t4 general `sg_nificanc of the docume
/

I-

EPJD.' These sessions involved,a perlusal of the precedling

documents,_for ample P131 - 1966 The 'Formative Yeas
,

,

biliaa_aalLEftEniag. In addition, the support docume

/

produced by the !Ministry of'Edilcation were analYzed. These
/

steps were undertaken to familiari/ze the reSearche with

,

d
.

the general ph losophy unerlying !the document EP



SELECTION CRITERIA

A further analysis of Chapters 4-to 6 was condudted

In order to identify specifications for item selection. As

indicated in a preliminary deSign submitted to the'Ministry-

of Education, the researchers were investigating the

possibility of formulating, a matrix to assist in classifying

the items This framework would assist in classifying the

selected items and in identifying possible areas of duplica

tion. A.review of the document did Sot provide the headings

for a matrix. The integrative nature of the chapters

suggested that each section would require--Separate analysis.

The review provided the researchers with a-number of

criteria for item election. In consultation with. the

liaison official of the Ministry of Education, the following
,

criteria were adopted for our preliminary' item select):On.

i) Each item must be able to disdriminate. When

taken out of context/ the item would be self-eXplanatory.

2) Each item'iiist contain one idea. Since the
-

'suiting item pool was to be field-tested it was necessary to

have only one behaviour in each statement.

3) The behaviour represented must be observable.

Each item was to be written in behavioural terms. This

criteria proved to be the most difficUlt to meet.

Each item must contain 'a subject and a verb.

The .specific behaviour was to be indicated,iong with the

action necessary to fadilitate the behaviou-
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5) The item must be concise and clear. Since the

users of'the material would be working out of context each

item had to be clearly and concisely written.

ITEM SELECTION

individual chapters were analyzed to select the

items representing the universe of content in the selected

chapters of EPJD. Each item was screened according to the

criteria identified above. It was necessary-at this time

translate the selected items into observable behaviours.

his aspect of the research required considerable time,

since very few of the items appeared in behavioural terms

in EPJD.
,

\
.

,

Throughout the 'document a nulber of statements

appeared regarding the end behaviour desired in students, in

the primary and Junior Divisions. The behaviours are an
1

elaboration of the statements outlined in .The Formative `\

Years. The chapters contain many statements which are

means to accomplishing the end behaviours, for example,

measurement skills can be practised-through the use.of pro-

tractors, simple clinometers, magnetic compasses and other

surveying instruments (p. 68). The researchers were,un-

certain if the items selected should reflect the ends

xplicated in the document or if it was our mandate to

select means statements: It was decided to select all

-items for the initial screening and to utilize the input

from the judges' to assist in making the final decision.'

2



The researchers morked individually, in groups of

two and as a team in selecting the items. This allowed us

to validate our selections and in many instances to reword

the items for clarification. Duplicate items were not in-
,

cluded in the preliminary list, for example, _classroom

environment exists inArhich children share original ideas,

poems, phrases and paragraphs as exciting discoveries. Rep-

etition of thi item appeared several places in EPJD

Therefore the n idea of this item, that is, a classroom

environment ex in which children share exciting dis-

coveries, appeare only once. As a ult of iAthis analysis,

a preliminary list p imately threes hundred twenty-
\

five items was produced. Each item met the criteria adopted

for the project. In the opinion of the rsea.rchdrs the item

OpOl reflected the universe of content in EPJD.

ITEM CLARIFICATION

Following the,item selection and revision by the

-research team,-the resulting pool of items was presented

groups of teachers and Principais The respondentsWete

not necessarily familiar with the document, EPJD. They.
0

were asked to evalUate the items in terms of clarity and

"observability.. A number of items were reworded as a result

of their responses.

ITE VALIDATION

As indicated in the prepx*narydesign of the pro-

je'ct the item pool was to be pri sented to a panel of judges.



The judges were selected in, cooperation with the Ministry of

Education official designated to the project. These persons,

including personnel from the Ministry. of Education, Faculties

of Education, as well as consultants employed by school

boards were. selected on the basis of their familiarity with

the original document. Thirty -five judges were included in

jthe validation procedures. Each judge was sent the item pool

representative of one chapter of EPJD. Since the judgeshad

been selected on the basis of their subject expertise the .

items from a particular chapter ,wer matched to each

resPondent. 'Thalist of items included the corresponding

page number from the booklet, EPJD.Hhis factor allowed the
\

judges to locate specific items in the original text.. A

covering letter was forwarded to each of the., judges stating

the purpose of'the research and requesting their cooperation

ITEM REVISION

The material returned by thejudges was used to

-revise the original item pool.: A majority of the judges

commented on-the importance of,the project and offered'
. ,

-

suggestions, Several .judge asked for clarification and

suggested additional ,items. -Since each judge received only

one chapter of the item pool a problem arose concerning the

apparent omissions. Although the items had been included

in another chapter the judges had no way of knowing this

'fact.

All responses from the judges were considered n-

dividually.-ThereSearchers referred to the' text 'arid.
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utilized the information submitted. Follow-up telephone

calls were made to The.perSon if further clarification was

. necessary.

The research team decided to include all items at

this tine. -ince each item was.coded with the corresponding

page number in the original document, there was no concern

with duplications. Many of the items. submitted by the judges

did not meet the original criteria proposed by the re-

searchers. These "items would have to be rewritten for in-

clusion in the final list. In addition, many of the items

contained several subSectionS and had to be rewritten.

It was'apparentfrom the above- exercisethat further

revision would be necessary before the item pool was ready

for fieid-testing. They. liSt now contained'approximately

600 items, including some items which did not meet the

criteria.

The following procedure was approved to further re

vise, the preliminary list of items:

1) The research team would refine the items to,

meet the original criteria.

`2) The refineditems would be submitted to a small
a

number of teachers. Since teachers, Would be the.potential

users of the material, their input at this stage of the

project was desirable.

3y The list of items-would,be submitted to .eight

judgeLfor their analysis. On this occasion each judge

would receive -the complete -list. The eight judges had been
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involved `in the original review and had indicated inter s'

the complete item pool.

4) The item pool resulting from these procedures

would form the' basis for the proposed diagnostic instrument.

B. REFINEMENT OF THE ITEM POOL

Most of the judges selected for the second review

indicated in their responses that they would like to

dialogue with the re archers concerning the items. They

indicated some concern'with the format of the item pool..

As a result of their requests two meetings were scheduled

to review the total item pool. One meeting was held at

North Bay and the second4n Ottawa. Two major recommenda-

tions were made at these sessions.
t.

1) Each item must stand by itself and' be recogniz-\

able ,out of context. It was; suggested that an explanatory'

statement proceed each item which was not self-explanatory.

In many cases it was possible to list several sub-items

un'de- the. lead statement.
/

2) The means -ends dichotomy mentioned earlier in

the report, had not been satisfactorily resolved. Members-.

of the panel observed that some :Q1 the items appeared to be

ends statements while others were mens sta-Oments'i, An

analysis of the material indicated that appioximately

thirty per cent of our items were in this category. The

termsIblfe-ferunce for the research were that the study

,

reflect the content of the document, EPJD. The research

was to concentrate on the means proposed to accomplish
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certain ends. Therefore it was decided that the material

in.the document would be the guide. Each item was to be

specific means for accoMpliShing certain ends. Tn some

instances'the desired end-result behaviour appears in the

document, however all could be located in the policy state-

ment, The Formative Yea s.

The'deCisions made above required the researchers

to rewrite some of the items and to eliminate others. Under-

standably, the items became more specific. and thus more

observable. In the opinion of the researchers this aspect

Made the study More valuable to the potential users.

The decisions made in this area necessitated a

further analysis of the original document. It was agreed

that the researchers would contact several of the .judges

individually and review the 'item pool. Additional meetings

were held in Ottawa and North Bay to accomplish this task.

The complete list was then scruitinized by the liaison

official and the research team.

The procedures outlined on the Preceding pages pro-

'ducedthejiteM pool which appears on the following pages of

this report. To assist the reader in locating the items

the researchers have also presented the corresponding pages

from EPJD. Each page has been reprinted in its entirety

along with the items from that page of the document. In a

few instances where no items were selected the researchers

have given an explanation. Suggestions for use 'of the

item pool are presented in Section Two.



TABLE 1

Items Selected:from EPJD

chapter, Four
communication n

Si

Communication has both expressive and receptive components. involving
all the wayi that children:

receive and interpret the ideas. attitudes. and feelings of others:
record what, they wish to express:

' represent their experiences and their thinking through language and mathe-
neaticitOther forms of communication have been dealt with in chapter 3.
The Arcs': /

For the child. communication begins in experience. II starts with the
L.

child's having something to may and being helped to find the best way of
saying it The expression of altitude*. feelings. and ideas requires the =guid-

es' and mastery of symbols of vit..). kinds: sounds. gestures. movement.
pictures. signs. letter& words, or no a4.
Communication allows children to remember . mime. and share information
and)dets.

The general aims or long-term objectives of the program are to enable
children to have access to as many means of communication aspossible. to
help them extend and refine their communication skills to the ben of their
stellitie r. and to encourage them as they begin to find their particular style Of
communication and as they interact with their world and interpret it to them-
selves nd'otteers. Sonic components of these aims are to help the child:
0 achieve the skill of expressing personal experiences both linguididally and

'-..- mathematically;
establish and retain a lunctIonal literacy, that is to enable him or her to

understated and interpret essential Information from signs. mentagmbooks.
and instructions: to compare points of view: to take a critical attitude towards
advertising and propaganda: to understand graphic and numerical material
in books. magazines. and newspapers:

read and enjoy book!, periodicals. plays. and poetry. and appreciate good
arrifing:
()develop and exercise his or her imagination through, a range of vicarious

Z7

Pages 27-23 introduce the concept
communication emphasfsing the ends or
purposes which give, direction for
establishing learning opportunities
in the classeroom. The learning
opportunities themeelves or the means
to accomplish the stated ends are not
in evidence until page 30. Therefore
no items are eselected from these
introductory Pages.



use the aforementioned skills as a
so for as young children are able).

Communication has many forms. Although these are discussed separately
in this document, they are not experienced as separate by children: they Item
into.. complement. and reinforce one another. Children instinctively experi-
ment with forms of communication consistent with their stage of develop
honk Teachers' expectations. therefore, should be consonant with the op-
propristeness of the form in a even situation and with the children's degree
of cenfldence In that fools.

Young children express themselves first through bodily movements. ges-
tures. and babbling or talking to themselves. They move into a stage where

can symbolize an absent object or person through an imitative gesture
or words. They then move into a stage of using toys. such as trucks and dolls.
as symbols for the-objects and people they represent. Gradually they reach

,stage where the symbols or analogues are pictures that develop into
sketches or diagrams of whatever they are trying to communicate. Later in
the Primary years. they learn to use and understand written symbols and
notations. This process is intensified in our society by the varied and corn.
pies symbols that surround children from an early age. Their world is a mo-
saie'nf television pictures, photographs. pictures, signals (e.g.. red for mg,p).
slogans and advertisements, words, letters. and figures. Active participation
by' hildren in this world necessitates the gradual acquisition and mastery
of sane of the major forms of communication such as listening. speaking.
reading, writing. and mathentatici.

Preichool Development
For each child. language begins and develops in a social setting. Attentive
adults have answered him or her. stimulated him or her to make sounds and,
later, to speak. They have offered new words, phrases, ''-nil expressions to
sort out and use The child has been given opportune : acquire words
and ranges of meaning for familiar things and people cojects, happenings.
eolouos, shapes, testurcs. and the similarities that contribute to generaltra.
"cum of experience: dog. kn. baby, bed, .rank, ear. lie or she has been giv-

en the material from which to select the significant features of language.
Attempts to classify and organize such experiences of the world and of lan-
guage are reflected in the development. between the ages of two and three.
of a personal variety of grammar. Ely the age of four, most children have
mastered the basic structures of their language and by age five or six. they
have 3.000 to $.orto words at their command. Flowerer, the quality of each
child's language depends on the variety and quality of the speech encoun-
tered in the family and on the variety of the experienceNnd relationships
he or she has shared with them. The' fortunate child hears consFuetive con-
versations. questions. 3rd explanations: lir or she listens as nursery rhymes,
jingles. and fasourite stories are told or read. Ile nr The !lean, views. and
discusses carefully selected radio and television programs.
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Even at the beginning of who'd. the child it doing things with every

new utterance: expreming a need or (+Nervation and experimenting with
and developing patterns of language. The school should capitalize on the

desire and need of the child to kayo more meanings end more ..lyt of ex
Ming them. In discover that everything has a name and to kern as many
of them as proodhle. and to play and experiment continually with language.
This experimentation should develop from real experiences and from samples"
of lively and real language, not from the second =hand experiences of work-

books and exercises.

ft is essential for the teacher to respond to the children as individualt to
give them security. and In reach out to t . -Personal acceptance of each

child is all the more important because of 11'6 sinrrrnentinnell varying pre-
school experiences 4nd the consequent wide variation in individual under-

standing and use linguage.
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The teacher shirts niter( the child ft accepting existing idiom and speech
gtattertm The concern should be to make children confident and willing to
express themselves naturally. What they have to say and how effectively they
say it is the first Consideration, correctness a secondary one The children are
ready to use only what they canAiscriminsie and what they have assimilated.

Developing Langnige
As children play and experiment, the teacher's role is to

ask questions and in an doing, accept and expand the children's responses,
thereby helping them to confirm and extend their language in structure,
vocabulary. and meaning and in articulation and sensitivity to sound and
rhythm;

give them new words and espressions related to textures, qualities. shapes.
and colour relationships;

offer comments, esplanations, and suggestions.

The child also pins language insights through manipulative experiences.
A simple item such as a water tray can lead to a variety of experiences at
several levels. from simple activities such as splashing. dripping, and pour-
ing wider or handling containers to the stage where the child experiments
with capacity measures...filters. water pressures. !lows. and floating.

Diverse shared activities facilitate language expansion. Children need
mom where they can handle, discuss, and experiment with magnets, bat
loons. pendulums. magnetic compasses, map-measurers. thermometers, and
a variety of associated resource materisk, Activities with any of these will
priwide opportunities for expanding the spoken language and build the foun-
dstions of science and mathematics. In playing and experimenting with these
materials, ehildirr use all their senses as they discrimMate, compare and
match, and with the teacher's guidance, classify a variety of concrete objects,
put them in order, and find relationships of pattern, symmetry. order. sire.
number. use, and cause- effect. Such activities should lead to naming, detail!.
ing. sequencing, and using_ qualitative words uch as big, tall, ivide. thin. hot.
and rough.

Children also extend the range of their language abilities when they use
paint craynns, pencils, paper, and scrap materials and in the process, dis-
oats their activities with peers and with adults. Their productions provide
the teacher with clues to their level of understanding and their ways of com-
municating: in addition the language children use in discussing their pro-

'uctions often suggests what materials the teacher should add nest to the
classroom environment and what activities visits., discussions. drama. mu-
sic. experiments) can extend and enrich experience.

At s later stage, children plan beforehand what they intend to represent
in their paintings or models. They may with to translate their ideas into oral
and possibly written language. At this point, the teacher can help children

1-005 The teacher asks open -ended questions
that stimulate a variety of responses.

1 -006 The teacher intervenes as children play
and experiment to give new words and
expressions.

1-007 Children are provided with opportunities
to participate in manipulative experiences
in the classroom, starting with such
activities as splashing, dripping, pouring
at A water table and proceeding to where
they experiment with filters, water
pressure, etc.

2-025 A variety of activity centres Is provided
for creative expression.

1-008 Children handle, discuss and experiment':
with such things as balloons, pendulums,
magnetic compasses, map-measueera,
thermometers and other resource materials.

1-000 Children use all of their senses to dis-
criminate, compare and match as they
experiment with different materials.

1-010 With the teacher's guidance, children
classify a-variety of concrete objects to
find such relationships as:pattern,
symmetry, order, size, number, usc and
cause-effect.

1-011 Children use such materials aa'paint,
crayons, pencils, papers and scrap to
extend thei language development.

1-012 Children discuss their activities
other children.

1-013 Older children plan and Organize ideas
before expressing them through end or
written language.



natty to clarify and organize their Ideas and record them in print.
ds and painting support each other. Still later. when children have

become more familiar and competent with printed symbols, they will first
copy and Own write their own comments and stories.

Another spur to language development is the well-told story involving
he children in response and dramatization. Equally effective are carefully

oeketed temp or nursery rhymes. told by the teacher. played or records. or
illustrates:I in picture books. A child who has kilned the common nursery

yrnes has an oral vocabulary and a variety of expression that extend far
beyond the molded 'language of the first steles of the basal reader, The

`teacher. however, should remember that some children may have learned
the rhymes in role fashion and may not know what the words mean.

Radio. films, and television programs. carefully selected and used. can
Walden children's experience and stimulate disciasions and explanations
and extend their language. RN' example. children could hear the teacher,
read a story. then listen to it on tape, or enjoy it on film.

Personal and social lanrslage may be stimulated by Imaginative carped.
owes such as imitative play. puppetry. drama. and movement. Activities
can take plate everywhere in the classroom with clay. paint, sand. water.
toys. a house-corner. and a dress-up area: Other sources of stimulation for
spoken and wrilien language are display hoards and problem or curios-
ity centres with constantly renewed materials (see chapter 6, "Environmental

Language is more than vocabulary. It Is a dynamic interplay of sound.
ones and semantics, formed and developed by interaction among people.

ple. therefore. are major sources: an aide or a parent. besides being an-
other pair of hands and eyes, can be another person to listen to a child, read
a atom and provide the extension of interaction that some children need.
Other visitors can also he sources of stimulation, Children can extend their
experience by seeking information through conversations. interviews. and
discussions.

Older children in the Junior Division may prepare questions for interviews
inside or outside school or organire a school newspaper or -radio station"
with their material. They can he helped; to understand the influence of na-
tive people.% of early settlers. and of later immigrants on the way they them-
selves speak. They can find out more about the customs. places. names, and
language usages of their community by interviewing senior citizens about
childhood experiences in addition.' they can be made awareof the constant
changes in language effected by discoveries in science and technology.
Gradually. the child learns that language has a variety of forms and func-
tion s. some personal. some !Axial. NirtMe heuristic and imaginative. and sortie
regulatory. Children nsvil to hear rumples of all these forms from the teach-
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1-014

1-015

1-016

The children use dramatization to respond
to stories.

Children are expeeed.to selected songs
and nursery rhymes to extend their
language development.

Selected audio - visual media are used to
stimulate discUSsion and to broaden
children's verbal experience.

2 =026 The classroom has centres that include
such materials as sand, clay; paint,
water and toys to stimulate language
usage.

2-027 The classroom contains display boards
With Constantly renewed materials.'

1-017 The children use curiosity centres and /or
problem tables.

Materials at curiosity centres and/or
problem tables are renewed constantly.-

Children interact :With people from.the
community.

2-029

1-018

-041 Children seek information through con-
versations, interviews and discussions
with other-people.

1-019 The teacher provides children with
examples of different forms of, language:
e.g. personal, social, heuristic,:
imaginative, regulatory.



they need to he stimulated by the heuristic and imaginative and encour-
rt the social. not to be repressed by over- esposure to the regulatory,

In addition. language differs in vocabulary and expression or treat.r to
suit the 'situations. polite. formal. or fainiliar, in which it is used Children
should be helped to malice in practical contexts that some t ,errs of speech

appropriate to one situation. some to another. that imaginative play.
rams. discussion in small groups. or a question.and.answer exchange with

the teacher are conducted on different levels of language. Five-year-old chil-
demean move hack and forth over several levels of language, from a mono-
Ingue that accompanies and directs their play to n conversation with a friend
or the formal instructiorrx of another child_ in mixing the ingredients for a
simple cake. .-

Children and teachers need to learn the art of asking questions that pro-
. vnke useful and varied 'rimers and a continuing dialogue. This takes time

and practice. Questioning, explaining. discussing. guessing. and testing ideas
should all 'Ilse from the children's own observations. manipulative and crea
tive experiences. and-experimentation.

Teachers may be unaware that. even when they think they are giving chil-
dren considerable opportunity to talk. they themselves may be talking over
fifty per Cent or the time. The teacher'a intervention (for instance. in asking
a elated question that gives more infrirmation than the child needs. In offer-
ing an explanation too readily) may if badly planned. cut off the dialogue
'mind of keepi4 it open and moving in a fruitful direction.

In life. listening and speaking. reading and writing. mathematics and all
other facets of communication are inextricably interwoven. On entering a
restaurant. for instance. one may appreciate the decor and may or may not
appreciate the background music; In any event, one reads the menu. notes
prices. orders.a meal. engages in conversation, listens as the wane!i elabsw
rates on the c Wee of desserts. checks the addition or the bill, calculates a tip.
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1.-020 Children practice using different
registers-of language appropriate to

Agiven situations; e.g. polite, formal',
familiar.

1- The teacher asks questions that lead tocontinuing and purposeful dialogue; e.g.
explaining, guensing, discussing,testing.



counts the change, and rays goodbye. All tt
part of one process.

nnication are

In this dacument, therefore, any apparent division of the facets of com-
munication is arbitrary, undertaken mainly fnr reference purposes and based
only on consideration' of what may be the focus of the activity as perceived
by the lizachrt in relation to his nr her long-term aims fnr skill nr concept
developrnent.From the perspective of the child, these divisions do not exist.:

In View of the essentially integrat dd nature of the facets of communication.
there may be some overlap of ideas in this document_ An attempt has been
made to keep such overlap to a minimum by cross-referencing,

Melting
Language experience begins in listening. The capacity to listen and to inter-
pret language influences ones ability to speak .Listening is more than hear-
ing: it requires sensitivity to significant sound. tninhVIO lion. volume, stress.
and pitch, and to the whole= melody of speech - the-..contrasts and signals
that carry mood and meaning; it requires discrimination, Interpretation, and
teSponse to a variety of significant sounds in the environment.

Uk

Most children learn to distinguish and understand sounds and speech be-
fore coming to school, but vane do not. Prosihly they fail to learn to listen
because they have been subjected to a continuous bombardment of unor-
pnired sound, noise, and speech that lacks focus and significance. The
*chord's task Is to help ehildien to listen with interest and selectivity, so that
they may extend the range of what they can hear, and interpret. This is not
meant to suggest that specific periods be allocated to listening. but rather
that an environment be created in which there are many opportunities to
explore a 'variety of sound and speech activities such as those listed in this
seam.

,

All children require opportunities to listen for locate. compare. classify.
and discuss a rich variety of ?munch. Such opportunities might include indi-
vidual and group expkwation and experimentation. For example, if children
take a tape recorder on walks around the school or neighhourhood, they can
record a variety of natural, mechanical. animal, and human sounds. For a
sequence, they can produce a sound 'wry which other children can interpret
and to which they can respond. Older children enjoy producing their nwn
sound stoner. coihhining recorded sounds from the environment and their
own sound effects with an imaginative script. Exploration with sound might
include the following:

natural sounds: heart heat- calk: wind: water: thunder: animal sounds:
manmade sounds: engines and machines ( typewriters, lawn mowers. snow
machines. airplanes): horns: sirens: train whistles: traffic noises:
music: percevOon: music with marked rhythms and variations in pitch. lino

Children pj'actice listening to a variety
or sound-

1-023 Children e ord a variety of natural,
mechanic animal and human sound°.

1-024 Children produce a aound,Atory by placing
their ow recorded sounds in sequence.

1-025 Cltildret interpret and respond to sound .
stories or other children.

1-026 Childr n experiment with na
made a d musical sounds.

ura man-

1 -027 ter children produce their own sound
etorl 8, combining recorded sounds and
their:own sound effects with an
imagi'riative ,script.



bre. key: music linked with instruments. rhythmic words, and song; singing:
experiments with music. '

sound,: mounds in the classroom, near school. in the home. near, far. located
In apace;
speech muerte: song; nursery rhynies: stories; rhymes Ind-jingles.

Children link sound and speech when they play with the rhythms of words
and develop sound patterns with percussion instruments. Just as children
can be made aware of the rich variety of colours In their world through the
rightsnaterials and experiences. sn can they be made aware of the qualities
and textures of sound and the subtle range of words needed to describe thim.
Experimenting with sound provides opportunities not only for creativity in
music and language, but also for making comparisons and finding relation-
ships among words.

Reading Aloud
Reading aloud to children of all ages from a variety,of hooks can contribute
substantially to the development of listening and imagination.
Pro* and poetry. selected for interest and quality. will involve children in

.language that is-used with skill and beauty and that will stimulate them to
explore and interpret human experience, feelings, and values. Through Me
lure, children explore situations that supplement and extend their own ex.
wieners and are mottvatCd to develop an appreciation of excellence. They
learn more about themselves through literature with which they can idea.
iffy and through which they can expand the world of imagination.

Children respond to a well told story_ : an effective reading that brings out
the richneix and variety of meanings in dialogue and description requires
sensitivity to the dramatic elements in a story as well as skill in dramatic ex-
pression. Teachent must, therefore, make their favourite stories their-own.
that is. get to know them well enough to free themselves from the honk and
engage in direct communication.

At times reading aloud should involve the children as participants; this
could take the form of character imitation, role.playing, or direct participa-
tion in the reading either individually or as a group_ Reading may be fol-
lowed by activities that help children relive the story and share their feelings
with others. These experiences can also involve expressive activity and inter.
premien through other forms of communication; they can be followed. for
example. by movement, drama. puppetry. painting, and music, by playing
with the rhythms of interesting words and phrases. and by dialogue.

Interpretations
Listening is concerned with interpretation: it cannot be passive. In real life
situations, the mark of the imaginative listener is the ability to listen to a story,
a news broadcast, ova speaker. and to interpret and understand what lies
behind the words. Children. TOM can learn to envisage the situations related.
sham the humour or pathos-and evaluate the information received. A child
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1-028

1-029

1-030

Someone reads aloud to children from a
variety of books.

The teacher tells favorite stories to
the children.

Reading aloud involves the children aa
participants by character imitation,
role-playing or direct participation.

1-031 Reading aloud is followed by expressive
activities ouch as movement, drama,
puppetry. -painting and music; playing
with the rhythms of interesting wOrds
and phrasea, and by dialogue.

1=032 Children interpret things they have
listened to e.g. speaker, story,
newscast.



can also idintify personal exprc ion and learn to understand English spo=
ken with different accents.

L. sterling shouW also include learning to cope with oral directions, roes.
and reports. Being able to listen attentively and critically to oral re-

pnrta and to the arguments in a discussion are invaluable skills for the child
in the Junior Division.

Theteacher. being a model listener. can contribute much to the children's
listening skills by

learning to listen to himself or herself:
listening more than talking in class:
becoming sensitive to the nuances of meaning and fading in children's

speech and questions:
accepting and working with the fact that children normally understand

better than they can s press themselves orally, even in their mother tongue.
and Wit underomading is not always a matter of giving an answer:
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1 -033 Children listen to oral directions,
meaSagea and reports.

The teacher demonstrates the attributes
Of a model listener by

1-034 listening more than talking in class

1=035 - listening to herself or himSelf

1-036 becoming sensitive to the differences-
,in meaning and feeling of children's-
responseS

1=037 - accepting and working with the fact
that children normally understand
better than they express themselves
orally



finding out whether anything in the situation. materials. or manner of pre-
seatation has confused a child;

using the child's own forMs of oral expression, and expanding and Miran,-
ing them without criticism that discourages the child:
*discussing with children alteinative and better ways of expressing ideas
and feelings.

If children are to listen selectively and critically, they should be given
*unities to discuss favourite radio programs, television documentaries.

and news broadvasis in school.

Listening Cenkes
Classroom leachers and school librarians can plan a wide variety of record
ings and audio.tapes to mect student needs. Listening centres may be pro-
vided in the school library resource centre. as well as in the class areas.
Multiple outlets with headsets enable individuals and small groups to listen
to several records and tapes simultaneously.

Activities selected for the listening centres should include oppratunities for:
listening for enjoyment a favourite story. record, or tape selected for
quality of presentation; stories and poems written by children in the class;
listening for in/r rMation factual material related to current interests taped
by capable readers for children who cannot read well enough to find the
information they require; filmstrips and slides with a taped story or informa-
tion: reports, interviews. and descriptions of experiences taped by the soli.'
dents in the ciao to assist recall or information;
listening for practice and reinlarcement commercial Or teacher-prepared
tapes that 'provide brief intensive practice with sounds, spelling, or with a
second_language. These activities aid in discrimination and offer op_ rom.
nines for practice in listening for more specific directions and detail.

Speaking
In term or social utility. speech is the most important means of communica.
Lion. It is an expression of a person's self, and it serves children as a link be
tween-thernselves and other people. It in. therefore. the tartan responsibility
to create an atmosphere in which children will be encouraged to express their
ideas and feelings and to find new intercno and experiences to talk about,
add in which they can continue the procm begun in infancy the expansion
of sensitivity to sound and pattern, of vocabulary, of language structure. and
of speech facility as they articulate their ideas. thoughts, and feelings.

When a child speaks. he or she needs an audience, a listener to complete
the interaction and to respond. even when the young child appears to be play-
ing and talking to himself or herself. ',rec. spontaneous interchange among
children in small and large grown in. therefore. essential, not only for the
sake of the children, but also roe the leacher who will use these opportunities
to listen. respond. and to identify particular needs Such informal speech is
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1-038 finding out Whether anything in the
situation; materials or manner of
presentation has confused a child

1-039 using the child's own forms, of oral
expression and expanding and improving
them without criticism that diacourages
the child

1=040 dincussIng with children alternative
and better ways or expressing ideas
and feelings.

Children discuss such things as

1=041 favourite programa

1-042 - television documentaries, media
interviews, news broadcasts.

1=043 Listening centres are used by the
children.

Children use listening centres to

2=029 listen for enjoyment

2-030 get information '

2-031 .practice language,akills.

2-032 The listening centres are equipped so
that they may be used by individual
children and small groups.

1-044 Opportunities are provided for free,
spontaneous idterchange among children
In small or large groups.



stimulated In a satiety of situations, devised to suit the occasion and the me.
Why and needs of the speakers. II is imporldro to note that 0 collection of
objects. a picture, a photograph, or a new hamster will generate more stimu-

lating and relevant discussion than will questions poled underartificial situa-
tions In ivnekbooks. Verbal reasoning, sequencing. and problem - solving

skills are evident when a child; is thinking aloud or seeking the solution to
problem with a Mend. Watching a baby duckling struggling to emerge

from his shell produces the ps-etk language of emotion and wonder. A
youngster's return from a holiday trip or a class field trip will prompt ques-
tions, explanations. descriptions, and reports. Discussions of a malty or
a last.minute goal in a hickey game will produce the language of argument,

persuasion. explanation, and emotion.

Such exciting. varied; informal. and spontaneous situations arc often pre-
ferable to staged conversations. language lessons. and .sharing time.

Many children have a keen interest in words. If it is to he fostered, they
mutt be able to.experiment, practise, and play with words. expressions,

Owes. sentence patterns, idiom% rhymes and nonsense syllables. Their
ettrfosity, wonder, speculation, emseeptualiralion. and imagination must be
nourished through real and exciting experiences. Their discoveries and inter-
ests need to he discussed, recreated in a variety of ways, and shared with a

teacher. small group. and at times with the whole class.

Models
Children must hear and feel the kind of languageth will enrich and

expand their speech in sensitivity and breadth. Meanings depend not just on
words used as libels; but on the breadth and variety of meanings in words
and on the way they affect one another and are used to give information.
to persuade, or to eponym unkate feeling.

Presenting models of good speech is a more effective way of leaching good
spoken language than direct correction and rule-giving. Children respond

only when they can discriminate. One of the mod difficult things for children

is to imitate a sound or phrase they have not previously producedthemselves.

They can learn by having their own impressions used and contrasted with

the standard foon.

One model that affects every aSpect of school life is the teacher's speech.

Through the choice and variety of their language, teachers communicate
thernselvOl on highly personal level; thus their speech influences their
relationship with the children and the general emotional atmosphere of the
classroom. Teachers can invite communication on personal level by

shoring persenal experiences:
sharing favourite collections. books, poetry. and music;
having conversations with individual children:
Nt: An; children to feel poetry, musk, and literature by taking to play

I
with the words. expressions, and ideas presented.
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1-045 Many interesting things are available to
stimulate discussion among Children;
e.g. collections, hamster, photographa.

1-046 Children practice verbal reasoning,
sequencing and problem-solving skills by
thinking aloud as they discuss a question
with another child.

1047 Opportunities are provided to sanest'
natural phenomena such as baby chickens
hatching.

1-048 Childrenahare the experiences of
holiday' and field trips to gain praCtice
at giving explanations, descriptions and
reports.

1-048 Discussions of current happenings, sph
as a last minute'goal in a hockey game,
are held to encourage the language of
argument, persuasion, explanation and
emotion.

The teacher invitee communication on a
personal,level by

1 -050 sharing personal experiences

1 -051 - Sharing favourite collections, books,
poetry and music

1-052 - helping children to feel poetry, music
and literature by taking time to play
with the words, expresslonS and ideas
presented.



In dialogue with children. the teacher's responsibility Into:
IHten end num:
antkipate by suggesting a new word nr a re-formulation:
refer a question or explanation back to an individual or group:
extend children's understandings by moving them at their own pace from

the specific to the general, from the concrete or immediate sensory experi-
ence la the communication of that experience:
es relate one experience to another, extending the idea of Nom and
destiolv

, bring out of experience and language the ides of relationship and meaning,
emotional is well as factual, and consider its validity in terms of the child's
conccns:

communicate personal pleasure in shared discovery as wetl as the
satisfaction and enjoyment that experimentation with language can
bring.

,
There in evidence-that discussion and exchange between child and child.

or rather and child, or child and group are essential to allow the child to
share perceptions and findings with others and so modify or reorganize what
might be 1011 personal or %objective.

Deal language should continue to hold a prominent position throughout
the Primsry and Junior Divisions even when children come to read end write
fluently. Programmed instruction that keepn children working in isolation
for king periods should be reviewed critically.

Resnurtex
' If used with discretion. the tape recorder is an excellent instrument for

helping children improve their oral expression. It has the advantage of allow-
ing children to analyse their own speech and replay it at will. Tape recorders
can be used for reading personal slurries and pneno. telling ntorim describing
experiences: reporting. giving directions for a game. dictating a recipe, or
giving a news report or a sportscast. When children recognize the need for
help as a result of having listened to themselves, the teacher is usually their
prime resource for paistance.

A telephone can he used in a variety of ways at different ages to emphasize
the importance of :speech. Inarticulate children are liberated through the
impersonal medium. H is possible for them to ask for information, make
appnintments, conduct interviews. and arrive at their own rules for the
effective development of conversation.

Younger children can be helped to become more discriminating users of
radio and television if they are encouraged to discuss and sharekthe programs
they hear or view. Older children can use the media to analyse and evaluate
Wean. situations. feelinp. and language As the occasion arises. they could
discuss how the motives of advertisements are revealed in the use of music.
Angles. slogans. and emotive or clrarriaqc content. Through such discussions.

3

1-053 The teacher encourages dialogue among
children by listening, assessing,
suggesting, probing, extending ideas,
pointing out relationships and
communicating personal pleasures.

1-054 Tape recorders are used for such things
as reading personal storievand-pbems,
telling stories, describing experiences,
reporting, giving-directions for a game,
dictating a recipe, or giving a news
report or a sportcast.

1-055 The telephone is used in ways such as
asking for information, making
appointments, conducting Interviews.



children can begin to form an Intelligent nd analytical Intercoe in the power
end techniques of persuasive marketing.

Given equipment and guidance, c n can take photographs, make
rtaemiea. or put together "a ximpk televisir±i program by the end of the Junior

shut. To make a set of slides for a particular project. Or a simple movie
tape. they must fist discuss conitt. glory. and script, and plan the

interview and shooting of the . In this manner. children' can
skill that many adults leek - the aid ity to 'rename their Ideas readily

from metal to visual forms of communkat

Younger children can interview.staff m ben and visit/3m to produce o
book of Mends, in which they record co did descriptions of people with
wham they hive talked. Older chitdren c n run a "radio station- or news,
paper In which they feature items of cur en! Interest, interview-1, surveys,
and descriptions of personalities.

Formal miles of speech and discum
'may

acquire meaning for children
In the Junkie Division through observaton of committees or courts at work
In the community. Such visits naturally lead to playing through the situaliono
witnessed. These occasions can he useful for discussion of roles, speech,
customs, and expected behaviour in community life. They can Iced to an
examination. In the children's awn mons, of values- and moral issues such as
telling the truth, repeiting rumours, and being loyal to friends.

The hiportance of the spoken word in human relations can be developed
through, role-playing, mime. movement, drama, and puppetry, A dress-up
trunk. a full-length mirror. and a house corner with a variety of props are
all that young children require to'somme the rules of people In the real world.
In the world of television, or in the world of fantasy. In this setting, they
nylon the personality of other! by expressing the emotions and reproducing
the speech petterns of their chosen characters.

Popp*
Puppets can be used to reinforce many aspects of the school program and
they are particularly effective in helping children to further their competence
in smoking. Through puppets. children can be helped to work out their
emotions. desires. and fantasies. Some children may speak through the mouth
of a puppet when they are too shy or disturbed to express their feelings and
ideas directly.

The teacher should help:young children in the Primary Division to use
puppets in a creative way without 'restricting their imagination.'The,child
fan he encouraged first to speak Minuets Me puppet; a mirror it useful in
helping him or her to play alone., yet see the puppet come alive. Children
can begin- to interact with each other. using glove puppets as extensions of
themselves. They can fondle the puppets, talk to them, and give them names
and prroonolitiit. Thilcachcr can suggest ways in which different puppets
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1-056 Older children translate' their ideas
from verbal to visual forms of
communication by taking photographs,
making movies or .videotapes, putting
together a simple television program
or making a set! or slides.

1-057 Children product a "book of friends" in
which they record candid descriptions
of people whom they have interviewed.

1-058 Children run a almulated radio station
or Tiewapaper in which they feature items
of current interest, interviews, surveys -
and deariptions of personalities.,

3-042 Children. observe the language of others
byaiterldIng such events as community
conusittee meetings and court tearings.

1-059 The importance of the spoken word in
human relations is developed through
role-playing, mime, movement, drama
and puppetry.

3-029 Puppets are used by Children.

3-001 TOung children use puppets in a variety
of ways to practice speaking.
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,

familiar iharacters such as mother. father. teacher. or the family
his way. the Child can link puppet play with familiar roles and with

r, /St the beginning. children often play in pairs or small groups but do not
Orally interact with each other; as they become more mature and adept, the

,pisy minion wilibeeorne longer, and play more interactive, less fragmentary.
gand lcs aggressive .Puppetry can then develop into a variety of dramatic
rtiluatlons arising frnIn'the children's experience, froin a story or a poem.-

pyrrribly furs a play or Sinfy on television.

bly in the Junior Division. children will be ready to use pup-
"' their devekspihg concepts of literary and historical situations.
nning they will need simple situations and sets and they may need
it the dialogue by trial and error. Later puppetry can involve

',larger groups of children and can generate diverse oral language experiences
thee/Ugh such activities as making puppets. preparing scripts and sets, and
*during sound and light effects.

Needs
Sonseyhildren enter teh, rl with immaturities of speech such as lisping or

ae articulation. In general, these are developmental lags that will become
k significant- with'age and appropriate language experiences: some of

:theie children, however; will continue to experience difficulties. The teacher
should -Own special consideration to these children, observing and gathering

rzinforMation on passible.phissical. social, or emotional factors. Having identi-
fled their needs. the teacher should endeavour to meet them not by attempt-

:, lag therapy or speech exercises, but by selecting and ernphastring items from
al languipeppergence, It may be tsecectary to stress certain sound

grasps or sound cequences to help the children distinguish and use the
itlesired "T4.. sillables, or-expressions in the context of their own experience.

rhyrnes'alicl_ rhythmic material, songs.- and verses may also be
...useful, Articulation is knovm to be related to speech perception: children
with poor articulation, or poor discrimination of speech are likely, therefore,

to have difficulties in reading as they try to match their confused or distorted
petterinors-of words to the printed image. Special attention should be given
JO thew chiWren. .

-3-002 'Children one puppets an an extennlon of
themselves to Internet with each other.

3-003 Children use puppets to dramatize
personal experiences', stories, poem
or plays...

1-060 Children or groups of children generate:
diverse oral language experiences
throukh such activities as making puppets,
preparing scripts and seta, and producing
sound and 'light effects.

1=061 Extra practice in oral language is pro:
vided for children with speech
immaturitica.

1-06 Extra practice in oral language is
extended to older children who continue
to have language difficulties.



Weepy by a specialist oints necessary. it is likely to be more
child is given a sensitive. Individual follow-up by the teacher

site genet*Iprogram.

nwhandie child ho suffers from an cdneatinnelly signiii-
cif hearing Ices mho needs special provision. This disability is

crucial In the early stages of acquiring !swage. Most teachers will sooner
er encounter children with a degree of hearing loss that list exca

but h severe enough to makeIt difficult to discriminate speech
in the general noire of the classroom. Thew children may show their

friculties in shyness. lack of confidence. misbehaviour. MOM in under- .

ng, or. even More specifically. in the confusion of sound in the early
es speaking or reading. They have particular difficulty with the breath

consonants p. k. th. I. a.
,

li.should he remembered that in acquiring language most children have
practised new words and expressions constantly. In misting order children
who still appear to have some difficulties with oral language. It is hest, if no

program is available, to give them aimtieh time and opportunity for
nguage activity as one would to a younger child.

any children come to school speaking a language other than English or
wing acquired F.aglish incidentally. They can he at a serious disadvantage

and remain several years if their special needs are not recognized

The considerations that apply to this situation and to learning a second
age are discussed later (see -Learning a Second Language-, p. 59)

king with children with limited competence in spoken English.
sfanrld:

link language with concrete situations, gestures, and pictorial information:
mes and expressions: as appropriate:

p the children to discriminate and practise mods and elfin:salons:
gain the co-operation of English-speaking children in using play and con-

venetian to reinforce language patterns and words in context:
*try to find out which features of the child's fills language hinder him in
English (for example. confusion of the alphabets or of speech sounds):

use the child's interests in devising apprOpriaie materials:
use slides. films. oudirtapes:
simplify and ?ace the language to suit the needs of Me learner.

Expetience suggesis that Scale children learning English at a second lan-
: gunge gain a deceptive fluency in conversations! English. Teachers should he

aware that such children may still experience difficulty when they encounter
_ the fame abstrakt uses of language later in school.
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2-033 Special programs are in' effect for
children with limited' competence in
spoken English.

1063

1064

L065 - helping ,the children to discriminate
and practice words and expressions

The teacher assists children who are
learning English as a second language by

- linking language with concrete.
situations, geatures and pictorial
information

- offering names and suggestions

'66 - gaining the co-operation of English-
speaking children in using play and
conversation to reinforce language
patterne and Words in context

1 067 - trying to find out which features of
the child's first language hinders
him or her in English

- using the child's interests in devising
appropriate materials

1J069 - using slides, films, audio-tapes

simplifying and pacing the language
to suit the needs of the learner..



Earliest levels. depends on deriving meaning by guess,
and by ingpvariety of cues: visual. phonic, syntactical, and sernantic,
dini:involies interaction between the author's ideas and the reader's
aritnee of reality and of language. II requires interpretation and personal
cling. -Therefove reading is more than the ability to decode ;knell and
di: it Involies searching fob pstlerns of meaning, prohkm-solving. an
is: isstlgeintnt:tvaluition. and synthesis. In planning reeding experiences,
teacher should aim to help each child: .

anderstand'and appreciate the proctis of reading by learning to apply
or bet' reading skills to matiriah of persons! intermit and developing his
ter own reading materials from experience:
N become aware of the significance of reading in his nr her own life by
ig the reading materials within the environment (signs, labels, news-

magarincs. billboards, recipes, directions, kunst. initials):
CO develop the particular skills and processes (hit he or she finds most
etive and useful in decoding the symbols of writing:
a gain independence and fluency in reading through the use of various
di and leach of miterials (stories, verses, directives, assignments, and
frenee book s) : .

understand and interpret the ideas presented beyond the stage of corn-
hention and recall of factual detail:
o deVelop the ability to read critically and to react personally totai the ideas

wool:
use reading as a source of inforrnalinn for activities, investigation. and

ulry:
o discover that reading can offer personal enrichment and growth by eX-
Mg him or her regularly to the best literature available (modern CiaNsieN,

ales. myths, legends), some of-which may be beyond his or her inde-
tending ability;

ci find personal satisfaction and pleasure in reading and recognire and
treciate literary value by acquainting him or her with a variety of books
luality geared to his or her interests and maturity:-

ng Syrian Oiler%
effective system of teaching_ reading should meet some of the following
eke. II should:
latch children's real experience with oral and printed language:
craw on children's language experknces, vocabulary, and sentence strue-
sin providing reading experiences:
Ae children's own responses its far as possible to create reading experi-
es and material and in particular. link early reading to writing:
late reading In real-fife situations that demonstrate how much we depend

stir abilits to read:
at+ve the child on In books that are nut primers as soon as possible ,d-,
%Amide a learning environment that focuses the child's attention on the
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1-071 Children read for personal interest and
satisfaction.

1-072 Children develop some of their own
reading material.

1-073 Children Interpret things they have rend,

1-074 Children read critically.

1-075 Children use reading material in the
environment; e.g. signs, labels, news-
papers, magazines, billboards, recipes,
directions, letters, initials.

Children read various kinds and levels or
materials; e.g. Stories, verses,
directives, assignments, reference books.

Children are exposed to a'variety of good
literature; e.g. modern classics, folk
tales, myths, legends.

Children read a variety of quality books
that are geared to their interests and
maturity.

2-0-4

2-035

2-036

Which of these dO you do?

2 =037 - match children's real experiences with
oral and printed language

2-035 - draw on children's language'
experiences, vocabulary and selltence
'structure in providing reading
experiences .

2-039 - use children's own _responses to create
reading experiences and.materials

2-040 - relate reading to real life Situations
that demonstrate how much we depend on
Our. ability to read.'

2-041 - move the child on to books that'are
not primers



,significanee and use of graphic .and that stimulates interest in this
*ding:-
a flexible respowe that can accommodate the individual needs of
Afferent stages of reading, sax that the different kinds of reading
L-percepiusl. phonic, uruClural. and semantic - can be developed

e end as needed:
igrdficance and meaning as the purpose of reading in helping

to lop decoding strategies:
e % capacities and needs for discriminating and classifying-,

r scope for the learning that takes place when a child perceives dis-
between the responses he or she makes In reading and the mean-

rouline patterns. or words) the test should hive, so That he may
y correcting, or being helped incorrect. rears,

phatire rending as an wive process. requiring trial responses and check-
ing by child and !etcher. not the learning of sight words, sounds, or rote
sentence patterns

make use of structural clues in reading material by using appropriate
experiences or meta-lab so that the child can contrast and change word
Orders and patterns Or needed. structural controls and clues for the children's
own language should be provided by using movable printed materials that
they canma raartf&late);

opt aliticnia) phonic system in dealing with esrly code-breaking aspects
Eigliskspriling patterns. and not jnxt leiter!, as models for the

w isoclatilm of sound and symbol:
use brief intensive practice periods, games, and activities to reinforce per-

ils-aloe aspects of reading which have already been approached actively;
use nursery rhymes and soneifor early reading and for supplementary

material. supporting them with records, taprat, and films;
use the children% own stories. vocihulary, and structures for reading in the

early stages

The ability to follow sequencer of pielltres, trentc-alil words Is basic to
reading. Relating these Involves quite complex mental Processes which can
be developed through appropriate experiences.

Even here a teacher roust remember that the meaning of simple pictures is
not self-evident to the young child. Interpretation depends on knowledge and

experience. Much that is obvious to the adult depends on a knowledge of
artistic conventions. such as shading and perspective, and on background
information. Teachers should never assume that a young child has psi-Peened
the visual information in a piclure.

nee reading depends on sequence. and on kft-to-right scanning, It can
?fatted by confusions of orientation, A firm sense of laterality. that is,

WNW of oneself in space in terms of left or right and awareness of which side
is moving. grasping, or performing a function, may not be euablished in
some children until six or seven years of age: some continue to show carp
osiers throughout the early years. This sense of space. of body awareness,

2-042 - make use of structural-clues in
reading materials by using experiences
or materials so that the-child can
contrast pnd change word, orders and
patterns

2-043 - adopt a rational phonic system in
dealing with early code-breaking
aspects usinnglish spelling
patterns

2-044 - use brief intensive practice periods,
games and activities to reinforce
particular aspects of reading which
have already been approached actively

2-045 , "use nursery rhymes and songs for early
reading and for supplementary material

2-046 - use the children's own stories,
vocabulary and structure for reading
in the early stages

2-L047 ',provide a flexible- response that can
accommodate the individual needs of
children at different-stages of reading

2-048 - use the child's capacities and needs
ror discriminating and classifying.



4:11P - s

of left and right. can be developed through repressive movement and through
physical activity.

Young children perceive oral and written languages as an unheaken flow.
They do not at first discriminate words as unite, which are an invention `of
print and they need help to recognise that words are separate and separately
significant and that the gullets between them are important. Their fundamen-
tal discovery. however. is tha 'printed language matches speech to some extent
and that it has an order and sense that is similar to that of speech. This dis-
covery precedes discominalion of single letters or sound letter correspond

Two (lithe basic tasks in reading are the discrimination of letter forms
and their association with sounds. Young children ( between four and eight

. years of sr) make morn of inversion and reversal in comparing and copying
significant shapes such as letters.- These may not disappear until eight year..
of age in some children. but younger children may discriminate efficiently
if motivated and given clues. Letters and.sound patterns have significance
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Page 44, describee the behavioural
aspects orchildren:a language pro-
greaslon. Suggoeted means to assist
children in language ding are
found on the preceding and following
pages. Therefore no items are
selected from page 44.



ng with, discriminating, and Writ letter
Tete !sea can help by drawing attention to

taro or worth.

hencl blending rtl sounds and letter symbols
d o hall years of age. Ibis is probably because they cannot

whole and the pad in mind at the same time in putting letters
Ake sounds..

need ti certain level of visual -motor competence In order
certain connection between reading facility and scores

km at reading readiness tests. Training in visual! perception
not guarantee improvement In reading performance. In
ter spent on language experiences and direct reading at

Reading readiness tests are no more accurate in pre-
reading than are teachers` essessments of the
abstnallon of the child's performance and

o read? Here are samples of questions the teacher can
any /ghee*.

child see normally at reeding dixtance? (Many children are still
d when they enter school.)
t and hand dom hens she prefer to use?
she a clear sense ofleft and eight?

Of she hear speech in5;ncls mild nespemd yppropriately?
rshe attend ma testi,.
she monably indepindent of the teacher?

respond to tiring read to?
t ihonse atook to leaf through?

look at pictures. understind them. and distinguish between
figure and backgrou nd?

have ICPMC sense of the sequence shown in pictures?
oea he err she show interest and competence in sorting and matching 3D
objects and s apes. 2D shines, knees, and numbers?

Does he 'or she =opine number of familiar printed and graphic
symbols? \
O.Can he or she distinguish different voices, intonations, and particular
speech sounds?

Can he or she distinguish sounds and words that rhyme?
can he Ceske distinguish and match words with similar begin,

endinr? L
Dnes`he s show l range of oral vccabutary?
Can he or she get meaning from a familiar condos or en nn a simple

instructiei/.displayed in the classroom?
Can hem she point out words as separate. regardless of knowing their
meaning?
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Children are ;-diagnosed for reading
readiness

3-004 by 'e reading readiness test

3-005 = by the teacher based on observation.
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isno.nire quereaxful method of teaching reading to'children. nor is
,there any one particular sequence in learning; the teacher may choose to
begin with sight and proceed to ramifies. or vice vets*. Researchers wtm have

?attempted to compare the many methods of teaching reading generally
that children do not learn to read as a result v4 a particular method.

1.7 material. or teaching medium (such as a new alphabet ); they learn by evolv-
lag strategies that suit their own learning styk.

portant that the teacher observe and understand these strategies
and adjust techniques and materials to meet the particular interests and
Iintnstic ribilities of the child.

As mentioned in chapter 3. -Teaching and Learning teachers may have
preferred styles of teaching. methods. or,materials that they think work hest,

:'" They should be aware, however, that these are preferences and should remain
flexible in their attempts to accommodate the child's style of learning.

,.= For the children. the major accomplishment has been learning how to
.` speak. in the process they developed their own strategies, Given the oppor-

funky. they will apply these same strategics to feeding: they will look for
significance. using clues based on sound and vocabulary and searching for
intuitive rules and meaningi. In addition. they have had some experience in
discriminating comparing. and classifying objects. shapes. and sounds. Their
visual and auditory acuity is usually adequate for the discriminations they
will now he required to make. The teacher's observation of children's gen-
eral activities in the elassrimin will make evident any inadequacies or need
for further experiences-

Reading, like all other learning. develops best in the context of varied
experiences. In learning to read. children should be provided with visual and

r'c auditory stimuli through real experiences. books. film% and filmstrips.records.
.irattsie. songs; and poetry, They must he given the opportunity to respond

to things that interest them and to express their ideas in writing. drawing.
painting.. modelling. movernentedd dance. In this way, they can extend
theieexisting knowledge-ot syntax (sentence structure) 'and produce read-
ing materials based On their own experiences and on their own language.

:IThis is the raw material that children use to make discoveries about printed
_ !emir and that the teacher uses in teaching the necessary word and pat-
:tern recognition skills. thus extending the children's reeding vocabulary to
match that of their listening and speaking.

It is still notnot.known exactly how an individual child learns to read. Some
children use the shape of words as cues, others identify similar beginnings
or endings. and others seem to learn words by Woking at individual letters.
In any event, the process of reading - the use of cues to find meaning -
depends on scanning and guessing. which lead to.errors of various kinds.
Children must be allowed to make these errors not only when they begin
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In learning to read
- -

3-030 children are provided with visual and
auditory stimuli through real
experiences such as hooka,' filme,

records, music, songe and
poetry

3 =031 - children are given the opportunity to
respond to things that interest them
and express their-ideas in writing,
drawing', painting, modelling, movement
and dance

3-006 children'are allowed to make errors in
guessing new worde.



reeding bug at every stage of kerning In cope with print. tirron are Indic
tors of the child's attempts to interpret print and should he used In a con-
structive and diagnostk way.

It is known, however, that children must be given the time and opportunity
to develop their own methods for discriMinating and acquiring words, %en-

" fence patterns, and letters. The teacher's aim is In increase the variety and
flexibility o f t irsitioes and strategies us id by children woof meaning, don-
Lure, letter or's*Iling pattern, sound.; punctuation, and content. Most chil-
diem however, do not know where to look for significant cues for decoding
and interpreting written language and it is the leacher's task to help them
do this.

Once printed words are familiar, mod children And them interesting for
,itheir own sake. They enjoy using them to huild new sentence patterns,
-grouping them into families of rhyming worth or words that begin in the
same way. seeing little worth in larger -0ords. and making new words by add-
log prefixes and:salsa. They enjoy wheeling and grouping words in ways
that satisfy them: in alphabetical, order nr in categories such as colour, action,
or braffigifiNf011adial. These activities reinforce and extend the children's
awareness of words and help them begin to cope with written language.

Language pines support the'procees of individual learning, but cannot a-
piece It As children progriss, they can enjoy and profit from

playing with words or letters, matching them with pictures or words;
e grouping words with similar patterns, especially words that have the same

or suffix:
grouping letter symbols,br spelling patterns;

eking new sentences by altering order or by using new words;
making new words by altering order or substituting letters;
playing,slepping stoners from one word to another by changing one 1

at a time (how do= pot become fun?);
associating letters with sounds and objects."

These 'Weida should be incorporated into game rather than into formal "
Writhes. Such pima can be based on the principles of lotto, domino. or
Writ and board games, and played by groups or individuals.

The teacher's role in this process is to provide the words phrases, and
sentence patterns that the children require and then direct their attention to
the distinguishing cues. These may be visual or auditory. or they may stem
from the meaning or *helm. It is very important for the teacher to remem-

ber. however, that letters and spelling patterns have significance only in
words, that words only have meaning within the contest of a sentence, and
that sentences- really have meaning only in connected discourse. It is only
when a child can respond to= written material with undemanding, personal
interest. and satisfaction. that he or she can he considered a reader.
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Children use and extend their
knowledge by

-3-007 h building new sentence patterns

3-008 - grouping words in familiar or rhyming
nets

3-009 - seeing little words in larger words

3-010 - making new words by adding prefixes
and suffixes

3=011 - collecting andgrouping words in
alphabetical order or incategoriei.

Children use language games in the
following ways:

grouping words with similar patterns

2-050 -- grOuping letter.eymbols or spelling
patterns

2-051 making new sentenceS,by altering order
or by using new words

2 -052 - making new -words by alte ing order'-or
substituting letters .

2-053 playing stepping stones-from one word
to another by changing one letter at
a time

2-054 - associating letters with sounds' and
objects,

1-076 Children use language gimes.



F rtlarr -is- ng
Children in the runihr,Division often begin as eager readers and make Ire-
"mendons strides in their capacity to read with Maturity and power. In this
division. there is a wide range of abilities in reading and language develop-

-. ment from rchildren who are reading fluently to children who only have a
hare grasp of the methanics of letters and words.

In beder to accommodate the wide range of abilities and interests at this
stage. children need to be organized in groups. These groups should remain
fleuble in membership. meet at various times of day. and have their !redid.
ties and materials related to individual needs Children in this stage are more
capable of assuming responsibiliti and can help one another. If they are al-
lowed to do so, the teacher can he freed to work with children who require

esiatanee.and guidance.

A significant proprirti,;, of children still lack the skill and security they
need to forge ahead in reading. even though they have had sensitive and de.
voted teaching. They are in a stage of transition and may require the security
of controlled material and continued individual help, language experience,
and varied practice to help them undertake realistic and individualized
reading,

Programmed.skill.buikting materials and bawl readers may be helpful
for the child who is not yet independent. However. this kind of material
should only be used to supplement active teaching so that the child may de.
velop a variety of techniques and interests. The teacher must recognize that
a highly structured program tends to stress reading for fact. detail. and car-.
red answers. Thus it robs the child of the opportunity for personal interpre
lation and response. Books that relate to the child's interests, on the other
hand. provide understandable and rewarding content And enable the child
to apply his skills.

At this stage. children should be guided to a more intensive use of word
and meaning cues. Interest in new words can be generated through discus.
aim. through investigation of the origins of words, and through recognition
of the variety of conical and stylistic clues that an author uses to help the
render get the meaning. Dictionaries can become prized possessions at this
stage If the teacher succeeds in generating enthusiasm for discoverrn new
words and meaningsiAs interest grows, children will transfer the vocabulary
and techniques authors use to their own writing.

Units of work and topics that generate personal inquiries and questions
shoWld lead to extensive use of the school library resource centre and its
reference and resource materials_ The whiled library resource centre can

;-also include an index of community resources (including human ones) and
an interlibrary loan system linking the resource centre with other infonna.
lion services, -

Different abilitttrs and interests in
reading and lnngunge development are
accommodated by

3043 grouping according to Interest

3-044 grouping according to ability
39045 - making group' membership flexible

3 =046 - .meeting with groups at various times,
of the day

3-047 - relating group activities and maLerlain
to individual needs

3-076 - having children assume responsibility
for helping one another.

3-048 Program skill-builders and basal readers_
are used at one method to supplement active
teaching no that the child may develop.a
variety of technique'and interest.

3-049 High Interest books are available.

Interest:in new words is generated through
3-077 - discussion

3-078 - investigation of the origin of words
3-079 - recognition of the variety of context

and stylistic clues that the author uses
to help,the reader get the meaning

3-080 use of the dictionary.

3-081- The school, library resource centre is used
to generate personal inquiries and
Questions.

The school library resource centre includes

3-050 - an index of community resources

3-051 - an Inter-library loan system linking the
. resource centre with other information
services.



t.

Ills
and librarian must be swore of the child's readiness for portico-

kinds of actiVity and should provide direct experience and instruction.
as needed, in the use of reference books, maps, charts, directives, and other
resource materials. Such resource and reference techniques include:

. . . . .
atoning questions or intoteml in mallow terms so that answers can be

found;
collecting informoticas from a variety of sources (primary sources such as

people and places should be placed before film. slides. tapes, pictures, and
books);

learning how logelinfon-notion Irons people through conversation. inter,
-.;ew, and discussion; about placer and rhino through observation, using a
taperecordef, a camera, and survey techniques: from graphic sources such
as pictures, cartoons diagrams, chars. maps, and tables. and from audio.

visual materials:
learning to use the school library and other libraries as sources of infor--

station;
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Children practice their reference skips
by

1-077 - defining questions or problems in
terms no that answers can be found

1-078 - getting information through converse-
tion'interview and discussion

1-079 - getting Information abOut places and
things through observation, using a,
tape-recorder, a camera, and survey
techniques

1-080 getting information from graphic
sources such as pictures, cartoons,
diagrams; charts, maps, tables

1-081 - getting information from audiovisual
sources

1-082 - using the school libritry and other
libraries as sources of information



.. checking information for relevance, authenticity. and bias - a skill devel-
oped by diseuSsion, by checking sources spied dmi.hand experience, by

`comparing sources, end by searching for inconsistencies and ['Racial in texts;
'Uparaphrtning and summarising pertirsent inforrnalkin:
- translating information into another forma for example summarizing a

etch in a note. or a picture in diagram.

Reeding Pdaferfale
Reading in the Junior Division about*, lnebide a wide variely of materials:

wrspapera magazines,-directint.,:for models. recipes. instructions. sports
nulls and eirtoons. Under Slrie teacher's guidance, children will [wog-

nite that techniques for readinidiffer according to the material. For example,
detailed directions for scienze experiments or problems in mathemtics re-

! quite a slower pace ao'2 mon detailed attention than a novel or news ac-
count. Experience x-4rh varied materiels it this stage should help children
kern to adjust 6-40. akd,and technique to their mimeses and reading

"Materiel.

lThe teichar must helphe children to viii their approaches. scan, to
end up. 10 dOw, down, 10100k for detail or for main ideas. With help, chit=

',;then will illis'grow in appreciation of style; feeling; intention, rhythm, mood.
and characterization. Novels can be read at different levels of meaning:

it is important. therefore. that teachers consider the maturity of the children
and use an approach that will deepen their appreciation of books rather than
present the novel simply u story or a series of comprehensive questions.

Later In the Junior Division Children should use more difficult materials.
In literature they should be presented with the beginnings of conflict in char-
icier, with conflicts'in ideaa and values, and with emotional or ethical push,

In factual prose, they need to learn to infer, to go beyond the state-
mentsoo compare different Was or statements: to predict reO1115, and to
begin togyaluate. Comprehension and interpretation of these materials re
quirc the ability. to read critically and to probe deeply for meanings. This
coMpetence can be developed through experiences in assessing writing in
terms of function and literary value These experiences can take the form of
iiiicussions_vdth peers and adults Discussion will encourage the children
10 share their personal reactions and will prompt them to pay close attention
to the author and the test.

The Junior Division has been identified as the golden age of reading. In
some cases, if children are not hooked CM reading at this age, they will not
tenant to it as adults. This is the Age at which children develop personal'
reading interests and they should be given time to read a wide selection of
materials. They need to be free to read without continual checks and formal

comprehension and vocabulary.

1-083 - checking information for relevance
authenticity and bias

14)84 - paraphrasing and summarizing pertinent
information

1-085 - translating information into another
form; e.g. a note into a picture.

3-052 Reading includes a wide range of materials;
newspapers,-magazines, directions

for models, recipes, instruction, sports,
manuals, zeri:Oo.f-:

Children ,.sue J.terature in which they
examine

3-082 - beginnings' of ,v1nflict in character

3-083' - conflicts in ideas and values
3-084 - emotional and ethical Problem

Children use factual prose to

3-085 - infer

3-086 - go beyond the statements

3-08/ ..- to predict results

3-088 --evaluate.

3-089 Children assess' Writ in terms -of
function and littrary value during '11A-
cussion-with peers and adults.

3-053 -Children_ are given time to read a wide
selection of materials.

3-090 Children are free to read without con-tinual' checks and formal testing of
comprehenaion and .vocabula .



main conceratils In ascertain the degree to which the
have undetatand what they have read. Paraphrasing is one of the

best hidieators Of comprehension. If the children can paraphrase. it is likely
,that they .have assimilated the paragraph. the sentence, or the phrase into
,i.-their own systems of meaning. Children can express their personal responses
,c by talking about or recording their observations and feelings,- err expressing

their Interpretation through paintings. 'dramatizations. models, maps, or
diagrams.

`''Comprehension herniae% s personal understanding and responsiveness to
the author's meaning which cannot be demonstrated through the mcchani-
cal completion of workbook assignments or basal reader-type exercises.

'A'more relevant Way of assessing comprehension wnuld be to ask the chit
1`'`, dren to reed* impend define some of the words. to have them tell a story

predict a ssory'llOtOCOMC. to relate reading to a report. or to review crea-
ve writing. drama or Painting .

ividuilieed unassigned reading requires stimulus and motivation, The
k market and shelves in public libraries are full of new and old

for. children; the claisroom should be no different. Crillections geared
en the s of children at different stages of development can be borrowed
from htiol library resource 'centre In, addition, teachers must he pre.
oared to 'share hooks with children and to read to them regularly at all age

fly' reeding hooks to them that are above their independent reading
level:the !etcher can hroaden ihildren's Interest in literature by widening the
scope of the materials accessible to them. Material suitable for reading aloud
includes bonks from modern literature, honks that deal with our Canadian
heritage, and books that have stood the test of time poetry. legends. myths,

-folk tees.
.

Writing. and forms of symbolic representation in general, help children to
organize their experiences so that they can communicate them to others;
they also help to organize and extend their thinking. In learning to write and
to set down appropriate symbok, children have to reorganize their concepts
and mental processes as the order Of internal speech differs considerably
from the order of external or written language.

'The ability to use words well and to express oneself with sensitivity.
ity. and conciseness in writing is an achievement that. once developed. will
be of lifelong value. To achieve this fluency. children must have something
real and personal to write about, a wealth of language with which to express
their ideas. and the opportunity and time to write, Writing can he used to
inform people, to explain- to describe, to narrate. to give voice to imagina-
tion and fantasy. to persuade. to argue. to express feelings, and to generate
response. The purpose should determine the form of writing and the kind
of language used
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1-086

17087

1-088

Children express their personal responses
to- written material by

talking about their observione and
feelings

recording their observations and
feelings

expressing:their interpretations
through painting, dramatization, models,
maps or diagrams.

Comprehension is assessed by asking the
children to

1 -089 read ,a page and define some of the
WOrds

1-090 tell a story

1-091 predict a story outcome

1-092 - relate reading. o a report

1-093 review creative writing, drama or
painting.

The teacher

2 -055 Provides collectionO of books in the
classroom geared to the needs of
children at different stages of.
development.

1-09h reads to the children.

1-095 Children are given the-opportunity and
time to write.

2'



writing is an ex
tzrteltscovery. It may take the form

ra-firiciful story. a Form. a seri
,!,..7experienee.

solves the language of mlf
r air note. an imaginative

a description of an

nonal writing are the child's store of observations, feel-
pressions. and isnaginings. which can he enriched by r variety of

diners and activities. both Shiners and out These feed the senses and
f5-entich-ehildren's awareness of themselves and their world. Experiences
t end thererore,the writing - gain depth when the teacher helps children to
eirkweAem more intensely: lief what they touch. to liorn to what they

to nbsvn what they look at. The teacher's commentary in this pro.
ass proildes the language that the children will require to convey their ideas

r',',"Sesuitstely and prechtely.

--t?;',.11You g children often model their firm writings nn s and poems they
'tknow. Many of the words and phrases they borrow becoMe pan of their

penonal store of words'ihrough constant repetition of fasourile stories and
poems. Az has already been stated, therdore, leachers should read aloud

1,1,` to children from material chosen for its quality of language, illustrntion. and
plot. as well as CM suitability for the age and interest level of the particular

fvtsrour.

Many children need to express their Ideas in other forms before they are
icady to turn,to writing., Therefore a variety of forms of expression (discus-
Mon. art, construction, drama, movement, and sound) should be 'made avail-
able so that children may have many opportunities to crystallize their ideas
and refine their sensitivity.

,.,., imaginative wilting .flourishes in an environment where praise is nffezed
;,,when it is due, where original phrases. paragraphs, and poems arc shared

as exciting discoveries. where poems and stories and books are edited, typed,
and featured in a library or resource centre (always with the young author's

, permission).

In the early year- children should he gig en many opportunities to express
'their experiences and interests through many different channels. They should
Italsalse_encouraged to collect words. phrases, idiom% and impressions. Such
''collections will evolve from the children's own experiences discussions. end
reading. %Wilds and phrases generated by experiences can be recorded on
'grOup or an indiVidual basis for future use and reference.

As already mentioned, the emphasis at this stage is on quality and fluency
of expression rather than neatness and, correctness. Spelling, punctuation,

v,and printing can be dealt with on an individual or small group basis. once
"Neon' and spontaneity are 'establishid: Over emphaiii nn errors may in
fad, make chit& n so self conscious that they cannot write at all

1-096 Children 's own experience. prov de
b

the
ase for writing.

Personal writing is expressed through

2-056

2-057

2-058

2-059

2-060

3-032

- a personal letter or note

an imaginative or fanciful story

- a poem

a aeries of impressions

- a description of an experience.

Children expresa their ideas in forme
other than writinWe.g, art, die-
eussion, construction, drama, movement
and sound:

3-012 Children's poems, stories and books are
edited, typed and featured in a library
or resource centre.

3-013 Children collect words, phrases, idiOms
and expressions from their own
experiences, dissuasions and reading.

3-033 The children's Words and phratrea, are re-
corded on a group or individual basis.



'"-;'-' -

111410eh of the writing activity In the Primary Division may consist of mak-,

-tint bidden containing'slories. verse. news. *mourns of visits and experi.

r"menfs.'and other Peewee writings. Childrenit the Junior level should con-

-44c tintac to write erotica and verse and to poultice_ bonklas dealing with their

and Inveitiptions - on enindividuil or a group basis.

V- In the wtitifrcely and will In one mode um-

F',OallY "write well in another. y begin; nevertheless, to establish individual

preferences Some children are happier with factual prose, while othera pre-

fer imaginative prose or poetry. Their purposes for writing become more

varied and they can he helped to see when a particular kind of vocabulary

and styli is appropriate.

Older children continue to require help to see vividly. feel intensely, and

k; to express their experiences lucidly. Our heritage of prose and poetry remains

One of the best resources for helping children gain sensitivity and precision

of extrrewcism.

VWts and dtacussitms with anists, poets. and authors can also stimulate
older children to search for meth. phrases. and expressions and In record

them for future reference. mrnatively. books and collections of poetry in

which authors describe the experiences and feelings vividly will help chil-
dren develcili'imaginatire forms of expression. Children whahave been en-

couraged to gain in ippreciation of good writing tend to produce their own

legends. mysteries. and autobiographies.

Effective writing develops from continued practice in writing about ex.
periences that are real and relevant to the writer; suchpractice can he made

more effective hy discussing what has-been written with other children and
yith the teacher and by leaving a piece of writing to return In it later when
perception has matured. Children may be much encouraged and motivated

by a teachers interest and appreciation of ideas expressed at their own level.

Children may show a superficial awareness of languid roles in isolated

demises. The aim. however. if In make such rules in automatic part of Ian.

gutsy use. This is best accomplished when children use a grammiticit rule
as an Wisps-risible aid to the expression of something they really want to say,

especially in connection with an experience they have undergone themselves.

Fonwel Writing
Formal writing serves functional needs and comprises a large part of writing

In school. In the early stars of the Primary nivirion, it is the leacher who
will hive to record what the children wish to commit In paper, whether it he

questions. information. summaries, or discoveries. By the beginning of the
Junior Division, children should develop the skills required to write:

records of fads such as distances. directions. addresses, and telephone

nuinbers;
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3 -014 Much or the writing activity consists of
making booklets containing stories, news,
verse, accounts of visits and experiments
and other personal writings.

3 -015 The emphasis ,is on quality of expression
rather than neatness and correctness.

3-091 Children write stories and verse and
produce booklets dealing with their
activities and investigations.

3-064 Children' study our heritage and pc
gain sensitivity and precision of
expression.

3-092 Older'children are stimulated to search
for words, phrases and expressions by
visits and discussions with artiste,
poets, apd authors.

3 -055 Children use books and S011ections of
poetry to help them develop imaginative
rorms or'expression.

3-086 Children have practice in writing about
experiences that are real and relevant
to them.

3 -093 Children discuss their writing with
other children and with the teacher.

3-057 Children return to their writing later,
when 'their perception has matured..

Children write:

3-058 - records of facts such as distances,
directions,-addresses and telephone
numbers
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study activities with each child contributing at his or her

of information gathered field trip, or from a filmstrip or

gain ideas for an oral presentation to the class:
ious for specific operations-such as baking a cake, build-

science elm-amen!:

for a radio broadcast, a slide presentation. or a

twain g trips or experiments:
ding the development of a particular unit of study

kinds containing stories. news reports. and accounts

information and personal lettirs to friends and
pals. ---
Veen in the Junior Division need guidance in developing the tech-

volved in making useful notes from reference materials. Far further
nation on this point, see chapter 6. 7-Environmental Studies". pages

97= 91.

Jim frequently the children are to wale has to be decided by the leacher
and children in the light of circumstances. Writing should not take place
daily. simply-as an exercise. Children will obviously write often, and per-
haps daily, in terms of taking notes and making records in connection with
aspects of the curriculum. The project itself will dictate when major pieces
of cmonunleation need to he undertaken. Writing should always have a
defined purpose.

Clsildrevt erred Individual help in learning to write correctly and in selecting
eecabulary and stncture . The amount of time s on group or class in-
structical in any given week ought, therefore, to he limited. The children
dtostkl also be helped to look at and improve their writing in, the light of the
task that they have set themselves and of the purpose of the writing. Linguis.
de analyses show that in pre-schrml and early school years, children acquire
language forms such as plurals, tenses, and the passive voice, which enable
diem to use lung but lornely connected sentences. From thc middle of the
Primary Division; they can be helped' to program front Isolated phrases or
sentences to the development at a sequential piragraph. This improvement
Involues more than persuading them to write mare sentences or to substitute
other words for and or then, -Al this stage, children's increasing use of appro-
priate prepositions and logical connective' provides a measure of the deed-
smolt's, their language and of their poring ability to organize informa-
tion. Towards the end of the Junior Diuition, sentences once more tend to
berme simmer but more compkx, arathe maturity of writing is shown in
inerelsingly compact phrasing and interkeking constructions.

3 -059 - short reports of study activities (with
each child contributing at his or her
particular level)

3-060 - summaries of information gathered on a
field trip or from a filmstrip or book

3-061 - outlines of main ideas for an oral
presentation to the class

3-062 sequential instructions for specific
operations such as baking a cake,
building a model, or conducting a
science experiment

3-063 - news items or scripts for a radio
broadcast, a slide presentation, or a
dramatization

3-064 - descriptions of interesting trips or
experiments

3-065 - a diary or log book recording
development of a particular tan
study or project

3-094' - booklets of various kindsocontaining
stories, news reports and accounts of
visits and experiments

3-095 - letters for permission and,information
and personal letters to friends and
pen pals.

1-097 The emphasis in teaching writing is
directed toward individual and small
groups rather than the class as a unit.
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1 *

To Ammar-he. the whole point of writing and recording is to communi-
. este with of essentially, the only way in which a child can kern to write

la through experience in writing.

arid Usage
Speech and writing should dewlap in precision and accuracy throughout
the Primary and Junior ram. The ability to speak and write fluently and
aniculitely should be the first concern.

II is important to relate questions of spoken usage and style to effective
communication rather than to grammaticel standards. In writing, however,
where usage is more stable and where non-standard forms may be a barrier
to effective communkation, the teacher should. ea recommended elsewhere
in this chapter. help the children develop standard forms by working from
their own writing.

fly four years of age, children have an intuitive knowledge of the gr
matinsl rules of oral language. They are still learning substitutions, trans--
formations, and variations in sentence pattern at six or later. There is no
evidence. however, that they are helped to speak, write, or think by studying
the rules of presedptive grammar. To some extent. children may be helped
by practice in changing tenses, using synonyms, and making other trans-
formations such as changes in sentence structure, but. as a general rule. com-
petence is best acquired through the comparisons and correctionsihat chil-
dren make in their own writing. Time that would be greet on the study of
yammer is better used speaking and writing. Moreover, much of the gram-
mar found in nide? school texts is of a prekriptive.type unrelated to modern
approaches to linguistics.
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1-098 The teacher helps the Children develop
tandard forma of grammar by working
from their own writing.



Towards the end of the Junior children may become interested
in weird farms or derivations. They can If Interested undertake comparative
and caper mental Investigations of their nem language by listing words
and experimenting with word fader. by comparing the kinds of wools that

-are normally used together sir that normally occur In the same place in a
sentence- by studying the ways in which changes in sentences and word
structure change meaning. This kind of activity should not he confused with

rmal grammar. Children seem to learn hest when they arc given a chance to
play with new maim to make comparisores between usages, and to explore
the effects of words, word patterns, and idioms. The younger child may
manipulate tangible words and letters, The older child can experiment with
verbal variations.

Spelling and Flosetuation
Spelling-and punctuation, king graphic conventions used to facilitate corn-

unication, depend on the relationship between the sound and writing sus-
of a language,

petence in spelling is closely connected with reading ability and with
awareness of spelling patterns. Children, therefore, should read widely and
have many opportunities to experiment and play with words - to pull them
aped, put them together, and build new ones, If phonic experience and in-
veitlgation of spelling patterns are made part of the reading program chit...
drat seem to develop qltafigiot for finding spelling rules aXil their exceptions.

-There is little evidence that any particular method of spelling instruction
reduces better speller' than wide experience in reading and writing.

.1

-*When children have gained fluency in writing. there is merit in helping
them develop strategies for finding the rules and practising spelling,

or with others in small groups. As in Caller cases, the most effective
Study focuses on words that spring from the children's own needs - that Is,
words that they have misspelled or that they wish to use in their writing.
They can be helped to classify words from their personal list according to
common spelling patterns or rules. Then they can he helped to understand
the structures of words and, through a process of comparing and contrast-
ing. to develop the rules they require.

Some children may require direct guidance in focusing on different as-
Peals of a word: the beginning, the end, the medial vowel: syllabic units,
prefitts, and alOtea: or whatever distinguishing feature ( visual, auditory,
or semantic) will best help them to remember the pattern. Children who
need this direct guidance can receive more attention from the teacher if the
other children are occupied, either in pairs or small groups, with spelling
and word games that they have worked out for themselves or that the teacher
has invented.

Linguistic research suggests that if the child is to attain full comprehen-
sion or the deeper levels of language, word meanings and structure must he
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Children undertake compar live and
experiMental investigation, of their
own language by

3-096 - listing words

3-097- experkmenting With word order

3-098 - comparing kinds of words that are uied
together,

3=099 studying the ways in which changes in
sentences and word- .structure -change
meaning.

1-099 Phonic experiences and.investigations of
spelling patterns are made part of the
reading program.

2-061 Children develop personal spelling lists.

2-062 Children classify words from-their
pereonallists according to common
patterns or rules.

1-100 Spelling and word games are used.



Ned In leUrnen1 phonic/spelling pallem units (for example. MishaP/EillloP:
I will read /I have read).

Knowledge of coned punctuation ay also be developed through the
child's owls writing. The latter enables the child to understand the function
of punctuation as a set of graphic signals Invented (mainly by printers) to
represent Intonation. strew. and phrasing.

For this reason. same punctuation can be learned through speech. Chil-
dren should read aloud what they have written and try to communicate
thews intonation. and feeling. They can be helped to see where sentences
appear to end. where there should be periods and Muses, and where they
should put them in their writing. The considerable difficulty that children
have in identifying sentences and purling periods in the eight placer reflects
the fact that the printed sentence does not adequately identify the lingukth
structure that defines the unit of meaning.

In discussing reading, the teacher can draw attention to the devices an
author uses to produce certain effects and the ways In which punctuation

is toed to alter pace. build suspense. introduce surprise, and list hems. Chil-
dren can experiment with welt techniques and learn free!' their many errors.
In elissronens where children are provided with opportunities to write. dis.
am and sham their writing with others, they will become aware of the need
for punctuation marks that indicate question. surprise. Interest, fear, or ex-
citants's. Even in the Primary Division. some children are ready to discuss
such devices as quotation marks.

It is often wise td refrain from immediately correcting errors In spelling
and punctuation. For example. over-emphasis on correctness in spelling can
Inhibit the childreWs experimentation with new scads end. ultimately, may
lead to the overused limp_ k words that they know how to spell. If children
are encouraged to collect and store their writing In a parolel folder. they
can gn over their work some time later, think over the welling snot puncher-
01041, and comer them.. This self-correction indicates. for them. progress
Towards mastery.

Writing is a complex sensory-motor skill that requires fine hand-eye co.
ordination. visual acuity. and visual discrimination. Therefore the teacher's
expectations with regard to writing in the Primary years must be realistically
bawd on the shildivres meteor development. Children should not be pushed
into handwriting activities too won. Long before they are ready to write.
they Artm participate in activities that involve hand-eye co-ordination in
gorier to develop the pattern of %kith (in time and space) on which writing
la hued. The young child is interested in !kribbling, drawing, painting
meddling, and constructing. without being aware that these are pre-writing
activities. The sensitive teacher is readyto capitalize nciltiese manipulative
experiences to help the child pin control over the Innis used in writing. Dow.
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1-101

1-102

1-103

2-063

2-064

1-034

The teacher uses the childle own writing
to develop a knowledge of correct
punctuation.

Children discuss and share their writing
with others.

Children read aloud what they have
written in order to communicate stress,
intonation and feeling.

Children collect and store their writing
in a peraonal folder.

Children return to their personal
writing folder to correct apelling and
punctuation,

Specific activities such an drawing,
painting, modelling to develop fine
seneori motor skills are used.



there is very little sense in attempting to leach children to write before
n cameo their: ideas orally. Only the stimulus of challenging and

rd Irides will motivate children to record and express themselves in
ins

ventually all children wish to express themselves in writing; the leach-
task h' to encourage the desire and seise the most apprispriete moment

leaching. Smell children will scribble letters and stories and read them
hick to r. parent Of I teacher. The first letters to Santa Claus and the mes-
sages on homemade birthday cards are created even before children are
aware of words and letters_ Later. they will dictate captions to an adult who
will act as the scribe. The latter should use a thick felt pen and write the dic-
tated words clearly and carefully, for this script will serve as a model. It is
therefore essential that children observe fluent. accurate sonvernents and
large, well-defined script. They should begin writing when they can form
writing patterns fluently: they should not copy 'ellen line by line.

Small children should have the opportunity to experiment with writing
at any time with large. easily manipulated felt pens and crayons and large
blink pieces of newsprint set out on a writing table or clipped to an easel.
A box of isle cards, each with a word and picture or sentence and pic-
ture. could easily be made available. Children select materie they would
like to copy.

Many classrooms display the alphabet high up on the wall. often at the
back of the room, It should be noted that copying from such a distant dis-
play. or from the chalkboard, is a highly complicated task requiring a con-
siderable degree of visual and psychomotor control. It involves adjusting
from one sire of print it a distant point of fixation to a miller sire which,
in fact, appears iierger. from the children's point of view, at the near point
of filiation. In addition. children have to rely on their memory of what they
have seen in the brief lathers! between seeing it on the hoard and copying It
In short. if children are io follow a model. it should be presented on cards
or in a honk that they can keep on their own writing surface.

It has been customary, in the past (or children to erectile writing between
lines that are spaced to their dexterity or maturity. However. as long as chit-
dreti are riven a guideline as a base. it is better for them to write letters and
words of the site they find comfortable, Lines for writing are better delayed
Ural, children hive established control and have a better sew of the purpose
of line and margin. Liter, they can see that their wt:ting is given gremser
graphic impact and running when it is conventionally spied.

Children should niit he pressured for neatness and pr-- ision in the tiro
two yeani of the Primary Divitlittet_ While all children must learn to a rite
legibly. premature insisrenee on precise form and acme ,vv '411 cause ten-
!non and even (car_ Neat aeSA and precision area mater t' maination and
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3-016

3-017

3-018

2-065

3-019

3-026

Adults act as scribes to record ideas
and thoughts of small children.

The captions recorded by the adults Are
used as a=pinting model;

Writing or printing materials are
available in a variety of media; eg
felt pens, crayons, newsprint.

A writing or printing model in provided
for individual children to keep on their
writing surface.

Children are given only a single base
line to guide their printing rather than
being forced to print between two linen.

Children are not preeoured for precise
form and accuracy of handwriting.



acilee. affected in an smell pin by the vilure eYsildsen place on the appea-
sed legibility of their ow writing.

Clwildren need to practise the technicsl aspect, of writing hod making W-
eirs but only to the relent that they are encouraged to see thepumose and
woe of writing for enrismunicatinn. While wet young children ere able to
copy their names and many can even print them without models. they need
to develop their skills through pilrpnieful practice. Copying notices. Invite-

end lists of materiels for projects might he appinpriate activities.

1

A large book of blank newspont can become a class news book in which
all events of current interest In the children are recorded: the arrival of

ew baby, the lora of a tooth. the leequisilion of a new car err a pair of new
allots. a trip In another town. Such eccounis will make a unique hook that
will be reread with reel interest Tile children will he motivated to create
heir own hook of events and here the teacher will be able to help each child

with letter formation on an individual basis.. There Is little purpose in large-
group or elm ;mons in handwriting.

...

It is impretant that handwriting \ he developed as an art form. Whatever
style of writing is adopted, the ehildshoukl appreciate the attractiveness and
kgibility of its design and kern ter toe It in a measured and prftise !tray.
Children al the Junior- nage rhould kens to copy selected piece.- q./riling
with a fair degree of competence, demonstrating an aesthetic as well as func-
tional awareness of such elements ai spacing_. margins, and capitals.

1Leming It Second
In Ontario English.language schools, there are two basic contexts in which
children kern a second languate: c children come from a non-Enelish-
speaking Nene' and must kern Eng ish which it their school's language of
Instoglion: others study French as second language.

Non - English speaking children rrij7 be entering a linguink and cultural
milieu dim it completely different from their own: It iti important to help
these children maintain pride in their own traditions: the experience with
a second language should not undermine their self-concept. Teachers must
he aware that the aim of leaching a Second language is not to replace the
tangier and culture of the children but to add another dimension to their
ability to communicate. Hy shoWing interest in and respect for the children's
heritage. the teacher will give them CItallfarCITICrIt and confidence.

The language hasp of the communill. has a hearing on the study of French
as a second language.The environment for French Alutly varies in different
arras of the province_ This widely hai generated three alternative types of
French Mogram: regular. extended, and irnmersinn. In the regular program.

Further istormiliaa rfr.Iaing Ion nailer shadten I. fowl.' In ihg Frietase
Pa*Fir Astoria.
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3-021 A class news book is used to record
events of current interest to the
children; e.g.. the arrival of a new
tally, a trip to another town.

3-035 Individual children record even of
current interest In a news book

1-104 Individual and small group inat,rue on
.is utilized to teach hand writing.

1-105 Children develop printing and /or writing
skills by copying materials appropriate
to their developmental level.



I - rket-;11
the French language is sttithed as a subject in itself. In the mended program.
Instruction in one or more subject areas through the medium of French is
added to the study of the language. In the Immersion program. French is used
much more extensively as the vehicle of instruction.

Any second-language instruction at the Primary-Junior level must observe
the principles laid down for educating young children: it must provide for
different developmental stages, varying learning styles. and active participa-
tion. and must ensure a degree a success for all children. The individual
child's needs. experiences. and interests can be accommodated in a second-
language program that offers variety in depth. pace. and activity, The young
chi-Ws need to explore new areas of knowledge can be met in a program that
includes child centred learning activities and small-group wnrk, and that
avoids excessive formal instruction.

The formal development of general language principles is not appropriate
until the Junior Division. by which time children have a .basis of several
years' second - language eXperience. A grammar-translation approach to Ian-
page instruction is finally unsuitable in the Primary and Junior Divisions.

Second-language learning involves the gradual acquisition of four skills
listening. speaking. reading. and writing. From the outset. whatever the skills

!Wert 59-61 relate to second language
learning which is a subject of
opecialization. Although the principles
stated on theSe pages are Significant in
terms of primary/Junior education they
de not apply to the regular primary/
Junior teacher. Therefore no Items
were selected from this section.



Wren are learning, comment attention mutt he given in leading them from
gructured contests to free communication of their own ideas. Listening and

Reeking will have priority throughout the Primary and Junior Divisions.
Lite the development of gentalirations, the introduction of reading and
whine as support skills must be carefully timed in accordance with the de-

velopmental Mir and second-language competence of the child.

Thera is no definitive evidence 'hit any one approach tolanguage.leaming

k the beet for all children. The most successful programs are evolved where

teachers predesalonally akrt to children and to second language methodology

use an eckctk and pragmatic approach. Teachers most be careful observers

of their pupils, ready to adapt to their reeds.

(irate observation of children is remodel to the diagnostk assessment of
competence and confidence. This ancient will have important hear:

on the children's mogems. While rigid adherence to a content sequence

Is undesirable at this level, unnecetury repetition of previously mastered

shills should be avoided. Progress in language acquisition must be evident

satisfy and motivate the children.

In program In which the second language is integratedwith other areas of

shady, children can be motivated to make meaningful use of the second
language within the school context. The degree of integration will vary with
the type of program In the regular program of language study. Interrelation
with art, creative drama, music. and other aspect of thechild's day Is pos-

sible through interest themes and activity centres- Inextended and immersion

Pftlialne. the learning of other subjects through the medium of the second
language provides content, impetus. and opportunity for active and passive
use of the language.

Learning a second language is competibk with the Crenmunkstions pro-

gram and must be consistent with fundamental principles of Primary-Junior

education.

Mathematics
Mathematics is an invention of man that helps us to understand, analyse.
and cominunlcate both qualitative and quantitative ideas about our envIron
rnent. Fundamentelly, it consists of abstract models that represent weds
of the real world. as well as rules and operations for working with these

models.

The process of mathematics consists of choosing or creating model; of
studying analysing and manipulating them; and of relating the findings back

to the real world. The diagrams of geometry. the numerals and operations

of arithmetic. the graphs and charts representing data and relationships are
all models that children employ in their daily activities. These models help

children to see relationships in the environment And thus to make sense of

the world shout them,
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The concepts and skills of mathematics. combined with its vocabulary.
help the child to discriminate, classify. and think logically. They are devel-
oped and' reinforced by observation, imitation, discussion, enquiry, invests-
gallon, experimentation. practice. and application in day-to-day activities,
both in sktonl and not.c-,

gdormalks and Langunge
The significance of mathematics in the routines of daily living and in the
soPhistkalcd world of the sciences. technology. and business requires that
it he on essential component of each child's schonl experience. Moreover.
It is important that the full extent of what constitutes mathematics be under-
Stood by teachers and parents co that they may appreciate where, when and
how mathematic% is being leamed.

Lanpage deyelops through the need to talk about categories of such things
fnod.-penple, homes. toys; "mathematical language is used to describe
titles such as Silt. quantity, scale, shape, pattern, and the various rela.

ire that children find in their active play and obsernition of real things,
Their early vocabulary includes words that define relationships (hot. under,
round, gone. bur: OM, many, more). These words are closely related to their
ecreernion of the world and their ability to locate themselves in it. In addi
tion. these words reveal children's understanding of the information they
obtain by experimenting with physics! objects and by thinking about their
environment.

Mathematical words and symbols often develop from other aspects of the
Child's language, but involve briefer and more precise expressions. Ever),
opportunity should be used to enrich the child's vocabulary with regard to
shape. size, number, distance. and 'scale words such as bigger and smaller.
7111$ will help children to extend their power to discriminate, to classify, and
to communicate effeelively. They learn to distinguish the qualities that
belong to some objects and not to others by verbalizing their own ',creep-

ons. by listening to °them and by discussion. They extend std meanings
nd find new ones. They rain the-classifications and inclusions involved

in mathematics and logic. This proms.- develops throughout the early
years in school, as children's undentanding of general categories evolves
from the concrete: and the panicular. Thus, in referring to a wide
and general class such as annul. children simply use words that denote par-
ficular specimens they know from experience doggie, kitty, and SO on
This parallels the nse of daddy to describe all adult males. Later.'clop, cats.
rabbits, gerbils, fish, and hamsters become special types within the notion
of animal. As discrimination grows, spaniels, collie., retrievers, and hounds
become further refinements under dog.

As more precise words and symbols are used, they help children to ores-
size, to condense, and to transfer their understandings to new situations.
t°outveRely. when children have formed understandings of the conservation
ad quantity and class, they ire more likely to remember and use effectively

1-106 Children participate in activities
that require mathematical language to
describe qualities Buell as. size, shape,
qUantity.



---

Oen words strch ft big, !arm, above. beyond. Only when chil-
a basic ability to classify. 10 order. to partition, end to

match object, do they sow the teal meaning of patlern or
ham their *milk user.

It k as.eatiil dsat mothemstics be related to real experiences. The follow-
ing are examples of activities that develop both language and mathematics
from the same darling point.

1-107 Activi ieS in mathematics are rel
to real experiences.

A Illethernetical Activity
tildren and adults name, describe. The items collected are compared in

and dkrusa items collected during the terms of shape, size. and other ttri-
walk. butes. Climes of objects are dis-

played in graphs. (The same activity
can he used with older children. They
will measure size and distance and
determine position with a magnetic
eomptm.)
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Language Activity
Children discuss what constitutes a
rod breakfast; they then plan a

eau.

TT:
.1

Mathematical Activity-
Children examine the shapes of con
tainers and compare the amounts of
cereal contained in boxes of different
dimensions., mass.and capacity.
Younger children try to balance
amounts of sand and cereal. Older
children estimate and find the mass of
cereal and the dimensions of the con-
Wrier. They may also devise ways of
determining the number of grains.

!Amine Activity Matheaustleal Activity
Children discuss possible Nita and A scale model '1s1plann'ed and built
War to build a rink. 'before actual 'construction starts.

Children make decisions concerning -
materials. shape. and dimensions.
They may experiment with making
ice. Young childein can measure
using arbitrary units, pack snsw, into
a container. and compare relative
masses of snow. ice. and water.

2-066 Mathematical and language activities
are integrated in the programi e.g. die
cussing possible alzea and ways to build
a rink-



Mathetwadeal Acevity
Children consult reference books and Children formulate hypotheses. use
examine illustrations to determine sampling, measuring, and testing
variety and number of weeds in a techniques, anti make scale drawing_ s.

given area of lawn.

Mathentaiks and Motion
When children play with toys blocks, sand, water: their own pictures. and
words. they are using models to represent their ideas and feelings. This use
of symbols to represent ideas is an important stage in the development of
their thinking. This will be even more evident at a later stage when mathe-
matical symbols are introduced.

Sperch is the most COMMIS means of communicating ideas and percep-
tions. Classif)ing, sequencing. and forming logical ideas can be carried out
independently of language, but language is necessary for the more complex
classifications where words clarify and focus attention. When children use
words to describe a collection of things. a connection between two things,
or a pattern or feted, they are no longer restricted to using action, images,
or objects as the immix for their thinking: they can use concepts and under-
gandinp for which they now have word labels.

Flay is a vital aspect of children's learning.. In symbolic play the chilli
operates without penalties. trying out variations and possibilities both in
reality and fantasy. The learning of new concepts and skills requires that
exploration and manipulation precede systematic investigation. The child
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The behaviours related to this section
Are found on the rollowing page.



needs time In decide how the new knowledge can he related to previously
learned material. During this period of imaginative play children represent
the things of the real world and act out experiences that are important to
them. Given blocks, bows, hoops, glue, string. tape, hammer and nails, they
will make things that, for them. rep_ resent a house, a car, a garage.. bridge.
or a snowmobile. Given sand and water, they will capture many aspects of
pouring. comparing, classifying. putting in ruskr of sire, counting, and
estimating, There is value In wing structural materials such as rods, blocks.
and interlocking cubes In introduce basic ideas of counting, measuring, classi-
fication, and number bases. TO exploit fully the potential of these materials.
the child needs opportunities to play with them and to explore their

In this way. the child emends his or her understanding of how they
behave arid how he or she can influence them,

Models and drawings reveal the child's tlAnghts about' connections and
relationships as he or she attempts to communicate and master them. Their
structure corresponds to the mental image that the child has formed. For
instance. a child of four may draw a hat abort the head because he or she
does not tense that the hat fits nn the head, or perhaps because he or she
does not know how to draw the hat on the head.

Children who have had many opportunities to build and talk about models
begin to make accurate drawings and plans much sooner than do children
who have not had these experiences. Speech. play. models, and drawings are
essential forms of communication. Discussion helps children to discover
contradictions or lack of accuracy in their pictures, sketches, and other rep,
resentations of reality. Observation and discussion reveal in the teacher the
Mar of deielopment of each child and provide clues for planning appro.
priate activities and experiences.

Graphs and maps are major forms Of recording and representing informs.
titan. The development of graphs goes hand in hand with the growth of ideas
of number, measureMent, classification. correspondence, fractions, scale,
and proportion. Throughout the Junior Division, there should he opportuni
tics for activities and experiences that progress steadily from early block
graphs to straight line relationships and to the pattern by which the area of
squares or vnIturie of cubes is related to the length of the edge. These underlie
the more sophisticated relationships studied in the Intermediate and Senior
Divisions. Graphical representation is a dynamic activity; it often stuns with
familiar materials or situations and then spins off into activities and investi-
gations that may not have been foreseen. Graphing emphasizes sorting and
matching. comparing and ordering, estimation and approximation, and a
search for pattern that is important.at every stage in the development of
competence in mathematics. Of equal significance are the opportunities it
provides for children to work mathematically front experiences with real
thingt to create their own quantitatis c ac tractions from reality.

6'

Children use a variety of materials to
extend their understanding of mathematics

3-022 - sand and water to explore aspects of
pouring, comparing, classifying, putting
In order of size, counting and
estimating

3-023 structural materials such as rods,
blocks and interlocking cubes to in-
troduce basic ideas of counting,
measuring, classification and number
bases

3-024 - blocks, boxed, loops, glue, string, tape,
hammer and nails to make things.

Children's own pictures and sketches are
discussed to discover ContradiCtiona or
lack of accuracy.

3-100 Children use maps and graphs as major
forma of recording and representing
information.

Activities and experiences with graphs
and maps progress

3-067 - frOm early block graphs to Straight-
line relationshipS

3 -068 - to patterns of relationships between
areas of squares or volumes of cubes
and length of edges.



Ihemstics aid Noistion
Children Sec numerals and Even learn to write them long before they under-
stand their meanings. However, it is only after many first-hand experiences
with classifying and ordering (stored to quantity and number that they are
ready to learn a system of notation. Notation is a means of representing
numbers so that they can be recorded on paper and carried in the memory
In order to write numbeis greater than nine, the important- operation of
grouping must be understood and this brings in the ideas of choice of base
and place value. The common practice is to introduce groups of ten first
because we use ten as the counting set or bat of our numeration system.
Notations based on other. counting sets have their uses, and children should
have opportunities to organize numbers by groupings other than ten. The
aperienee of using a variety of bases. MI with structural material, then
with increasingly less concrete material such as an abacus or number board,
helps children to generalize the structure that is common to all systems using
the ten Hinder- Arabic digits 0, 1,2 9.

When children can use numbers without needing physical objects to guide
" such activity, they are ready to record the operations of addition and sub-

traction, using first their own and then convential algorithms. If the develop-
fl,,nt of a notation scheme has been successful4the child will have little
di.teulty in carrying out additions and subtractions that require regrouping.
Structural apparatus, the spike shoeus, and diagrams help children to become
aware of the [elation between the values assigned to neighbouring columns.
The way is now open kV grouping without limit.

The realization shat counting can never mach an end is a startling and
memorable experience for meet children. The very large numbers required
in space travel or population counts and the very small numbers used in
modem physics have given rise to a more concise means of symbolizing
numbers and operations. Some aspects of scientific notation are well within
the grasp of children in the Junior Division. '

Early experiences with fractions must emphasize equivalence through a
variety of activities. As children1 understanding of equivalent fractions is
confirmed through extensive use of concrete materials and applications, their
ability to deal with the operations without using tricks becomes established.
Teochers must ensure that the fractions being used are simple and realistic.
Decimals are another extension of our notation. As a result of their use of
money, children have considerable experience in using decimals before they
meet this notation. They can easily grasp the idea that any fraction can be
expressed as a decimal by dividing the numerator by:the denominator. For
some fractions the division terminates: for example. -1 .= 0.4 . 0.25
4 0375. For otheis. such as+.4- , the division process does not term-
inate but repeats. In t/hese cotes the fractional (um is easier to use in com-
month-xi" To facilitate comparison and interpolation, older children can
make and use number lines with two scales to illustrate the relationship
between fractions and their decimal equivalents.
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3-066 Children use number lines 'With two scales
to illustrate the relationship between
fractions and their decimal equivalents.

3-025 Children use measuring activities that
lead to the' use of metric unite in length,
area, volume and mass.

3-101 Children practice measurement skills
through the use of protractors, simple
clinometera4 magnetic compasses and Other
surveying instruments.

1-114 Children organize numbers by groupings
other than ten.

1 -115 In using a variety of bases children first
work with structural material and then
proceed to working with less concrete
material such as un abacus or number board.

1-116 When performing additions or subtrac-tiona
that require regrouping materials such as
structural. apparatus, the spike abacus and
diagrams are used to show relationship
between the values assigned to neighboring
Columns.

3-026 Early experiences with fractions emphasize
equivalence through a varietyof
activities.

1-117 Children's experiente'in the use of money
is used as a basis when teaching decimal
notation.



use of the metric system of messuremerd.
use of decimals will increase. Children in the

puW bc Immersed in measuring activities that lead, to
units of length , area volume. and mass: Conversion

and imperial measures should not be emphasized but treated

A nig number relationships and pittents in a satiety of concrete
tad practical situations and experimenting with compAite numbers. square

nutabers, and primes. children in the Junior Division will be ready to use
ample algebraic notations for number relationships. Similruly, they will
deielop ways of repesenring geometric Mem such as angles, parallels, and
gierpendiculars. They should he introduced to the idea of relaling the measure
of an angle to i rotation. Measurement skills can be practised through use
um of prreractors.-smple clinometers, magnetic compasses, and other stir-
veyina Instrumems. These experiences help children In understand the mean-
tag of such concepts as re/drat harizurrial. perpendicular, rind eihrurlinares,

The modifiers of numbers with situations from the child's experience
will helrito eliminate unrealistic calculations as well as avoid the imposition
of Inappropriate adult concepts and interpretations, it will also guide the
child In developing exciting and personal way of organizing and recording
his perceptions.

MailleffiSlift and Coempultalibat
With the advent of twentieth-century rechnekspy and its wide range of corn- .

'puling devices. the hsporrance of speed and accuracy in calculation as a lilt)
qualification has been suhstantially reduced. Children, however, still seed to
undersiatid and practise the skills of compilation, As a result of research
Into the strays children Min, it is possible in develop these skills in a more
redoes] way. The child's ability to deal effectively with numerical relation-
ship depends upon the tkvelopetent of certain menial structures rather than
on memorization-Oa boat of fads. For example, in most cases the
understanding of prise le' betes achkved through the mental organization
Or many experiences o( lwelvenem than through unrelated prat:rice in
composition.

nite the need for experience. ilisiory tells us that people
f kilo I ge from poetical problems of movement and shape and

Ent on to symbolize this understanding The 'four rules of number'
were originally manual operations carried out on an abacus. The mathe-
matical idea does not reside in the matcriris but in the child's atsciraction of
the 11Clinnt undertaken with the materials.. These actions can he simple:
moving a finger up a number -ladder or pushing No group% of counters
together contain the Idea of addition. As a result of many experiences of this
;Mitre, children attach meaning to the words add or plus and usefully employ
the mathematical symbol t . Addition and sulmracii.in of the saw numbers
needto be seen as inverse operations. each a check on the (siker. The child

all
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3-102 Children experiment with composite
numbers, square numbers and primes.

3-069 Children use simple algebraic notations
for number relatiOnehips.

3-070 Children develop ways of representing .

geometric ideas such as angles, parallels
and perpendicUlouS.

3-071 Children are Introduced to the idea of
relating the measurement of an angle to
a rovation.

1-118 The childts understanding o_
achieved through the mental
of many experiences of that

1-119' Addition and subtraction of
numbers are Seen as Inverse

number is
organization
number.

tho same
of, t tone .



www.-
needs to understand various w
and to see multiplication as re
the inverse operation of mullip
and quotitive. must be esperici
( to lira the site of each equal p
parts). Made 12 Isms 4 mom
how Marti. 4's are there In 12?

The build-up towards memo
process consisting of carefully p
meal. use of money, time, anti
pretsliorm of the same number
ran you mai, 12? or Mnve 1.

did von go.? than to carry out
nine years of age many chilJrcr
come of many practical raped
more practice with specific



of subtracnon in practical activities
'Milian of equal groups. Division is
The Iwo types of division. partitive

situations that involve either sharing
looping (to find the number of equal
I an example of a sharing problem;
amok of quotitive division.

of number facts should be a gradual
!racksl activities involving measure-
Children need many different inter,
iore relevant to ask How many ways
to 77 on the number line; how far

umber of routine additions. By about
ve "memorized the tables" 35 the out.
sd practice. Some children will need
le others will find yeas difficulty in
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1=109 A Knowledge of number facts is
accomplished through experience gained
from practical activities involving
measurement, use of money, time, etc.

1120 -Multiplication is seen as repeated
addition of equal groups..

1=121 Division is seen an the inverse of
muitiplication.

1-122 The two types of division, partitive and
quotitiVe, are experienced in situations
that involve sharing (finding the size of
each equal part) or grouping (to find the
number-of equal parts).



committing facts to memory. The reason for memorisation is to have the
Information readily evailebk when needed. If the time and effort required
In monadic are unrealistic or if the ability to memorize is beyond the reach
of the child, the feed are not easily accessible. These children should he en-
couraged to rename' tables that organize this inhumation. Fsequently (hp-
dm (mnel that daily use of rheir trade helps them to remember facts.

It is important that each child be helped .lo find the patterns that give
structure to number and thus to reduce the number of facts to be memorized.
If children understand how the tables are organized, they can then retort
*tract facts that they have forgotten. Special numbers. such as 9, have an
appeal for children: for wimple, 9 x 77 693; the sum of the digits of 693
is IS: the sum of the digits of I S is 9. This process is called 'casting out nines'.
Even less able children will readily acknowledge that 6 x 9 cannot be 56
and thus be able to check their own work.

When children discover and understand the property of cnnimutativity.
addition and multiplication facts are nearly reduced by hell. Similarly, the
distributive and associative laws should be made. part of the child's experi-
ence. Not only do they help to make the handling of rumbas more efficient
but they also prepare the ground for algebraic and logical relationships.

The most rcasonable way to determine whether children know number
facts is to Ask them orally. Written tests cannot identify children who are
using inefficient processes such as finger counting or counting on in ones.
nor do usury reveal errors in basic facts or processes without diagnostic inspec-
tion of each item and further questioning Similarly, there is little point in
written exercises using tens and units until children can explain orally how
to add numbers such as 37 And 26.

A major concern of the teacher is to know:
when a child is ready to memorize numbers facts;
when a child is ready to attempt written calculations:
when a child needs practice and how much.

It ii essential that the many variables that influence decisions of this kind
be considered.

Written practice is important but, to be effective, must be preceded by the
development of the following skills and understandings. Children are not
likely- on the average, to acquire all these skills before the age of eight and
a half.

addition and subtraction facts to 10; -

addition tsubtracliOn) of both t and 2 to (from I any number up to 20;

Addition of 10 to numbers from 1 to In:
addition of 9 to numbers from 11010;
doubling and halving of numbers up to 70:
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2-067 Children are encouraged to construct
tables that organize number facts.

1=110 Oral tests of number, facts are given.

1=123 Children are helped to find patterns_ that
give structure to number; e.g. "casting
out nines".

1-124 The children discover and understand the
distributive and associative laws.

Children are assessed for

. 2 -069 - readiness to memorize number facts

2-070 readiness to attempt written cal
eulations..

1-125 Children are assessed for need for
practice.



= use of nE,tt doubles up to 9 number facts (for exam.
pie. 2 x + or 2 x9 I:
use elf a number line to 100 and a set of eardhood strips of 1 to 10 units

in length to develop addition and subtraction patterns for example.
3+9;15 +9:25 +9.354 9-et
counting by Vs to 20: i's to 30. rte.... to 9's to 90:
multiplication by 10 and 100; division by 10;
multiplication and division by 3 up to 12 x 3 and 36 ,
recall of the 14/1121eS Oi numbers up to 10:
addition of `higher decades" grasping the equivalent of 5 t 7.

15+7,5 + 7,5 + 19.etc.

There will be many 10- and I I year-nlds who will know all the addition.
subtraction, multiplication. and division facts by immediate waif. A
ity will have reached a standard of quick recall: this means that failure to
remember facts such as 9 x 6 can be overcome by recalling 10 x 6 then
subtracting 6. About one child in ten will have serious difficulty remember-
ins: these children should use the addition and multiplication tables they
have made for themselves.

Other -consideratinns that must be taken into account in rriaking deli .,.ens
regarding the timing and type of practice in computation are listed below:

Children shoubl be encouraged to du simple calculation% mentally. record-
ing only the answers needed in written solutions to problems.

The algoriffinss used should be appropriate to the level of understanding
reached by the chill

Algorithms arc hot understood when they are the outiiiime of successive
refinements cooperatively determined by the child and the teacher.

Children need to know an efficient method for performing each of the four
arithmetic operations. TO achieve this they will need practice, the frequency
of which may range from once a day In once a month. This practice should
employ various strategies such as games and competitions with individuals
and small groups.

To practise does not mean to drill; to practise means to put to use. Poorly
chosen ocerpractice can be as harmful as MO little prliCliCe, if it !cads to
boredom and *dislike of mathematics.

It is important that children who have difficulty in reaching an appropriate
level of-computational skill should not have their sell-esteem threatened.
The time needed for individual help and encouragement is more than com-
pensated for by the confidence and enjoyment the children display when
they do become proficient. Brief intensive periods of practice are often all
that is n[Vded, coupled with careful diagnosis of the level of response and

CUM in this Way, the children will, need it receive additional help and
practice, while the others need not keep repeating what they have already
mastered. Games and activities of many kinds can he used to motivateand

minim individual and group practice and reinforcement,
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2-068 Some children have addition and
multiplicatiOn,tables available for
ready use.

1-111 Children do calculations mentally, re7.
cording only the answers needed in
written aolutiona to problems.

1-112 droop ceMputatien games are used by
children.

1-113 Individual computation games are used
by children.



Nienarlemlestl
Measurement is a significant part of applied arithmetic; it links our physical
world with manwateties using concepts suels as number. order, correspond=
awe, wheat and part, unit. Fraction. and beak. Much of early mathematics
can in appnetched through measurement experiences with structural appa-
ratus such as rods, or through the traditional counting of groups of -r-rbjeets.
Children need both in order to understand and me their arithmetic.
Mathcmatiet permeates moll areas of experience. and the chapters tin Frivi.
ronmental Studies and the Are include a great many acii.rities that involve
measuring.

The study of measurement cant,: conveniently sep.-Vett into five Maces:

(a) l-mew a/ Aaardtstale a jr higarrarerraur
The concept of magnitude includes the Melt-Tr/sent of an Intuitive aware.
nest of order in various kinds of measurement. Long, longer, I mom, fiLon,
(hower: slimier,. in'!. hotter. hottest and similar terms comprise the intro-
ductotY elements iif measurement.

Because the importance of operational knowledge has already Nem
'lensed. it is useful to consider what children learn while playing and using
toys and other materials ki their environment. During these experiences the
children we heat and feel. and to discover and remember different qualifies
for later reference. When words are available, children attach them to these
aualiliei that they have abstracted.

Measurement begins In the experience of matching and comparing sizes
first 'length, then area. capacity, and volume. For example, children can
compare the lengths, widths, and thicknesses of pieces of scrap material
(these mac be obtained from an upholstery or flooring company) and then
match these measurements with objects in the room. They are interested in
their own heights. The teacher can ascertain whether they have a firm
understanding of length anti measurement by checking whether they stand on
the tame base for measuring and whether they start from the same point in
using a ruler, Children will realize early that they can measure around as well
as across objects. They need to use string, ribbon. and rope foe matching and
comparing in a variety of situations.

We must realise that. though big and tall arc reasonably simple ideas. the
relationship contained in more is both practically and linguistically a difficult
one for children up to age seven. a se operation of measurement involves
the concept of whole and part, which is basic to mathematics and is formed
by children only through appropriate experieneei in the 'early years of the
Primary Division rfiiur to sin). when they are also learning how to differ-
entiate whole and nor in analysing words phonetically.

lb) Arbitrary raja
The nest stage involves the choice of an arbitrary unit. From the beginning of
their school experience., children must have upportunities to develop more
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Children develop the concept of magnitude
of Mea4orement by

1-126 - wifitehing and comparing Sites; e.g.. of,
length, area, capacity and volume

3-036 - experiencing activitiee involving the
concept or whole and part.



appropriate and m se referents. Understanding of the quality of
length and other di iuos grows from visual or body comparisons to the
use of a unit that has the nature as the things to bc measured. For
example once childien can place lengths or areas In order of increasing size,
they then need to determine the differences in size, For instance, how much
longer b the strand piece of material than the first? Here an arbitrary unit
such as a block or tile can be used to find the answer.

(c) SaamInni U
Soon the childre realise the need for standard units. Group experiences in
the clashes:ins a elsewhere stake it necessary to compare results and
communicate h others.

(d) hf
The need for a scale arises naturally when the child can handle the concept
of whole and girt. As a consequence of many experiences in measuring. both
with arbitrary and standard units, the child discovers the convenience of
using a scale. Instead of using the same unit over and over again to compare
length Of 9n-duffle. it is possible to prepare a number line hosed on the selected
unit. For example, the ides of a scale can readily be used in measuring
volume when-children calibrate a large plastic jug, marking a scale on mask-
ing tape fastened to the outside.

(e) CO*Iplf OWE L hiesamstreenr
In the final stages of measurement, children should have an intuitive under-
standing of the standard units with which they niust.work. They should not
only know the relationship between metres. centimetres. and millimetres,
and between other related units. but should be able to estimate distances.
volumes. and masses with some degree of success. There should be numerous
opportunities rot children to sec and feel measurable quantities, to estimate
their sizes, and then In cheek their guesses by actual measurement.
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1-127

1-129

Children develop the concept of arbitrary
units; e.g. by making visual or body
comparisons as a unit or length.

Children use standard units to compare
results and to communicate results to
others.

Number lines based on selected units are
constructed and then used in measurement
problems.

To develop competence in measurement
children

1 130 ace and feel measurable quantities

1-131 = estimate, sizes of measurable quantities

1-132 - check the estimates of the measurable
quantities.



ion
Metric -larperfal
The Canadian government has declared that metric cimserstrut for the nation
is inesitable and desirable, The Metric Commission in Ottawa is anxious to
have young children in the schools become familiar with metric units of
measure.

Over the next few years it is essential that children in the Primary and
Junior Divisions become accustomed to the metric system to the point where
it becoines their predominant and most natural way of measuring. Some
references may be made to inches. fret. yards. and miles: to pints. quarts, and
gallons;-!o ounces. pounds. and tons; in degrees Fahrenheit; but these occa-
sions should gradually decrease. Metric units should receive the major stress.
Some teachers may wish to discontinue the use of imperial units for all prac-
tical purposes; a continuous mixture of the two systems should certainly be
discouraged.

In the lima analysis it is essential that metric units become a Very real mot
of the children's expetienee..Practice in estimating. measuring. and problem-
solving can be enjoyable and exciting in the metric system.

Geometry
Geometry is the natural language uf spatial concepts and space relationships
in the real world. Space is a basic human experience with which every child
of every age must conic to terms.

Infants learn about shapes through ti= eyes. the hand, the tongue. and the
ligrs_As they Marl to move about, they begin to build ari awareness of dk.
lance direction. and elevation :The first words relating to space, such as up.
down. over. radii.. have a quality of movement that is significant. Children
establish fejr-.iglu as a concept somewhere between four and eight years of
age. By turning their bodies, children experience angle and rotation The
early years in school are vital in stimulating inquiry and experiment and in
making possible the discovery of new spatial relationships and the deseteip-
menf of new motor skills in relation to them.

The majority of objects that children see have recognizable geometric
shapes. They see food containers that are cubes. cylinders. or cuboids: they
see rook that are shaped like prisms and pyramids. As children handle and
observe various solids. they become aware of their properties. With experi-
ence and encouragement they will attempt to Classify these in various ways.
This can lead naturally to the use of such terms as e,ine. rylimkr.
cube. corboid. Mint. and In/Irma

Children nerd a valid) of rsperiences in abstracting plane figures from
solid objects; these should vary in size. shape, or both.

1-133 Metric units of measure are used in the
classroom.

To facilitate use of metric units
-children

2-071 - estimate in metric unite

2-072 - measure in metric units

2 -073 - solve probleme in metric units.

3-037 Children become aware of the properties
of solids by handling and observing
variety of objects.

3-038 Children classify solid objects to becomm
aware of such terms as cone, cylinder,
sphere, cube, prism, pyramid.



Plane figures are firm seen is fates of simple minds: later these faces can
be traced on papery In the nest stage e study of regular polygons precedes
the study at associated regular polyhedra, where they exist. There are many
devices and models Iliat encourage children to actively investigate ideas
Web es:
.-erinvexity:
- 'merler and es tering:
-. the relation between the number of vertices of a figure and the number of
intersections of the, lines joining the vertices;- the number of line segments and number of regions:
- simple properties of symmetry.

Children may investigate line-symmetry through paper - folding *divines
or by examining images with mirrors IX semidranspareni plastic An appre-
ciation of special lines such as bisector of an angle, perpendiculars. per-
pendicular bisector of a segment. and parallel can he achieved through line-
symmetry: Lola. Wand rotational symmetry. point symmetry, and .trans-
national swims-fry can be esplored. Symmetry plays en important role in art
and architecture, as well as in geometry End other branches of mathematics.

figures have the same shape. Similarity is first introduced with
dimensional models and later in two dimensional drawings. Similar

p be obtained through size enlargement or reducilon. Using mea-
surement. rclanoinhips bet similar figures can be determined and used

krns involving soak drawings.

Congruent figures have the time size and shape. fly a slide, to or flip
of a tracing of a figure or by combinations of these motions. new figure are
°twinned thai ssingurent to the original. Conversely, if two figures are
congruent.* tracing of one can be lined onto the other by means of a slide.
flip or turn. ne combination of these. These ideas are intuitively obvious
to children and lead them to a basic understanding of the properties of
rUnitifie figures.

When viewed as mappings, transformations (slides, flips, turns, and dila-
tension ) lead to a generalized approach to congruent and similar figures
In space. Princelings region ofia geographic globe into a flat surface is also
a mapping idea. Projections that give the least distortion are a topic of vital
interest in the perehoction of neaps.

Co-ordinates in a plane h a simple idea that can he introduced to young
children. Once they are aware that two pieces of infiemenon are needed to
fix a position I for example. -my coal is on the fifth hook in the second row-)
they can slate the position of any point in the plane by measuring its dis-
tance from two reference lines. Children can profit from games such AS
battleship. lic-12e-toe. and others thin involve locating positiorsby means
of pair 01 crordinate',
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2-074

2-075

2-076

Children have a variety Of experiences in
abstracting plane figures from solid
objecta by investigating ideas such as

- convexity

interior and exterior

- relation.between the numhfr of vertices
of a figure and the nuMt40 of inter-
sections of the line's Joining those
vertices

the. number of line segments and the
number of regions

2 -078. simple properties of symmetry.

1-194 Children gain experiencer in abstracting
plane figures from solid objects by
investigating ideas such as covexity,
interior and exterior, simple properties
of symmetry, number of line segments and
the number of region'', etc.

1 -135 Children investigate line symmetry
through paper-folding activities or by
examining images with mirrors or semi-
transparent plastics.

2-079 The concept of similar figures is Intro-
duced with three-dimensional models and
later in two-dimensional drawings.

',1-196 Children study congruent figures by the
sliding, turning or flipping of a tracing
of a figure to produce-new figures.

1-197 Children are made aware of geometric
shapes.

1 -138 Children play games such as battleship.
and tic-tac-toe that locate position by
means of a pair of co-ordinates.

2-1177 -



After points in the first quadrant have been named using whole numbers.
integers can be used to "ante points in the whole plane. Special cases of
slide, flip of turn images of figures drawn on graph paper can be described
by mapping notations which indicate the correspondence of each point of
the plane to its image. Simple algebraic relationships can be illuitrated by
means of a graph.

ny of the compasses and straight -edge constructions are rich in line-
symmetry. The techniques of these constructions may be motivated through
activities involving paperfolding or mirrors. Such constructions may also
be performed with drafting instruments such as a parallel rules. set squares,

semitransparent mirrors.
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1-139 Children illustrate simple algebraic
relationships by means of a graph.

1-14G Children inVestigate symmetry through the
use or a variety of materials; e.g.
parallel rules, set squares,
transparent mirrors.



Chapter Five
The Arts

have always held a central position in the community life of older
cultures, both primitive and sophisticated, Our society has, on the other
hind. tended to treat the arts less seriously. especially in the contest of the fa

young child's learning experiences. In the instances when it did receive often-
WO. education in the arts focused on analytical study, imitation,, in the
case of drama and music, performance. Only in recent years has the function
of the individual imagination and Self.elpression through the arts been
recognized as an important element in the child's learning.

The ails are entwined with children's thinking and feeling and their crea-
tive developmet it. The arts can provide many opportunities for growth, both in
self-elm-Won and in the ability to respond to human CMCgiOni such is Joy
and sorrow. fear and

In the arts, growth and development are fostered through the freedom
dim active imagination, the exploration of the inner self, the joy of respond-
ing fervently to the environment with all the senses, and the security gained
(roan achievement and proficiency. All these entail a process in which most
children are happy to Join, that or exploring, investigating, and expressing
what they think and how they feel about their environment. Children need
little encouragement to look, listen, taste, touch, and Imagine. They like to
feel the textures and qualities of many different things and to create with
wood, clay, metal, plastic, paper, was, and a variety of other materials. In ,
this way, children come to know materials by working with them. They
become familiar with the properties of materials, and by learning how to
use them effectively, they discover their own gifts and limitations. Through
free movement, they explore the qualities and power of their own bodies.
Also, through this free movement, through singing, painting, inventing, and
various films of drama. including improvisation and mime, they deeper
their perceptions of themselves and of their world.

Freedom to use the arts in their own way, so that they are able to partici-
pate fully and spontaneously in an experience, is important for children.
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Paget' 77-79 provide a rationale for
the inclusion of the:arts in the
program at the primary /Junior level.
Specific activities are related on the
pages following this introduction.
Therefore no items were selected from
these introductory pages for inclusion
in the item pool.



They should he given sworlunitim to %clash paint ou camas. to move their
bodies freely to beat Wdrum with or without rhythm. They should. how-
ever, wine to learn that each of the arts has its own tradition its own con-
tent, and its own disciplines and techniques. Creating a graceful dance
movement or painting a picture may have aesthetic and emotional elements,
but they also have art intellectual component. Children must experience all
these elements if the arts are to contribute to other areas of the curriculum
0(10 the children's own satisfaction in self-expression.

The teacher must strike a balance between child discovery and adult direc-
tion. It is vital that the teacher observe the children at work. intervene when
necessary by providing further stimulus, introduce new materials, extend
the techniques used and encourage children to broaden their range or activi-
ties. It is also vital that the teacher know when to withdraw or refrain from
intervention, The children's curiosity must not be destroyed by technique
lessons unrelated to their particular needs. On the other hand. there ire con-
cepts in the ins Mit have to be -Understood Jr the children are to progress.

By providing stimulating experiences and the means through which they
can be eapressed, the teacher establishes in environment that is conducive
to creativity. It ii necessary. however. to consider the factor of time The
program must be planned in such a way that each child is given time to think
about new experiences and to extend and develop them. Class periods of
used duration rarely allow sufficient time ror'really creative work.

The arts program in schools is education through the senses, and sensory
exploration should be an ongoing process, Small, frequently changed exhi-
bititess of things, both man-made and natural, can provide visual. Isetile, or
olfactory experiences. Tables of musical instruments or materials left out for
use Will also help children to regard the aria as an integral part of their
daily lives.

inspiring rather than dictating, and discussing, sharing, and responding to
the feelings and perceptions of children arc of utmost importance. By creat-
ing situations in which processes In the arts can be examined in as many
ways as possible. the teacher is providing the kind of guidance that will help
the child grow in sensitivity and mastery.

Learning experiences may take place in many settings. They can occur at
a museum. puppet show, shopping playa. art gallery. food store, forest. zoo,
brook. or concert hall. All of these yield opportunities for exploration in the

The development or personal and creative expression is a major aim of
the arts. The arts encourage divergent responses on the part of each indi-

-vidual. These are neither risk nor wrong: they are alternative responses to
particular artistic. concern. Because of this emphasis on personal, subjec-

lite criteria. rather than on uniform, commonly-held standards, it is impor-
tint that eV2iligion in the arts be used as a method of encouraging judgement
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+ and self valuation. It should be * process shared by teacher and child and
; one that reflects mutually accepted objective*.

rise of pkving mu and talking about the stories of others and
ragout and discussing the children's own stories. It has already been said

,In chapter 2. -CllikIren and Learning ". that children, nerd to learn to see
the world thrmgh other peoples eyes. Through drama, children can extend
themselves into another's esperience another point of view, anther's style
of filing and thinking.

; drama. all the children arc involved at the same time. experimenting
with the flow of thinking, the flow of language. and the flow of movement.
This kind of spontaneous activity allows-children the opportunity to live
someone ekes experience and then reorganize this experience to relate it to
their own pattern of thinking; they can also pursue their search for new ways
of communicating experiences to others and experiment without fear of
failure."

ildren can work in pairs or in small groups spread out about the class-
At other times, the whole class may work as a single unit, each indi-

vidual functioning as a pia of the whole. Such situations (e.g.. crowd scenes)
be used to Involve all the children dramatically: even the shiest child

has an opportunity to experiment with actions and words without ember-
!.

At all times. the children are experimenting. not preparing finished works
for an audience - that is they are not concerned with theatre. Theatre is pri-
manly concerned with pirforming for an audience and it requires much ex-
mime In drama. When children are placed in performance situations, the
point of view of the audience becomes the major consideration rather than
the development of the children's own feelings and relationships.

Drama in education can:
promote expression at all kinds;
entourage the free flow a language
become a learning tool by integrating dramatic work with the Icarnin

process and content of CAM subjects;
help children to work co-operatively in groups, sharing ideas and respect-

ing rich other's points of view:
increase sensitivity and awareness of others;
offer opportunities to exercise and channel emotions;
provide practice in organizing ideas by giving children the opportunity to

create stones for group improvisation;
enhance listening skills, strengthen concentration. and geOerally refine the

child's awareness of the process of communication;
add enjoyment and realism to the child's experience with language;

1-141 , Children participate in creative drama
activities.

2-080 Drama is utilized as a learning tool by
integrating it with the learning process
and content of other subjects.

1=142 Drama providea practice in organizing
Ideas by giving children the opportunity

' to create Stories for group improvisation.



allow the child to explore one of Ins timeless

truthiandbitivenial ea

Although there um dram* activities that may require a gymnasium or a
IOW °Fen Sfege, the everage'classrootn n oldinarily sufficient. In feet. It is
Important that the children come to associate drama with learning in the
cfaurownr soling. Drama Ls elasaroom karning.

Children can explore drama in the following

May Tsr;/X and dressup materials are the sluff of drama for
children as vlv imeginatively in the play kitchen or doll corner.
octets Acute. ,, uvr4. hats. -dress.tsr, puppets. dulls, props, and

by the tliktrt n. 7:Jdition. small portable platforms (suitable
all sift) won "._msis children to work with c, Suitable equip-

ment can do rtn.-h`to promote social play aid Weraktion. Props should be
ehdoen for their dramatic potential, but should never be explicit as to leave

- no room for imeginstion. A simple red cape, for instance, can become an

'apron, a bandit's disguise, or Little Red Riding Hood'e cloak,

In addition- to providinejft time and the climate for this activity. the
teacher should observe the ways in which children play with materials. Such
observation reveals a great deal about previous experiences, feelings, and

Melia. Do the children consider s toy ukulele to be awe/pun or a
producing object? Do they pretend to play it as an instrument? Do they Blab-

sn its use by making It part of a musical group?

teacher muss also jRdge knits intervene with a suggestion intended
to stimulate play: What props should be added? What materials are inhibit-
ing imagination and should be removed? Observation will help the teacher
in planning drama lessons based on the children's experiences as well as in
introducing them to new experiences through drama. The play corner is vital
to the drama program; under the conditions outlined. it can provide the kind
of atmosphere children need for uninhibited expression and experimentition
with armies of communication.

Practice in movingto sound helps children to build
movements. Appropriate activities may include:

ual each child moves independently in his or her own
tapitmres body movement as a means of expression:

meat Inman groups: children share a common space, influence each
rvements, and interne( through movement:

movement in forge groups or as a class: children move to strong. simple

rhythms.

Afersmene lased am liras (Nikon Ideas may replace sound as the stimulus
merit. Children try the rules of all manner of creatures. people. and
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2-081 Children associate drama with lng in
the clasaroom setting.

3-03s To and drees,up materials are used by
children.

3-027 A play corner containing suitable props
such ae_a simple red cape, toys, hate, is
available to permit social play and inter-
action.

3-028 Small portable platforms are available to
allow children to work with vertical

1-143 Children practice moving- to sound through
oarticipation in movement activities in
which each child reacts individually and
moves independently in his or her own
space.
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1-145

Children practice moving to sound through
small group activities in which, children
share a common space, inrluence each
other's movements and interact through
movement.

Children practice moving in large group*
or an a class to strong simple rhythms.



They,dri11111113 their 1101.0. dream'. mgr's, inel despairs 33 1141y
continue to eiplore their range of movement.

Sore/ The youth of oral eapressi rzron is a major fact on children
l'ou'r thread and cute. Speech may he Instead by disc auks. or role-playing
usulerlaten as 3 /lag, in prin. individually, or in groom 'The children el-
perim3141 with language 4o4 many plirrenef; It11111111% might 131.e such loons
as playing with sitsume% playing with words, describing, defeoding, persuad-
ing. awnforimg, instructing, referting factually. and ennununi6ting emo-
tions.

AVM& eititaiwed with eratemeat These two ElfiCCIS of drama can be
combusts! in IICV;(3) ways: fair CILAMPle;

story dramatization in ehich the children. wanking in group% play out
familiar Merits. using their own words and nun/vocals The plot of the story
n followed, but the children supply the.details and dialogue, -111ley might
'also esplutc events that might presumably have taken place bets' e and after
the story- Th-zy can' change the locale, the time. or the mood; they can Sik.
Whoa wegabi &town if . .

hatrtersitafx to in which Ihe children. working in groups, play OW their nwn
stories. These might be based am ideas derived fr. an picture books, poetry,
games. literature. nbri. sound effects. music, shakes or t- rcated objects

friaries 411r eel weed Poems, situedoeis, dialogue, at
action verse. plays. ski ng SIME1, nursery thymea, and direct cacralio
all asese i:an ho:orne for the imagination as the child interprets
they mean. Mier they were spoken, and how the listener is aiffeteed by thei.i.

4. Methods for classroom drama might include choral dramatization. group
oral reading. circle theatre. pliymating I without an atehenee). vocal jazz,
and puppetry. At the tad of each oral and dreniatic Cl1per;rn,re, time should
be provided to allow the children to calm clown alter the stimulus al dra
made ectillty. Moving in slow motion to qniet music Of sitting together to
barn to a rrizee related to the dramatic experience mq.cteelleut ways of
eemoptishi.54 this. Equally important are oppoclunitice for discussitm, for

listening to music: or for expressing some part of the experience in clay,
fabric, or words.

The won in drama is cuar.i.Jative. ;f ocr-yeat.eida hest had no previntel
raperiencevierth this way of Scathing, then they most begin in the same we ..y
se 41.yearCC4, Each day's aebvity veil:. in large mcmocc. b detennined by
the work done on the previous day. Always, the leirchrr wili have to observe.
analyse, and evaluate in order to structure experrices that will he truly ded

kipertentel and that *ill encourage c Ofice7; ration, /11.4111111311, 14141 sent
1114.

.M1iiitle4111111,,lair =riot only° th5- ensinorment hut the teacher's ability and
children's stole5 doehlintrot. At ,z11 times. the activities 131111 allow

create for themselses. not lead them to imitate the teacher's ideas.

2-0e2 Children wry stimulated in movement
activities by a variety of roles, ideas
and i'74,1tV'AI5

1146 Chiidri!ll be come involved in speech activ-
itit,:l '.14-h as describingi defending. per-
aoading. comforting, instructing, reporting,
factually and communicating emotiOns.

1-147 Children participate In story dramatization
where they improvise and play out their own
stories.
Children :7, familiar stories using
their or- r Lnd movements.

The foil Jmdi of lasaroom drama
are titled.

2-083 - choral dramatization
2-084 - group oral reading
2-085 - circle theatre
2-086 - playmaking (without an audience)
2-087 - vocal jazz
2-088 puppetry

2 -089 Children have time to calm down at the end
of each dramatic experience through such
activities as discussion, listening to
male, or expressing some part of the
experience in clay, paint. fabric or words.

1-149 Some of the following are used by children
as vehicles to extend the interpretatiOn
of the printed word; poems situations
dlalogUe,,act,ion verse, songs, plays,
skipping, games, nursery rhymes and
direct narration.

2-090 Drama activities are cumulative in nature_;
they build on previous activities.

2-091 Drama activities allow children to create
for themativea rather than cause them to
imitate the teacher's ideas.



The teacher may provide the stimulus for dramatization. but the children
must be allowed to work out what will be realized and how. A very subtle
balance has to be ectsirved hare. As the children become more experienced
la drama. they I:Ali:equity len guidance.

A drama lesson-mitts No five minutes or it might continue for several
dam depending on the depth of the activity. In anY activity. there are many
tempting aspects to be explored; the teacher must deeide how to maintain
a balance with the rest of the program.

Demi can be intepsted with many parts of the curriculum. For example.
the children's understanding and appreciation of other cultures is increased
by dramatic exploratice. When expanded through drama, stories of pioneer
life or newspapc! items take on new meaning through movement and dia.
loguc feeling LW form. Learning factual eillaital is not the sim of drama;
the thoughts and feelings of people are the 'reit; of concern.

F13

Items are selected from pages 82 and
811 i-elative to the content of this page.



Drama should not he thought of as just another subject to be added to an
already busy schedule, but as another means of permitting children to inves-
film and learn about the world.

Musk
In musical experience. as in any other, children will discover and explore.
Manipufate and rearrange, create and evaluate. and heighten their aware-
ness of and sensitivity to themselves and others_ The special contribution of
music is its power to evoke and stir, as well as express, human emotions and
trnoixls.

In every aspect of the musical experience. children should be participants
and not merely °Maoism They should have the opportunity to hear the
music of other times and places as well roof today,

Sounds in the classroom and in the out-ofdorns all have potential as musi-
cal media; theyscan be used to give expression to human feeling in the same
way as vrtes and instruments.

To cultivate a child's aural sensitivity is to develop and reline one of his
important tools of discovery. The music prograin develops aural sensitivity
through its focus on singing. playing, creating, discovering, and listening.

lust as these components of the tousle program are frequently inseparable,
so too is music frequently an integral component of other areas of the school
program. All are natural allies in helping the child to grow. For example,
where music is combined with movement and drama, there are opportunities
not only for creating music, but alto for providing children with a wide range
of musical styles for use with movement or drama.

In addition. work in rhythm assists some children in developing such ap-
parently unrelated abilities as reading and movement. Conversely. Physical
Education ctivities may enhance both the variety and quality of the move.
meat responses a child can make to a piece of music.

Skagheg Play*/
The major vehicle for making music in the Primary.Junior years is the voice,
the child's awn musical inshvment. The teacher must provide children with
opportunities to sing in in easy, natural way. to express the music that is
within them, and to build up an awareness of soap of various times and
places and of different styles and idioms - everything from nursery rhymes
to conternrwsrary folk songs.

Most-children Pc to sing and if they are given frequent opportunities to
do so, most of their diffieulties with pitch and tone will disappear. In the be-
ginning, teachers should not espcvt conformity of melody and rhythm from
all children. I tnison singing will emerge gradually as ears arc trained to listen
and voices to respond.
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1-150 Children hear songs of other times and
plaCe as well an of to-day.

2-092 The focus-in music is on singing,
Creating. playing, discovering and
listening.

#

1-151 Children have an opportunity to sing
together in an easy, natural way.



The experience karning new songs. and. for some the joy of boding
their singing voices for the first lime. are often the beginning of a idelong
involvement with musk. Skeen' also enable" children to experience the de-

Mends and rewards of colleetive effort. Singing with others la roe of the time-

less, universal Moos of sharing emotions and experiences with other:.
a.

For teachers who have the background, singing is pod-ably the most ap-
propriate time to introduce some concepts of mask in a ITAIurai any. tr; pert
oldie inforTuation the children need to know about a particular one. Tel

who are less experienced in fantod musk termincer, Ey can CalltrItinkate
musical concepts by using such simple vocabulary as tyke, louder. smooth-

ly, brightly, .lawn, or Pour.

inernments
Many musical instruments are suitable for use by children in the Primary and
Junior Divisions: these include Orff instruments. cymbals. tone bars. glock-
empiric tambourines. drums, autoharps, tro.altophoires, treaders, and cm-
tenets Lack of funds for this kind of equipment need not inhibit exploration
cf musk through Instruments_ The teacher can, provide much exciting. ores-

live work with Inward insrtuareno such Is brake drums. bottles. pails. and

corn busks- These and other objects like them can he struck. see-sped; sha-

ken. or blown as children explore them for their sound-producing potential
and use them to accompany ionp of to create small- group cone-positions.

The taperecorder is also a versatile instrument. For example. sound tex-
tures picked up by the microphone can be replayed at different speeds. Inter-
esting sound collages can be produced by cutting and splicing the tapes.

LiMeolarg and
When a child listens and discovers meaning in music that composers have
made, in compositions and sounds that he himself has made, ltd in sounds

that he picks up at.random from the envitoarnent. valid learning situations

are created. Such finessing requires the active participation of the child_

Some activities dais ! to help teachers stimulate children's creative re-
sponses to listening are listed below.

Encnurage children to move freely in respense to the musk. What does
the music suggest to your Try out different ways of moving to ft. Discuss

With a partner haw yaw co..itvg more to the mate together. Talk about ii
Weigh. 111 temt . ereuteb pantomime story suggested by the music.
It Invite professional musicians to perform at the school. demonstrate vari-

ous indium:as% and discuss their music with the children.
es. Ask tiw children to respond to voices and instruments by identifying them

as Oohs or heavy. tad or say. blue or red.
Set up a sound interest centre where children can exhibit. share. and

Owe interesting sound materials ( pitched and empached
With the children, carry out sound inveraoties of spaces ( the room. the
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1-152 Instruments such as cymbals, tone bars
glockenspiels, tambourines, drums, auto-
harps, recorders, castanets, are used.

Found (improvised) instruments such as
brake drums, bottles, pails, corn husks,
are used in the classroom.

-153

Children's creative reaf,
and discovering are foStefe

atoning

2 - encouraging children to move freely in
responSe to music

2.094 - inviting professional musicians to
perform at the school, demonstrate
various instruments and discussing
their music with the children

2-095 - asking the children to respond to
voices and instruments by Identifying
them as light or heavy, sad or gay.
blue or red

2-096 - setting up a sound interest centre
where children can exhibit, share and
explore interesting sound materials



SI
OWL the home, any place visited on field trips). Make value judgements on
these acoustical environments. How could we change them:

Invite students from neighbouring secondary schools to sham their music
with the children; the children inizlisshare their music with the secondary
school students.

Invent sound games that allow and encourage children to explore dhe
sound potential of an object or the use of sound to give signals.
as Let the children experiment to find out how many sounds they can make
with an object: then explore with them how these might be used. Use the
objects as puppets and experiment with interaction.

Set up situations where children can classify sounds in different ways. What
sounds are natural? What sounds are man-made? The children can record
them. compare them. and discuss. Lin all the sound, you coo make with
sochosc pail. How were they mad, (scraping? honking? hlowine) _' How
did this dim .rou?

Much of the listening program will probably involve the use of recordings.
either tapes or records. These might be shared with the wholi class or set up
with headsets for individuals to use when they wish. Tapes of school broad-
casts might also be useful.

Colvdmg

Playing with sounds, arranging them into significant or interesting patterns,
is the essence of the musical process, it provides a challenge to the child's
intelierind imagination. helps him err her to become more aware of the
process through which a composer work=. and gives opportunities for self-
expression and edriling experiences in sound.

Using instruments from the sound centre, a group of children can create
a sound event (composition) that describes the mood of a story they. Mice
read. An enchanted forest can be brought to life as each child contributes
a Sound to the gimp montage. Later. the children might attempt do dillerew
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2-097 - carrying out sound inventories or
spaces; e.g. hall, room, home, any
place visited on field trips

2-090 - inviting students from neighbouring
secondary schools to share their inutile

2-099 - inventing sound games that allow and
encourage children to explore. the sound
potential of an object or the use of
sound to give'signals

2 -100 - letting the children experiment to find
out how many sounds they can make with
an object

2-101 - setting up situations where children
can classify sounds in different ways.

1-154 Recordings are used; e.g. tapes,
records.



dale the sounds that would be made by sumachs, birch. spruce. and pines.
Eventually, each child can assume responsibility for one tree sound and the
group can compote a sound collage entitled "A Journey Through the Poems-.

If the tiwitoftaittn oPPorlanithi, and materials for creative music activi
Les ate present, most children will experiment freely and easily. Here are
some sample activities designed to encourage expo inientelhn:

inventing sound conversations between different objects: haw dors a corn
gawk COMMMIgkete with a slacienspieir

drawing pictures of sound, and sharing the pictures: drawing pictures of
unheard but real sounds and playing guessing games as to what sounds they
mpnesent;

making charts (graphs or scores) of the children's own compositions or of
short composition they have heard; exchanging charts and performing each

,salser's charts;
matingups tune fora given poem, using two notes. then three notes. then

fournoMs;
currying on normsl conversation through simple Invented tunes_
playing singing games; Inventing singing games with the class.

Opportunities to match, make and manipulate sounds can provide ezperi-
ranee% that will deeply enrich the child's appreciation of and response to
himself and the world around him.

sisal &locales
In Physical Education, the focus is on the significance of movement in the
growth and kauning of children. The child's bodily movernem is the means
through which he or she can immediately respond to the environment and
explore it. are constantly trying out their normal range of bodily
onions as they work towards fluency in movement; in the course of this pro-
ears they team a great deal about themselves and their innate abilities. In
their desire to exploit these personal disceverits, they often prove inventive
in attempting new and engine! feats. This inventiveness can be encouraged
by an observant and sympathetic teacher.

Physical Education uses movement as the child's medium of self-expres-
sion. Creative movement can give expression to children's imaginations and
can contribute so learning when combined with music, drama, and the visual
ans. Stimuli lot such integration can come from many sources: the seasons.
the elements, and other natural phenomena; observation of such movements
as flying. miring, and wheeling; textures and shapes in natural materials
and sculpture; costrmts. song!. vnti dances of different cultures: sounds of
trains, of water, an (11 bells: boll, - clapping, slapping, breathing.
stamping. shoutint, pert in;ww: Ink ants. home-made or manufactured:
and recorded mint

In attempting ft, Tp.r-s4 (celings and r. ode through movement.
children mak:. i r.J.c,x; to the realm of dance. The body be-

,
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Experimentation in creative music
activities is encouraged by

2-102 - inventing sound` conversations between
different objects

2-)03 - drawing pictures of sounds and enuring
the pictures

2-104 - making charts (graphs or scores) of the
children's own compositions or of short
compositions they have heard, ex-
changing charts and performing each
Others' charts

2-105 - making up a tune for a given poem, using
two notes, Utah three notes, then four
notes

2-106 - carrying out normal conversations
through simple invented tunes

2-107 - playing singing gamea, inventing
singing games, with the class.

1-155 The tootle for Physical Education is the
child's bodily movement as he or she
explores and responds to the environment.

1 -156 Creative movement is combined with music
drama and the visual arts to give
expression to children', imagination and
to contribute to learning.

The integration of Physical Education with
other areas is fostered by utilizing such
sources BA:

2-108 the seaspnso_the elements and other
,natural phenomena

2-109 - Observation of such movements an flyag,
soaring and wheeling,

2-110 - textures andshapes in natural materials
and sculpture

2-111 - costumes, conga and dances of different
cultures.

2-112 - sounds of trains, of water and of bells

2-113 - body sounds - clapping, slapping.
breathing, stamping, shouting

2-114 - percussion Instruments, home-made
manufactured

2-115 - recorded music



comes an instrument of communkation and expression, irf beauty and grace.
Children explore the quality of movement as they do the quality of texture.
colour. or sound.

If imagination is encouraged and sensitivity to ideas and feelings valued,
the child will be encouraged to strive for the kind of concentration that in-
tense, sincere expression demands. In this way, a child can he helped to un-
derstand his or her own feelings and to use expressive movement as a COO-
kilned outlet for such emotions as surprise. awe, alarm, fun. wonder, fear.
sadness. happiness. anger. and joy.

The teacher guides the child's proclivity for action into directions that will
be of benefit to him or her now and in later life. In the Primary and Junior
Divisions, children need to develop versatility rather than concentrate on
specific skills: this implies a wide range of activities such as gymnastics, games;
swimming. dance. and drama, with ample time ornvidcti for practice. repeti-
tion. modification, consolidation, and -application. A sensitive guide will give
intelligent directi g at the appropriate moment to help children extend their

faM confidence. appreciate their own unique attributes. and know
their limitations.

The skills of Physical Education often develop from free play. 1-or ex-
ample. children who have had experience in using halls of various sires and
weights will eventually be able to use them in a wide variety of structured
situations.

Any play with equirrsni such as bats. halls. and targets. incorporating
techniques such as arm = and dodge and ourphryine opponents. develops
the dynamics of more formal games. The gradual increase in complexity,
whether with reference to the degree of co- operation needed. as in team
games, or the degree of cninpetition involved. as in athletic running_ . must
be developed sensitively and sensibly.

Climbing. swinging, jumping. and rolling provide endless opportunities
for developing skill and control of personal response. Purposeful and ima-
ginative action Jesuits from floor activities and apparatus Work. Body man-
agement also grows through the use of games equipment and group work.
Body control contributes to a piwitive self-concept which will have an im-
portant hearing on future learning.

There are several ways of organizing concepts related to human MOVE.
meet. The following analysis of some concepts may be of help to teachers
planning themes or units of work.

Body awartnegs fikows on the movement lit individual part's cif the body
and the whole body in relation to the use of die .parts: parts moving. parts
supporting weight. parts prepared to receive weights. transfer of weight.

2-116 Rather than concentrating on a few skills
a wide range of activities such as
gymnastics, games, swimming, dance and
drama with ample time for practice,
repetition, modification, conaolidaton
and application,is provided.

1=157

1=158

Skills are developed from free play
activities.

Children climb, awing, jump and roll to
develop skill and control of peraonal
response.

1=159 Floor activities and apparatus work are
used to develop purposeful and
imaginative action.

1=160 Comes, equipment and group work are used
to develop body management.



parts initiating and heading movement, parts moving in succession or simul-
taneously in action, and parts that stretch or bend or twist as in extension.

flexion. and rotation.

Baste action tasks: skipping, spinning. nmning, walking, rolling, step-
ping, balancing, travelling, pulling, pushing, bending, and jumping are nat-

ural means for focusing the attention of the children on individual p_ans of

the, body as well es cm the use of the whole body

Spatial organization of movement relates to activities that focus nn
personal spare and general twee (near and far, close and distant. beside.
behind, above, beton. under. over). Weis (low, medium normal, high).
directions (forward, backward, sideways), pathways (curves, straight lines,

situp, diagonals). and the shape of the body.

Q way Qualitative aspects in movement relate to the way the body is
moving in terms of weight, time space, and flow. These aspects can be de-

veloped through movements that focus on pace and Time (fast and slow.

sudden and sustained, sharp and unhurried). (wee and weight (firm and

Bahl, strong and line, forceful and delicate), it Joist or restraint (fluent,
continuous, or controlied), and spatial economy (direct, undeviating, and

straight, or flexible, roundabout. indirect, and generous).

Regarisisliine are built as movement occurs. A child's body parts relate
to oneanother in r variety of ways: the moving body can also meet and part
from other Individuals and apparatus such as balls, targets, hoops, benchr;..

and meta. The she and shape of the room or play area also affect 'Tiede-
meat: adapting and penguins action to these factors is a very important pan

of a chiisrA gronlh and development.

These arc only four of many concepts involved in Physical Education.

'Moe four, related to one way of structuring a program. are recognized is
being panicularly appropriate for children in the Primary and Junior Divi-

sions.

By drawing altentior the various factors that affect movement at the
appropriate time, the yea, can attend to the needs of individual children.
of smell groups. or of the Y ...4e class. A fish and satisfying vorabutary al
movement can be built as irotated actions are expanded. varied, contrasted.

and put into sequences- Education through movement relies on repetition,

building of patterns. development of movement memory, and refinement

of skills. Awkwardness is eradicated, transitions are smoothed, and dull,
colourless sequences take on new excitement and colour through addi-

lion or rearrangement of apparatus, sound stimuli, learning groups. or other

challenges.
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Movement aotlyities in Physic
are used y) develop

2-117 - body awareness; i.e., body parts
involved in movement

2-118 - body awareness, basic body actions such
as skipping, spinning, running,
balancing, bending

2119 ... space awareness; i.e.,
general space, levels,
directions

1 Education

2-120 - quality awareness; i.e .
space and flow

personal space,
pathways,

, weight, time

2-121 relationships; i.e., balls, targets
loops, benches, mats.



Visual Ada
Expression in-Visual Arts might be defined as a personal reaction to es-

perience expressed in organized form or design. Such expression conics nat-
urally to Childien even prior 'Oahe use of coherent language. They scribble,
draw, and paint long before they read and Write.

Through their art. chihlren communicate their attitudes and feelings to-
wards themselves and their environment. The starting point for any such
creative activity is the child's personal experience, real or imagined. Each
child's approach to experience differs somewhat from that of his or her fel.
lows, and therefore even similar situations are perseived differently. If chip
dren are to express their personal reactions to experience effectively, they

not become acquainted with the media of art and learn to handle them with
a degree skiff. Skills and techniques should be introduced naturally and
functionally, In rexponse to the Child% enthrall), or need for a particular tool
of expression. Vhildren may not ask overtly hie help nz even realize precisely
what they nee_ so that the teacher will often have to rely out intuitive Judge.
merit to uncover the problem or need. In communicating the appropriate
technique or the information required, the teacher should rely On example,
imitation, and discussion, as include analysis only as needed. At the same
time, the teacher must avoid interference with the child's interpretation and
design.

since both interpretation and design are linked to visual awareness. the
teacher must provide opportunities that will help the children to become
more visually *watt. Activities for this purpose can be as simple as noting.
sketching. and recording examples of line. shape. or !clime while taking a
walk around the block or schoolyard. Perceptions can be further heightened
by the use of cameras or cardboard viewfinders that enable children to look
at familiar objects or landscapes from a fresh point of view. Adopting a %iv.
ual theme. such as patterns of nourre, iv 411,alter ss:i) of encouraging children
to hirid from a different perspective. Minato for such a theme might include
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The material on page 90 provides an
introduction to the section on Visual
Arta. The application can be found
on pager! 9.1 and 92. Thus the items
are selected from pageO 91 and 92 ea
opponed to page 90.



peering through a magnifying glass or microscope at cells or crystals. exam-
ining maims an a moss.covered rock. and searching for shoots in eroded.
hardened clay or for linear rhythms in plant growth or trees.

As children participate in this kind of investigation. they come to under-
stand that visual structure and design are an integral part of the total environ- .

*nem, both natural and man-made: for example, they become aware of the
silhouette of a ceder, the arch of a bridge. the grace(ul line of a Georgian
house, br the functional beauty a modem chair. Such awareness will be.
cone the foundation of aesthetic sensitivity in later life.

Older children In the Junior Division may he helped to look at design fea-
tures in the familiar things around them toil, classroom furniiure, pack-
ages, clothes. landscaping.'They could make models and sketches. and evalu-
ate and compare. These activities may generate value judgements with regard
to shape. texture. and colour.

The younger chiklren design more from intuition than from knowledge.
They react, sensually, think visually. and approach each new experknce with
a freshness of view that the teacher must seek to retain and develop. Older
children, however, can be helped to look at their own work more objectively
and to assess composition, arrangement, balance, and attractiveness of col-
our.

The materials used by children for creative activity should include the
most conlemporary media as well as the more traditionsl ones. indeed. as
Wall the arts. one purTicae of such activity is to provide children with ex-
periences involving a variety of materials, so that they may learn about the
particular characteristics of a medium by solving pi-wiles( and creative
problems.

Materiels, therefore. should include not only the usual pencil, chalks.
paints, and crayons, but also media such as oil pastels, dyes, stains, paints
(poster and smile-based tempera). and cameras. Foe creative nitchery.
wool, raffia, and other fibres might be used. For ihree-dimensional work,
materials might include stdng, wire. cardboard. woods and wood prod
metals. expanded planks, packaging products, and modelling mate
Other resources might be stones, toothpicks. used paper, containers.
other materials the children can find in their own environment. Such expe -

ernes may require a cor_stoiction area with workbench. hand-tools (saws.
hammers, files, rasps), measuring topic and associated hardware, includ-
ing nails, woodscrews, nuts and bolurand other fasteners. Even though the
whole class may be working on a common theme, each child should have
access to the nsaierials and the medium that he or she prefers to use

The leacher's rok is to assist and encourage childro to see the possibili-
ties of each material and to explore it with all their senses to feel it stroke

smell it, and experiment with it to discover whether it will bend or break.
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3-103 Children are helped to look at design -

features in familiar things around them:
toys, classroom Nrniture, packages,
clothes, landscaping.

1-161 Children make models and sketcher, evaluate
and compare familiar things.

2-122 Contemporary art media in available.

2-123 Traditional'art media is available.

1-162 Each child has access to the material(' and
the medium that he prefers to use.

2-124 - Activities are provided inVolVing a
Variety or materials.



Spring or snap. fly or flop. Can it be cut or drilled. painted or glued? Chil-
dren need to develop techniques that enable them to improve their personal
expression and to extend their sense of control and response to materials.

Some of the-_slimulus for expression will spring from the materials used.
some from Visual Arts activities. and some from activities ht other areas of
the program. In the Primary years. children tend tip choose topics related to
himie. family, school activities, play. seasonal activities. and special occa-
shwa. By the Junior years. their knowledge of the world has grown immense-
ly and they may turn their creative abilities to the interpretation of real
experience or the representation of imagined experience adventure, explora-
tion, distant times and distant places. the None).

'Prime emphasis should be given to the powers of eructing form out ttf
materials and to the process of commontrathig, rather than to the prialitcrt
of ereation. Children may wish to kiiy aril) .explore what they sonsider
important in their work. Continued encourageriwrit to tilk shout interesting
themes. materials. and finished works is preferable ire passing judgement (let
the child pass judgement). The children MI 1111111 also be encouraged to
develop an art vocabulary they oiri understand and to use such words as ter-
torc balance. and rhythm,

Chi !drew may also look at and compare T` lc design and function of tools
and processes used in art and industry. flastroom print-making may stimu-
late a visit ht a printer: the construction of wooden models may lead 'to a
visit to a cabinetmaker.

A child's work should never he exhibited against his or her will or for
purposes of comparison or competition. The manner in which the
work is displayed reflects the teacher's respect for an individual's effort.

nisplays should be changed frequently and each child should have his or
her work represented from time to time. The children should be encouraged
to arrange their own displays, for display arrangement is itself. a folio of
design.

nisploys should also inclOde original works by professionals. It is vital that
children be involved in a rich variety of art forms and that they be given
opportunities forpersOnal contact with artists who are creating in their local
communities. Such professionals and other volunteers can enrich the sag
program of any school. In this manner. the children are continually allowed
the opportunity to see the relationship of their unit creative activities to the
Possibilities in the environment and la the creative activities of adult
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2-125 Each child is encouraged'to arrange hie
or her own diaplays,

2-126 The original works of profeaalonals,
diaplayed and discussed.

1-163 Children develop personal techniduea that
enable theal to improve their personal ex-
pression and extend \heir,sense of control
and response to materials.

2-127 The stimulus for expreasion apringa from
,various areas ofthe program.

2-128 The focus is on the process of creating
form out of materials and communicating,
rather than on the prMucte of -creation.

2-129 Children are encouraged to examine an'd
explore what they consider important in
their own Work, through discucaion of
interesting_ themea,:materials and finished
wane. --

2-130 Children develop an art vocabulary so that
they can use such words as texture, balance
and rhythm.

2=131 The decision to display art work is left
to the child.

1 -164 Children meet artists from local and
distant. communities.

1-165 Children compare the design and function
of tools and processes usedin art and
industry.



Chapter Six
Environmental Studies

In the Primary and Junior Divisions, the wort' %ill, which the child is
familiar is used by the teacher as a bask for 1. development of values,

ettecepts. In AIL,. thus involvement ...oh theenvironment is of

prime importance: it stimulates chi Wren to communicate because the want

fell othe.s about their experiences and it impels expression in the arts
:jute chiC-Cri want m inietpret their experiences through a variety of

In Environmental Studies, the focus is on certain aspects of lli. ..itjl
environment: the social, biological, and physical relationships of the child's
world in time and space.-

The stneraf afros Iw this area of children's experience Art
to acquaint ririWren with their social and scientific environment so that

they may see ..-.0mething of the nature s its parts, while also comprehending
something eti its patterns as a whole:

to heir children acquire the information and the skills they will need to

use and prosper in a multicultural society:
to build foundations for informed and rational altitudes and decisions

use the enthusiasm generated by active investigation of theenvironment
tc stimulate other aspects of kerning:
to to Bead to a reasoned knowledge of and pride in Canada,

Ideally, children should feel part of their environment. both social and
physical. They will gain dignity from the knowledge that they are part of the

continuous flow of history, individuals whose actions are reflected, in
ever small a way.in the geographical and cultural setting in which they lice.
Each child must retain his or her identity in and loyalty 10 his or her own
culture. yet achieve lull citizenship in the diverse Canadian community.
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166 The teacher uses the world with which the
child i8 familiar' an a basil!' for the
development of values, attitudes, con
cepts and skills.

1-167 Children investigate the environment to
Stimulate other aspects of learning.



Through Fnsirorimental Studies, the child can perceive, understand, mitt
evoloate relationships within the environment; among these relationships
are:
to the relationships among people e groups and communities,

customs. end institutions;
the relationships among thirr, Kroh natural and man-made m e.g the

relationship between weather and r - on or that between machinery and
air pollution;

the relationship between people MO thins e.g.. the relationship between
the qualify of life and the automobile.
to the relationship of the child to the previous three and to himself or herself.

One part of the child's life is his or her inner self; the other part is the
external -world of people and things with which he or she is familiar. 'Fhe
teacher's role is to expand the horizons of the child's external writ Id and to
provide help and guidance in the process of interpreting and orgatiiring
experiences. Out of personal perceptions of the relationship! among people
and things and attempts to find patterns of Ordcrliolos, the child builds
individual concepts of the world.

it is the teachers responsibility to help the children extend and organire
their own questions and interests: in addition, the leachdr must create Mitt-
Alion4 or construet devices that will stimulate purposeful first -hand inves,i-
gationt. In both cases, the teacher must organize the net esswy resthirvZ, `ItS
make them accessible. There will be occasions 4 iwn he or she must Ifs
pared to admit ignorance or partial knowledge and ware,' for answer-. -

-the children. The teacher and children become learners togethrl.
strafing that there is nothing wrong in not knowing as long as one
to find out.

Especially at the beginning of an insesuga tit n thldren ne;
to handle materials freely. Explanation and instruettim are given
-appmpriate. -Children need the chance to risk making mist:0es ,thota:
penalty. Allowed opportunity and time to explore, they are more spontanr-
ous and produce individual variations in observations and i'Cr,tise. thus
gaining in self-confidence and creativity. The teacher mutt time
for this crucial aspect of learning.

Free expinration will also provide the teacher with clue ..;- children's
interests and needs. Children provide similar clues as they c%:...te the envi.
ronment as they !mewl with pcople. and. inure directly, cv: they make their
own lists of familiar but puzzling things.

Since the interests of children can vary considerably in the exploration
of a topie.there will be a tendency for the learning paths of a class to branch
out in different 'directions. As illustrated in the chart on the opposite page,
one child follows tine path. his fellow another; ear,' tiling to 'mouse ludo'
and form tin the disparate information that he or the acquires. I he leacher
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2-133 Each child is encouraged to impose order
and form on acquired disparate information.

2-173 The teacher picks up clues to the
Children's interests and needs an they
freely. explore their environment.

1-174 Children are allowed time for exploration.

1175 Children handle materials freely.

2-134 The teacher makeS a vari,Ay of resources
accessible.

2-135 Children make mistakes wit -cut penalty.

2-136 Explanations are given only when appropriate.

2 -137 Instructions 'are given only when appropriate.

2-130 Children produce individual variations in
observation and response.

1-176 The teacher utilize's; questions to refle-ct
and reconsider hasty conclusions.

Children perceive, understand and evaluate
relationships within the environment:

1-168 - relationships among people; e.g. social
groups and communities, customs and
institutions

1-169 - relationships among things, both natural
and man-made; e.g. relatiolships between
weather and erosion

1-170 - relationships between people and things;
e.g. between the quality of life and the
automobile

1-171 - relationships between themselves and the
environment.

2-132 The teacher creates situations and con-
structs devices that stimulate purposeful
first-hand investigation.

1-172 Learning paths of a cleat; branch out in
different directions and children are
allowed to follow their own interests.
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It may be helpful for the teacher to bear in mind the disciplines that adults
- consider reinvent for a particular topic. These can serve au points of dena-

ture and gullies to content, thus helping to balance the areas of learning. It is
important to realize. however, that the children do not think .x ask questions
in terms of traditional subject categories.

95

Page 95 presents a framework for
initiating and conducting a neighbourhood
study. Therefore no items were selected
from this page



Menial Devekoptient: Insides lksna
The mental development of some children in the Primary years will still be
in the transitional stage (mm intuition to concrete ttrwratittns. Children at this
stage, while unable to think about or imagine the consequences of an action
:they have not actually carried out ate happy toting questions. handling
materials, and collecting things fur observation. The teacher can help chil-
dren begin to be aware of concepts such as change; to notice that yesterday
the bean plant was as high as a ruler but today it is higher; that water freezes
And becomes ice which can inch and become water Win. The teacher can
help chiidren to make use of all their senses, to notice. not only real differ-
ences. but also apparent differences in shape and size as the position of the
observer changes. Claudication at this stage is limited to easily observable
characteristics: hard sof t. tediVelltnr. Through the eare of plants
and animals, the teacher can help children become sensitive to the different
n eeds of living things and to the possibilities of cruelty to them whether its
tensional or not.

As children move into the early stage of concrete operations, they demon
strati in ability to manipulate mentally those objects they have manipulated
manually. Their increasing desire to find out things. to participate. and to
add to their growing command of words can be used to foster awareness of
the stricture and form of living things and of changes in those forum with
time. The reacher can challenge the children's growing ability to predict the
effects of a particular change and to formulate notions of the horizontal
and vertical. of length and substance, of speed and distance. This process
makes children aware of Ate need for measurement, of the role of force in
causing movement. and of the possibility that more than one variable may
be involved in a particular change. As their own skills in manipulating tools
and materials grow, -the children can be helped to appreciate how man's
way of life has changed historically through his growing ability to utilize
other-living things to create tools, and to pass on his knowledge through
books. Gradually. they come to see that the properties of materials have
influenced their use. and thus conic to understand how the particular uses of
various resources have bred determined. These activities foster both their
growing skill with words - recording information and impressions
and theirtverovidening concept -ofthe world around them.

Afloat children in the Junior \years will be well into the later stages of con.
crete operations. They are feeling the power of their own mental manipula
limo and of their growing ability to deal with variables and to solve
problems in more ordered and quantitative ways. At this age, most children
enjoy observing objectively and examining critically: they like testing ideas
and ins estigating ambiguity. This helps the teacher to provide opportunities
for the development of such concepts as conflict, culture. interdependence,
conservation. length, area. and volume. mass. time. temperature. speed. and
force. Little by little. they perceive patterns; the structure function patterns
of their own bodies. the interdependence of living things . man's impact on
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The mental development of children in
the primary years is discussed on page
96. This material provides the
principles to be considered when
planning programa and selecting
activities for children of this age.
The actual activities are described on
the preceding and following pages.



the environment, the relation loner and structure rot cri func-
tion rust propeersel.

They begin to distinguish between observation and Inference and to find
satisfaction in making piediciions and inferences based upon their own
pass observations . For many children at this siege confidence in their grow-
ing-shills is to important that much of their time 011 I of school is spent
model-making espenmentiag with games of chance, and playing with
puzzles rued riddles.

lastoky 811.11.
A few children in the Junior years will have reached the stage of transition
from concrete operations to abstract thinking (formal operations)-
increasing ability to deduce, to estimaie, to hypothesize, and to manipulate
mentally without prior manual manipulation becomes apparent to the teacher
through their frequent USE of Mica to explain point. These children
will want to make more USE of secondary sources, such as reference materials,
and need opportunities to do to as they come to recognize the social and
scientific consequences of man's activities. However, they still need many
concrete experiences if concepts are to be fully developed and understood.

Information from secondary sources is of greatest value when it can be
Integrated with recent first-hand esperience. As the child seeks to find
Information front secondary sources, other related skills need to be devel-
VW: Interpreting pictures, dims, and texts: checking information for
accuracy and reliability; eaamtning conflicting evidence: drawing reason-
able eonclusions. Children in the Junior Division need guidance in develop-
ing the techniques involved in taking useful notes from reference materials.
They should be helped to plan their investigations and to formulate questions
specific enough for invesfigatidn. They should be helped to locite the main
point In a paragraph and Jo identify within a paragraph or book, the
particular feet or theme that they are seeking.

They need guidance in preparing Hut of facts and topics and in com-
paring sources when gathering information. They should not be permitted
simply to copy paragraphs from sources. Initially, they should be asked to
select a main point, explain it orally Of in any other form, and then rewrite
the information in their own words. Similarly, while participating in out-of-
classroom experiences or in investigations in the class/corn. children should
acquire the kohl; of listing facts, measurements, and observations which
they can later use to build a story, a description, or an exposition.

Reporting
The techniques used to communicate or report esperiinces may be ex-
tremely varied For young children, verbal expression will be of tremendous
importance. However, if they are to make effective use of notation and
records as they 11121Ure, they need to experience reporting in a variety of
forms ( visual, oral, graphic. written). These reporting skills should be closely
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3-104 Children use secondary sources ouch IS

reference materials.

As the child seeks to find information
from secondary sources, related skills
need to be developed. To accomplish
this children:

3 -072 ,- interpret pictures, charts and texts

3-073 - check information for accuracy and
reliability

3-074 - examine conflicting evidence

3-075 - draw reasonable conclusions.

3 =105 Children formulate questions and plan,
specific invest'_-itions.

3-106 When gathering information, children
receive guidancein preparing lists of
facts and topics and in comparing sources.

3-107 Children select a main,,point in a para-
graph, explain it orally and re-write the
information in their own words.-

3-108 Children tranelate summaries of informa-
tion into their own language formats.

3-109 When participating in investigations,
Children list facts, measurements and
observations for later use in reporting.



Is
associated with field work through drawing. sketching. lesting counting.
graphing, photographing, and making rubbings or casts. In addition, children
should be asked to consider questions such as: How can we summarize info.-
motion KY have gathered from a day's field study. from a filmstrip or book.
or` from the group's works on a particular topic? How is information from
diesent senores put together to bring out Its significance?

These are the considerations that remind children of the purposes of
smiling. of alternative ways of recording, and of the audience to whom they
are dimeting their reporting. Through discussion of these questions. either
with the teacher or with a group. children will have an opportunity to assess
aliernafivea and discover the most effective methods of presenting informa-
tion. of using and reporting references, and of sharing their experiences.

%mite SId1111

In Environmental Studies. social skills can he improved through upportuni-
tiesIo work in small groups, to contribute to a class project. and to take

9E1

1-177 Children report in a variety of ways.

Children report in a variety of-ways:

2-139 - orally

2-140 - written

2-141 - visually

2142 - graphically

Reporting skills are related to field
work through:

2-143 - drawing

R-144 - sketching

2-145 - testing

2-146 - counting

2-147 - graphing:

2-148 - photographing

2-149 making rublinge or caste

1-178 Children Choose the means of reporting to
reflect the audience to whom they are
directing their report.

1-179 C.Uldren choose the meand of recording to
discover the most effeetive'methods of
;,resenting information.



respraulbility for s particular task. Through discussion and opportunities to
compare experiences and ideas, to glimpse different perspectives. and to see
the validity of alternative points of view, children we able to extend their
understandinp and to begin to make more objective judgements. In the
process, they learn how to halm how to question and answer. and how to
organize and plan with others. They learn lo recognise and utilize the views
of others, and in the process some to realize that their own contributinns are
appreciated and needed. They also use and develop the social skills of CCP
operation. and participate and learn to abide gracefully by rules and regula-
tions created and enforced by mutual consent.

The trochees role is most important. Teachers help children to develop
axial skills through the example of personal commitment. professional

enthusiasm and creativity, and manifest interest in learning.'

tale
p ti of the environment also provides an outlet through which chil-

dren's desire to test and use their psychomotor skills can be realized. Gross-
motor skills are developed as children run. jump, wiggle, slide, or slip dui-1141h
and over obstacles encountered in out-of-class activities or as they discover
the function of balance and body posture in such activities as moving a rock
or walking along a fallen tree trunk.

The many opportunities they encounter for manipulating materials and
objects gradually lead to the acquisition of fine motor skills. As they handle.
grip, and finger gem brushes, cutting tools, and materials, they develop the
strength. speed. steadiness. precision. and economy of effort that are the
signs of skill.

In summary. the study of the environment provides the child with oppor-
tunities to develop skills normally associated with other areas of the program.
For example, inveniptions often require the use of mathematical instru-
ments and techniques such as surveying, map-making, charting. and making
and applying simple mathematical models.

Heil*

For children, the environment begins with themselves. It is axiomatic to say
that children's capacity to (unction zestfully and even constructively in their
environment depends on their health and vigour. It Is essential. therefore.
that they acquire some basic understanding of healthy practices and health),
living. Where possible. such learning should be developed to embrace con-
cepts and values on a much broader scale. For example, dirt can be expanded
to demonstrate. through, observation where practicable. the nutritional needs
of other living things or the living styles that result from different ways of
wresting sustenance from the environment: these observations may in turn
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1-180 Children participate in small group
activities.

2-001 Children contribute to claim projects.

2-002 Children take respOnsibility for
particular tasks.

2-003 Children organize and plan with others.

2-004 Children listen to others.

2-005 children discuss and compare experiences
and ideas

2-150 Children realize that their own con-
tributions are appreciated and needed.

2-151 Children learn to recognize and utilize
the views of others.

2 -152 Children discuss different perspectives
to see the validity of alternative points

of view.

2-153 Children develop and une the social skill
of co-operation.

Children develop gross motor skills by

2-006 - running

2-007 =. jumping

2-008 - wiggling

2-009 - sliding

2-010 - slipping through or over obstacles
encountered in out-of-Class activities.

Children develop fine motor skills:

'2-011 - painting

2 =012 - cutting

2 =013 - writing



kad in such concepts as interdependenee and basic needs or In such value
issues as the tights of the Individual versus suckle( concerns.

In planning a program that Incorporates health learning. a sensitive and
alert teacher will take advantage of opportune occurrences. such as the
snivel of a new baby al home, or opportune moments that give rise to such
questions as: Why do we perspire on hot days? Why do we get hungry?
Why do our hearts blue faster at certain limes?

Some ideas the teacher may wish to consider are listed below:
e processes of life, which would Include: similarities and differences in

the development of plants. animals, fish, birds, and man; the need of all
living things for nourishment, air. and water;

the relationships between development and abilities and between attitudes
and behaviour, which would include: changes in growth and appearance of
plants, animals, and children: effects of age and development on feelings, on
social relationships, and onahility to perform menial and motor tasks, with
allalliarl to the wide range of differences;

The major parts of the body and the Mechanisms that allow the body to be
nourished and to dekelop, baud tee she following principles: the body works
as a unit or one whale even though each pate has its coon particular use
the senses, the skeleton. the muscles, body fluids. tissues, organs, body
thermostats. and periodic processes contribute to the adaptation of the body
to its environment;

the nfetailly of good nutrition bated on the following ideas: nutrition
depends on the balance of food substances, including vitamins and minerals.
and on appetite and eating habits: an individual digests food better it he is
happy and relaxed when he eats; nutrition affects teeth; digestion is affected
by rest and relaxation; cultural, social, and ethnic factors affect behavistor
and attitudes towards fond and eating:

as the lijf, ndsuse. and abuse of ability and mood modifiers would include
substances used for therapeutic or social reasons pain-relieving drugs, inhal-
ants, fob ceo. and alcohol;

environmental conditions affecting growth and development. with em-
phasis on the conditions necessary for optimums growth and development
(clean air.- unpolluted water, uncontaminated food, warmth, sufficient cloth-
ing. and adequate shelter); on hazards in the home. school. the street, and
the locality; and on social, medic's!. and police services in the local area.

InlegiwtIo
Whether the stimulus for an investigation in Enviro mental Studies is gen-
erated by a child's question or the tescher's inhiativ , or both. the investi-
gation should lead to the concepts. values, attitudes, and skills that are the
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2-014 The teacher initiatea class diecltssion
related to health learning topics by
utilizing current happening* in the lives

. or the children.

2-154 Children learn the processes of life;
similarities and differences in the
development of plants', animals, fish,
!Ards and man.

2 155

2-156

2-157

e.g.

Children learn the meiOr parts or the bogy
and their relatianehips.

Children learn the necessity of good
nutrition.

Children learn the use, misuse and abuse
of ability and mood modifiers; e.g. pain
relieving drugs, tobacco, inhalants,
alcohol.

2-158 Children learn the effect of the environ-
mental conditions on growth and develop
ment; e.g. clean air, unpolluted water.

2-159 Children learn such concepts as inter,
dependence and !male needs.



objectives of the curriculum. For example. a child may ask. Do l have to
pick tip my gum avower? This simple question could be the impetus for
setivilies'leading to the development of social skills and concepts as varied
as conservation, space. conflict, or co-operation. The stimulus could Just as
well he e teacherinitiated visit to a polluted stream bed or a class discussion

.of fight in a televised hickey pine. It is the teacher's task to recognize these
opportune moments sod to exploit their potential in the pursuit of program
objectives.

The approach suggested In this document implies that concepts may be
developed from perspectives beyond that of the traditional disciplines. The
following items show some dimensions of investigations through which the
concept of trainee might he developed. These Investigations might encorn-
pam such 'facets of the concept as the pare, the causes, the nature. the impact,
and desirability of change as a universal condition:

amnia in the child's he or she grows and develops;
physical change the seasons, aging, weathering, moulting, metamorphosis.

ripeniflr,
CultUnti change': irnmirpation, internction between neighbours, native'

p_ eoples.music. dime% ga.s, fads. literature, customs;
social changes: communications, transportation, urbanization, food. hoo]

ing, household indict% living standards laws, new occupations, increased
leisure;
'o technological change: inventions; exploitation of resources, farming. in-
dustry benefits and disadvaniages)

Alan us the Instigator of change: inventors, doctors, scientists, explorers,
Innovators;

uml change: adaptation, growth. change of state, population changes
eels, animals, and plants.

Relavtiaoa
Relevance In Environmental Studies is dependent eas children's natural curi-
osity. on their expending interests, and on their need for explanations about
the world in all its dimensions. It Is essential that studies follow children's
Individual levels of understanding and their ways of working, and not he rig-
idly tied to a particular year or age. Learning proceeds from the known to
the unknown, from the familiar to the unfamiliar.

For example. a concept such as community will begin witth ideas and ex-
periences children know, such 25 their families. They may then be gradually
encouraged to observe that there are animal And niers( handles. that the rani-
ly serves many functions, that families differ, change, And invoice a network
of relationships. With time children in the 'Primp' Division are helpoil to
see that communities have characteristics that are similar to those of the
family, that they too. serve many functions, change, cf,-ges in size. composi-
tion- and culture, that there are animal and plant cePaldriitel, and that all
involve a network of relationships. Sy the end of tfl,- junior DiAsion, the
children's concept of community wit/ have grown to .-m,.wapass. such ideas

let

1u2

2-015 The teacher extenda discus4lon into
related learning experienCes.

2-016 The teacher develops learning experiences
that crone subject lines; e.g. the con-
cept of change.

2-017 The teacher encourages further investiga-
tion by students on topics of student
interest.

2-160 Studies follow the child's individual
level of understanding.

2-161 Studies proceed from the known to the
unknown.



as communities Interacting with their environments, the enviromnent affect-
ing the community and the community altering the ensiomment, and corn
munities interacting with other communities. Things!, such studies, the chil-
dren will begin to see how they lit into the loud paiterliv and what part they
play in the commuriity.

Values
A long-term objective related to values such as appreciation of tri impact
on the environmem, partielslarly as it relates to living thingi, must also begin
with the child. In this case, a probable first step in developing a responsible
altitude In Primary children is to provide them with opportunities to otwerve
causesnd-effect relationships, to handle both living and non-living things.
and to become sensitive to the need for giving proper care to living things.
By the beginning of the Junior Division, children will have developed an
awareness of the changes in living things and will fad enjoyment in esplur-
Inf that wide variety; as interest grows, they might wish to discuss and com-
pare physical conditions in different pans of the world, In the later singes
of concrete operations, children will develop an appreciation of the inter-
dependence of living things. Finally, in the transition to the stage of abstract
thinking, they may develop a deeper appreciation of cause.andeffect rela-
tionships and of man's impact on the environment.

Additional Information on values will be found in chapter i, "Veues,
Goals. and Objectives-, and in chapter 3, "Teaching and Learning-.

The long-term view of concept or value development does not necessarily
indicate that there is a sequence or pattern of learning that each child mum
follow. Relating individual progress to a general pattern, however, does help
the teacher to interpret observations of the child's actions`or questions, to see
the larger dimensions, and to determine what action should be taken next.

Out44-classrooat activities
Out-of-cfessroom education should proceed throughout the year as a natural
extenshin of classroom activity. it encompasses both the world of nature and
the urban world of the city, Banks, stores, and bakeries should be as much
a parr of the learning environment as the nearby stream bed. The council
chamber or the courthouse can provide the basis for learning about social
institutions; a visit to a factory can help children appreciate the interdepend-
ence of the various functions performed by different people. All these areas
provide scope for study, interpretation. and Investigation.

Small groups of children can gather the data relevant to the particular
aspect of a topic that they have chosen to investigate. Each child should be
aware of what his or her own contribution is to be. This necessitates pre-
paring the children by providing them with:
ss adequate background information, including safety precautions;
a an inventory of questions or a quiet° answer on location:

'a a map of the route and the locality;
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2=162 Out-of- classroom activities are a natural
extension of classrxm activity.

In preparing for an out-of-class ectivity
the children are provided with:

2-163 - backgroUnd information

2-164 - inventory questions

2-165 - map of the route



variety of tools for recordin
recorders);

. sketch pads, tape

Although a certain amount of pre planning Ii desirable and even netts
wiry. flexibility Is also important: the expeience mast accommodate unex-
pected Andinp and unforeseen evens.

Area sedge
Out-of-cissunom education facilitate area studies; one special area for d
wort could be selected each year Areas close to the school are obvious
place to gad. A study can deal with a ravine, a meadow, a woodlot. an ex-
cavation. a nee, a factory, or a shopping plaza. Ely the end of the Primary
Division, children can use a simple crow section to record and analyse their
observations: they can peg a suing across a piece of ground that varies In
soil, domports, and plant life, and they can sample and graph the variations.
Or they can tabulatecand chart dwellings or traffic flow within a city block.

Rewires
An effective program requires a pool of resources. With some ingenuity,
equipment can be procured very economically; as one example among many.
an ordinary kitchen strainer can be converted to a dip net In many ems,
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2-166 a variety of tools for recording.

2-167 Outof-01408room experiences accommodate
unexpected and unforeseen events.

2-168 To facilitate area studies, one special
area outside the classroom is selected
for repeated visits throughout the school
year.



the children can *WO in the conversion. Children can help to contribute
some resources: nalutal materials such as stones and chestnuts; photographs,
letters. sndjouoks donated or lent by parents and others; tapes of sounds.
recordings. and Interviews obtained in the coursed projects; and pictures
and slides of materials and phenomena In the environment.

Children pursuing different investigations will need different materials and
equipment. some of which may he stored in the classroom. Materials not
constantly in use in any one area can be nude available through the school
library resource centre. ChiWren should have access to some of the follow-
ing equipment and materials: magnifying glasses, a small microscope; Mir.
roes; safe sources of hem and electricity; tubes, glasses and tweeyers. metric
measuring rods and tapes; magnetic compass: Celsius thermometers, barom-
eters. simple balances. calipers, pendulum, stop watch. motors, and sets for
Making models; bicycle pumps_ wires, masses, cogs and gears; com-
mon kitchen supplies such as salt, sugar, and flour, along with sand and
other inexpensive -materials. Ready-made science and ecology kits can be
used as a source of ideas.

The problem table is c centre designed to provoke questions and to sug-
gest ways of finding answers. Suggestions are graded In dillkulty, from an
answer card to which the child can refer directly, on the one bard, to at the
Opposite extreme, the use of reference books and materials. Suggestions for
finding film materials, photographs, slides, and tapes may also be included. ,

The teacher can use a new display or the addition of new items to an exist-
Mg display to spark discussion or investigation. Older children may con-
tribute their own in,:de problem material from their investigations and field
trips, or from work and interests pursued at home.

Most teachers already use bulletin boards effectively. They display objects
as well as pictures, photograph& and newspaper clippings that stimulate in-
vestigation. observation, and .a variety of activities. Teachers who are suc-
cessful with enelronmental mathematics find that it is useful to have a display
board; children can be encouraged to contribute such materials as speed
records, hockey statistics, and accounts of events that use mathematical ref-
&awes. Socialissues and natural phenomena can also be used as points of
focus.

It is important, however, that the problem table and the bulletin board
be regarded as a joint responsibility by the children and teacher Criteria
for selecting items for display are: Are they relevant to current- interests?
Will they procoAe questions or present the familiar in a new way? Will they
bridge, school and community? It is important that the problem table and
bulletin board provide stimulu& novelty, and challenge_ Neither should be
merely a pretty display or an exhibit & curios; they are working areas,
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2-01e A Variety of resources 16 available, such
as; natural resources such as stones and
chestnuts, photographs, letters and'books,
tapes of sounds, recording and interviews,
pictures and slides or materials.

2-019 Children have acceea,-o ya, variety of
equipment and materials; e.g. magnifying
glasses, sm all microscopes, sofe&eurcea----
of heat_ -a electricitil-metri& measuring
rode and-tapee.

2-020 Children use ready-made Science and
ecology kite as a eburce of ideas.

2-169 A problem table is set up in the classroom
to stimulate diacussion and investigation.

2-170 Activities in the problem table are graded
in difficulty.

2-021 Children contribute materials to the
problem table.

2 -171 Bulletin boards are used for display; e.g.
pictures, photographs, clippings.

.2-022 Children and teacher contribute jointly
to the bulletin boards.

2-172 The bulletin board and problem'table in-
corporate suggestions for further research.

2-173 Bulletin boards and problem tables are
working areas.
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Assignment C06
Assignment cords are usually (traipsed for use by small groups or by indi-
viduals. They can bridge the transilion from clam work to an individualized
program As with all other devices. the value of assignment cards depends
on their suitability Me the children who use them. Some of the best questions

ire those that originate with the children themselves, However. until chi'.
dem become accustomed to working independently. the 'cards can be de-
signed by teachers. purchased from commercial sources, or made from old
textbooks.

Generally. each assignment card should incorporate the Following

in the children muss be required to do something - colonize investigations,
guess and test, establish conditions For comparing, or improvise apparatus:
g the children must record their work in some manner that will communi-
cote their procedures and conclusions, that is, orally and/or through draw-
ings, graphs. and written reports.

The great difficulty in minting assignment cards is to write open-ended
questions that challenge children to think, ye, are not ambiguous. It is Al-
ways possible to close an open question if a child shows that the problem is

too difficult. Beginning with a closed question. on the other hand, may give

the child an unnecessary clue and thus deprive him or her of an opportunity
for indoendent thinking and discovery.

Assignments must vary in degree of difficulty to eccommodete the vide-
tirmS in children's 'Wiles. They should also provide different types of learn-
ing activities, corresponding to the variety of children's learning styles.
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2-174 Assignment cards are employed as a
teaching strategy.

2-175 Assignment cards are used by small
groups.

2023 Assignment cards are produced by
children.

2-024 Assignment cards- require the children to
do something; e.g. orkanize investiga-
tion'', guess and test.

2 -176 Assignment cards require the children to
record the results of their investiga-
tion.

2-177 Assignment cards vary in degree of
difficulty.

2-178 Assignment cards suggest open-ended
activities.

2-179 Assignment cards include a variety of
activities for different children's
learning styles.



CHAPTER iir--

RErINEMENT OF THE CURRICULUM CHANGE INDICATOR

A. FIELD TESTING OF ITEMS

Prior to the final selection of items to measure con-

tent of Education in the Primary and Junior Division Chapters
\

4-6, it was felt necessary to obtain teacher responses to the./a\ .. \.
.

.,items,. These data were to be analyzed to termine items

which were either defective or too general to elicit a

variety of responses. This would enable the researchers

teen reduce the number of items in the total item pool. in

.addition, the data were to be examined to'obtain.infokmatiOn

regarding test reliability, to identify items which appeared

to be useful.in discriminating among teachers in different

levels and at different grades, and to identify any un-

expected.or unusual response, patterns.

Four hundred sixty-nine items.were included in a

questionnaire (see Appendix A) EPJD Teacher Behaviour

Assessment Instrument. Six of these items provided bio-

graphical data describing the respondents. Thirty-nine of

the content items were identified as being appropriate for

Primary Division teachers only (items 37001 to 3-039) and

siktyTnine.items were identified as being appropriate for

Junior Division teachers only -(items 3-041 to -3-109). The

remaining content items were identified as being appropriate

for the total group of teachers (items 1-005 to 1-180 and

2-001 to 2-179). It was recognized that Ihe response

patterns would not necessarily be alike for both Primary

and Junior level teachers.'



Two types of response patterns were felt appropriate.

For certain items, teachers were asked to indicate the fre-

quency of occurrence of given behaviors. These responses

.
ranged on a five-point scale from "daily", "weekly", "ten

tines per year", "two to three times per year", to "never".

For other items teachers were asked to indicate only if the

behavior'did or did not occur by responding,"yes" or "no ".

Because of the large number of items, it was folt

unrealistic to expect each teacher to respond to all of the

items. Ech teaCher'was asked to answer all the items that

applied to.his/her division (items 3-001 to 3-039) for

Primary Division teachers, and items 3 -041 to 3-109 for

Junior Division teachers). addition, each teacher was

,asked to respond to one-half of the remaining itemsd To

accomplish this, these remaining items were divided into

four sub-tests as follows:

SUbtest 'No. 1 - Items 1-005 to 1 -093 inclusive

Sub-test No. 2 - Items 1 -094 to 1-080 inclusive

Sub-test No. 3 - Items 2-001 to 2-090 inclusive

Sub-test No. 4 - Items, 2-091 to 2-179 inclusive

In addition to the items appropriate to their

division each teacher was asked to respond to items

in two of these sub-tests. For this purpose, the teachers

were divided-into six groups, each group responding to two

of these sub-tests.



TABLE 2 - Sub-tests of the Item Pool Assigned.
to Each Teacher Group

Teacher Group-

1

2

4

5

6

Sub-tests

1,

1, 3.

1, 4

2, 3

4

4

For distribution to schools, the questionnaires were

theili Packaged-in groups of six in the sequence listed in-

Table 2. This-insured that for each school with six or more

teachers, responses were obtained on all possible'combina-
,

tions of su-tests.

B. RESPONDENTS

The principal'investigator and the liaison official

assigned by the Ministry of EdUation contacted- Directors of

Sducation,,Principals, and representatives' of teachers
.

federations, to solicit their support in encouraging

teachers to respond to the questionnaire. The responses of

:those contacted were excellent. In making Contacts with

professional educators_, the researchers assured them that

anonymity of response would be the rule. In addition, it

was agreed that results for each Board of Education would

made available to board Officials and principals of the

schools participating.



It had been. anticipated that questionnaires would be

distributed early in May and returned by early June. How-

ever, this distribution was delayed because the teacher-

.
ministry consultant group felt it necessary to add additional

items.to the item pool. It was later agreed that 'the

questionnaires would be distributed just prior to ;professional

development days at the close of the school year and that this

would be one of the activities for teachers on these days.

Based on principal and:board' official requests, the re-

searcherssearchers distri 050 iquestionnaires, each nluding,an

"optical scan" answer sheet. The answer.sheets were then

returned to the principal ihvestigators in -self- addressed

stamped envelopes which were provided.

The response was disappOinting in terms of the- total

number of respondents. Four - hundred and sixteen completed

answer sheets were returned. Of this number 405 were usable.

This was approximately one-half the number which had

originally been anticipated and necessitated some changes to

be made in the analysis of the data.

The time of distribution was found to be inappropriate.

It was assumed, initially, that the year end professional

activity Sessions would provide an excellent opportunity for

assessment and planning which would be facilitated by-the use

Of the item pool. In retrospect, it would seem that earlier

in June would have been a better time for the distribution

of these questionnaires
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Descriptive data for the respondents are given in

le

The-breakdown of male and female teachers at the

imary and junior levels was as expected. That is, there

was a greater proportion of male teachers at the junior level

than at the primary level. In fact, at the primary level

less than five per cent males were found.

One-hundred-eighty-nineor forty-five per cent of the

total number of the teachers were between ages forty-five to

fifty-four. It was somewhat surpris.ng to observe this age

distribution amongst the respondents. However, a possible

explanation may be the geographical location of the sample.

A larger number of the schools selected were in small towns

of northern Ontario. These results also correspond with- the

Ministry of Education:statements-that have suggested a trend

toward older teachersin classrooms of Ontario. VisitS to

thd schools' by the researchers also confirm tlIAse results.

It is also most surprising-to note th_c. 243 or sixty

per cent of the teachers had taught for three years-or less.

In addition- more than twenty per cent, that is ninety-two=

teachers, liad indicated that they were in their first year

of teaching. These statistics do not seem to be consistent

with age levels' as reported by the teachers. In addition,

the,liMited number-of -teachers who have been,hired Over the

past three years would lead one to question these results.

Perhaps a misinterpretation of-the question or'concern
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TABLE 3

Sex, Age, No. of Years Taught, and Grade Levels of
Teachers Responding to the Preliminary Questionnaire

No o Teachers rel ininar 405

vel - Primary
Junior
No Response

Sex of Teachers

Male
Female
No Response

223
174

8

i

Primary Junior Total
1

10 64 74i
205. 102 313 ''

I

8 8 18

Age of Teachers

24 and below 6

25-34 inclusive 30
35-44 inclusive 71
4554 inclusive 99

9 1,6,

.26 :61

34
I

ft-6r =,-,,: 18

55 or over 8 ..-- 9

No Response 9 10
I,

No.. of Years-Taught

One 51 40
-2-3 87 63
4-7 55 45
8 -15 18 11
More than'15\years 3 7

No Response 9 8

No. of Teachers at Each Grade
,

Primary - Kindergarten 36
First 39
Second 40
Third 47
Multigrade 49
No Response 12/

Junior - Fourths ''''55

Fifth 40
Sixth 32
Multigrade 35
No Response 12

92
151
103
-30,-.0
18

!

1.



regarding anonymity could account for this apparent d s-

crepancy.

For the most part, the distribution of the teachers

across grade levels is as expected.

It was felt that any discrepancy that ma.y exist re-

garding age of teachers and number of year's taught would not

affect the item data That i. thiS should not bias any

;decisions relating to items that would need to be modified,

retained or deleted from a fih-ished questionnaire.
j3

C. RESULTS
_

FrequencieS of responses, to each choice .for each item

were tabulated and appear ih-Tables 4 to 6..\ Table. 4 (pages

104-124) in-lUdes dataon the items constructed to represent

the content of Chapter 4, 'Co unication", EPJD; Table

(pages 125-130) includes items representing thecontent, of

Chapter 5, ."The Arts", EPJD and Table 6 ,(pages 1.317137),

includes items-based on. the, content of Chapter 6, "Environ-

. mental Studies'', EPJD. For purposes of clarity, the fre-,

quencies of responses are broken down into the Primary and

.-Junior. Divisions. Imaddition,- the responses for the- total

group are included. Since eight teachers did not indicate

whether they were __ theyPrimary-ar Junior Division, the

figures for the total-group are greater than the summation

of the data from the'Primary and Junior Division categories.

In each case, the responses from those items whidh were

, assessed on.a five -point scale appear first in each table.

They are followed by the -results contained from the items

1 J 9 .,



/- TABLE 4

Frequency of Responses of Teachers to Items Written to Reflect Content

in Chapter TV, Education in the Primary and Junior Divisions

Fre -uenei.....ILslea6

Frima..._112ts1212
'junior Division

Item No.

1-005 1 1 1 13 108

1-006 5 2 5 29 82

1-007 12 25 21 27 38

1008 8 25 47 25 18

10009 1 10' 20' 3'9 53

1010 1 11 : 24 52 35

1-011 2 21 100

1-012 1 15 107

1-013 21 13 16 35' 30

1-014 2 15 '27 57 22

1-015 1 5 43 74

1=016 1 15 9 38

1

a

I 0
fL

1 2 15 92,

4 13 32 52

21 32 28 21 8

4 27 37 32 9

2 20 31 31, 25.

7 19 1 18

2 7 14 i: \48

6 191 85

14 ' 46 46

28 40 29

12 18 18 49

2, 25 59

Total Group

2 2 3 202 A

12 6 18 ' 62 135

33 57 49 ' 49 '47

12' 52 84 58 28

3 30 51 1 71 79

8 30 5 88 54

2 7 16 '59 150

7 35 193

22 16 30 82 77

7 43 67 88 .29

12 19 23 92 88

3 40 128 64



Item No,_

1-017

1-018

1-019

1-020

1-021

1-022 i 4 16

1-023 49 33

1-024

1-025

1q26 21 33

'TABLE 4 (Continued).

Frequency of Teacher Respqnses

P11.22114YWon Juniorlivision

1 0 A
M

0

6 11 17 35- 54 19 21 22 30 18

3 43 56 14 7' 4 3$ .46 10 12

4 9 18 36 54 2 7. 22 39 39

6 13 25 27 11 5 21 31 '41 I

6 .22 95 1' 7 ,31 7.0

28 41 34 12 "17 30 37:13

27 '8 6 39 18 5 4

76 ,11 6 2 75 20 7 6 1

71 24 11 12' 5 ,64 .r 24 9 9

36, 23 10 23 41 24 15

87 21 5 , 3 3 68 25 11 4

1 10 '112' 5 9 32

7 18 51 , 42 7 14 20 43.2 -a

10 23 ,54 '33 4

1-027

1 =.028

1-029

1-030 24 44
'17

221a122a.

I 0

25 32 39

7 81 104

6 16 40

11 25 47

1 13.

16 , 33 58

92 72 47

151 50 18

136. 48 21

44 75 60

156 46 17

5 10

12 21 38

17 22 47.

66 73

24 19

76 94

58' 93

53 167

79 48

13' 10

12. 3

21 8,

38 17

7 5

43 177

96 67

98 51

0



Item No.

1-031

1-032 8

1-033 1

1-034 6

1-035 18

1-036

1.037

1.038

1-039

TApLE 4 (Continued)

prtiiejilaofTeacher Rm2pes

Primary Division Junior Division

I) 26 4.8\ 34

14 19 50 32

1 1 13 107

2 10 37 \5

7 16 25 147

I 5 12 104

1 2 8 llt?

7 112\

2 2 11 1011

1-040 1 1 30 91

1-04 / 2 8 8 , 51 53

1-0 2 27 17 25 32 20

1-043 20 14 17 26 '46

m

21 '32 34

6 17 '25 41 20

2 6 15 87

4 6 15 3. 49

15 14 15 19 -48

7 19 .81

2 19 88'

3' 14 93

27 72

Total !rout

1 0
.11

15 34 58 84 43

14 31 '45 91 53

1 3 7 29 195

10 8 25 70 114

33' 21' 31 44 88

4 12 31 187

2'
if .27 200

7 21 207

5 38 181'

5 63 163
1 1 4 '32' 71 1 2

6 11 50 '41 4 14 9 102. 95

8. 22 44 JO 33 25 48 7 51

44 16 21 19 8 64 30 38 47 54



Item No

1-044 1 2

1-045 6 18

1-046 5 9 10

1-047 27 50 24

1-048 20 49

1-049 12 7 25

1 -050 2 12

1-051 1 2 21

1-052 8 22

1-053 1 8

1-054 25 27 35

1-055 60 19 21

1-056 98 13

TABLE 4 (Continued)

Frequency of Teacher RTO.s±!

Primary Division . Junior Division

N

32

33

28

9

26

46

41

81

66

69

13

28

31

66'

9 56

54 39

39 74

23 13

17 4

3 2

0

g!=

Total Groqp

0

14 35 58 1 5 21 68 139 1=J

.6. .22 43 34 4 12 40 77 161

9 15 35 46 10 18 26 63 115

32 42 17. 11 7 59 93 41 21 20

28 48 22 11- 43 98 48. 39

2 9 24' 45 30 14 17 49 .91 64

1 1 10 39 58 1 3 22 81 125

1 8 25 55 20 2 1,1 48 95 76

2 11 35 43 19 '19 58 98 58'

1 15. 37 57 2- 23 77 132

27 31 22 23 7 52 59 57 47 20

57 22 23 5 2 118 42 44 22

72 .28 5 171 41 8 6



No. z

57 100

58 98'

59 5

60 29

61 18

62 42

63 53

64 54

65 51

66 54

67 69

68 53

69 58

TABLE 4 (ContinuecTh:

Fresuency of Teachsr_ Reonses

Primary 'Division Junior Di isign

rt

0

12 5 2 2 83

12 , 4 4 3 63

13 26 45 34 9

38 29 16 10 22

6 8 63 28 19

4 5 44 25 28

2 2 9 49 69

2 8 51 68

1 4. 6 53 68

5 10 46 69

5 '3 10 27. 74

2 12 21 26 67

4 13 27. 13 70

Total Group

18'

32

S3
it

38

12

5

1

2

1

4

5

6

3

6

9

1

4 1

37 25 4

29 9 1

11 38 30

13 31 31

3 8 23

2 9 23

3 9 23

5. 5 20

5 5 14

6 8 16

6, 15 /0

184 30 11

162 44

14 47

51 86

37 18

70 9

123

123

120

124

144

121

129

13 8

63. 70 38

59 25 11

19 102 5

18 x==76

17 73

17' 75

15 '77

15 67.

15 42

29 43

.43 23

4 2

2 7'

4 10

10 8

8 18

7 19

L2a



Item No

1-070

1-071

1-072

1-073

1-074

1-075

1-076

1-077

1-078

1-079

1-080

1-081

1-082

1-083

124

TABLE 4 (Continued)

Fr!pencyjg Teacher Res :Oases

Primary Division Junior Division

51 4 5 55

9 1 1 18 91

11 5 21 47 37

1
2

5 27 75

24 4 14 25 53

7 4 17 29 64

7 1 8 51 54

27 10 10 42 30

24 11 16 35 34

43 29 18 21 9

14 15 2? 38 25

11 7 18 63 20

11' 5 10 70 24

64 15 16 12 11

NI

67 1 25

24 85'

,,.17 24 44 18

4 8 44, 52

2 '15 48 42

8 16 40 44

13 22 49 19

9 26 38

7 18 34 21 29

19 31 .36 16 7

7. 33 46 23

7 34 51 17

2 8 67 33.

12 38 21 23

1

Grou Total

119 2

9 2

,17 ,22 45

14 6 13

27 6 .30

8 13 -3

13 14 30

27 20 36 79 68

31 29 50 57 64

62 61- 54 37 16

,15 23 61 85 48

12 14 52 115 38

11 7 18 138 58

7 33 53 33 34

114 81

1 tI2 178

)93 55

/72 128

71- 96

69 109

101 74

0

12 5



Item

1-084 ,42

1-085 18

1;086

1-081

1-088

1-089

1-090

1091

1=092

1-093

1-094

1-0195 11

1-096 12 --

m

1 15

I ti. 0
N H

22 15

10 20

7 ? 6

21 11 12

6 5 13 58

30 4 7 46

5 4 20 61

5 2 14 )3

49 20 23 16

262 9 16 48

9

32

17

37

56

TABLE 4 (Continued)

FrequenoulTeacher Resonses

Junior Division

7

.6

70

21'

40

32

2

4.6

11

20

132

1 29 98

10 48 68

rn

3 10

6 16

4

Total Group

o ft

t.

33 41 23 45 33 48 74 30

21 46 21 24 26 41 95 47 0

7 43 55 7 6 13 81 126

t.

9 16 49 29 ' 27 20 28 106 51

2 13 23 58 '13 8 18 36 118 53

8 12 54 3 32 , 12 19 101 64

9 23 58 14 8 13 43 121 46

9 24 56 21 5 11 38 109 69

12 19 39 .28 11 61 39 62 46 22

4 18 28,, 12 15 30' 27 44 92 35

2 65 1 10 42 201

/38 66 11 2 3. 67 169

7 61 28 12 3 27 111 99



TABLE 4 (aTtinued)',

Freuec°E1-----L17118"nses

!kil!ly Division Junior DiviEon

0E41

HItem No, (I

17097 2.4 6 15 33 60

1-098 ,20 1 8 33 73

1-099 18 1 7 113

1-100 18 3 10 53 56

1-101 '221 3 7 37 69

1-102 17 3 14 58 47

1 -103 , 23 9 12 62 32

1-104 26 '4: 16 29 64

1-105 6 2 4 25 103

1-106 3 3 9 59 66

1-107 1 14 52 73.

1-108 32 9 34 19 22

1-109 3 2 20 48 67

128

35 31

1 5 j 50 1 42

4 2 5 34 62

1 8 18 52 128

1 1 15 48 42

20 56 28

9 19 60 19

'1
19 19 24 24.

10 6 18 36 37

3 6 30 37 30

9 18 46 33

14 22 26 35 .8

3 3 32 38 30

Total

rfl

I , 0
N H

35 20 X32 70 93

21 6 17 85 118 P

22 3 3 42 179

19 11 30 105 87

23 4 22 87 114

17 6 35 117 76

23 ,8 31 126 52

47 24 35 5 90

16 8 22 62 144

6 9 41 97 98

10 33 100 103

46 11 63 76 30

5 53 88 99

12,



TABLE 4 (Continued):'

Frequency r, Responses

Primary Division Junioi Division

Item No, (NI

Total Group

1-110 29 11 17 50 32

1111 42 10 19 43 23

1-112 27 9 23 52 27

1.113 21 7 25 42 43

1-114 45 10 25 31 27

1-115 50 10 12 23 4,0

1-116 49 11 19 20 35

1-117 69 16 19 8 18

1-118 12 , 9 30 88

1-14 25 9 22 80

1-120 41 9 14 16 56

1-121 '60 5' 13 8 '47

1 -122. 66 5 19. 17 24

3 5 26 47 35 32 16, 47 97 62

10 7 .37 36 16 52 17 56 81 42

8 19 31 37 11 35 29 55 92 38

7 12 45 35 6 28 19 71 79 .51

34 22 18 15 16 80 32 44 47 44

44 20 18 15 7 96 30, 30 39 48

34 21 22 16 13 83 32 43 37 49

10 17 29 21 29 81, 33 49 30 48

6 9 24: 30 35 19 9 35 60 125

3 17 34 51 25 3 27 58 133

1 6 16 35 49 42 14 31 50 108

2 2 17 35 50 6 7 31 44 100

16 12 28 27 21 83 17 48 45 47



Item No.

1-123

1-124

1-125

1-126

1-127

1-128

1-129

1-136

1-131

1-132

1-133

1-134

1-135

132

TABLE 4 (Continued)

FlauELLfTeacher Resnses

Junior DivisionPrimar Division

dl .1 0 Q di 2 IN (11 ZN r1

73 9 15 20 12 22 30 26 17 11 97 39 41 39 23

48 12 21 23 28 7 20 25 30 23 , 57 32 47 54 51

13 5 10 38 72 6 15 43 42 13 11 25 83 117

10 15 35 41 36 1 16 41 27 21 12 32 76 69 59

14 22 46 27 26 5 ,22 42 20 17 19 44 90 49 44

28: 14 33 30 .31 2 13 28 22 41 30 27 63 53 74

51 17, 20 30 17 20 23 30 19 13 72 40 53 49 31

7. 17 38: 35 .42 ! 3 17 41 24 21
: 10 35 80 60 65'

12 18 38 35. 34 4 18 37 26 21 16, 37 76 62 ' 57

18 18 43 29 30 3 17 39 28 18 21 36 83 58 50

13 1 19 32 68 1 7 14 17 67
. 14 15. 11 138

70 26 21 10 5 2,8 : 32 29 11 6 ,' 1 51 -Al 12

54 43 19 11 '8 38 35 22 6 6 79 41 i7-4

LL



TABLE 4 (Continued)

F231ncy91 Wencher

Primary Division Junior Division

IL

1

Item Not A mi

1136 54 37 20 15 8 37 36 20 10 i

1-137 1 13 40 35 50 4 17 45 25 16

1.138 54 20 19 27 15 26 32 29 10 9

1139 58 36 26 14 3. 35 25 29 13

1140 98 19 7 5 5 48 27 20 5

Total Groin

r
c

(

93, 75 40 25' 12

5 33 85 61 67'
A

82 53 49 3:

94 62 57 28 8

149 46 27 10 12

N_ c Yes No Yes No Yes

2-025 20 110 36 59, 57 171

2 -026 25 103 59 33. 86 137

2-027' 20 108 7 93 27 204

2-028 44 81 53 44 97 128

,-...,

2-029 30 t .95 42 52 73 149

2-030 53 71 38 56 92 129

V A



TABLE 4 (Continued)

PAtjen;tof Teacher Responses

Primary Division Junior Division

Item No. No Yes No Yes

2-031 49. 73

2-032 39 82

2-033 74 43

-034 19 108

2-035 17 111

2-036 21 105

2-037 11 118

2-038 21 107

2-039- 22 106

2-040 12 116

2-041 27 99

2-042 24 102

2-043 17 106

2-044 18 106

2-045 26 103

2-046 20 108

2-047 7 122

2-048 . 4 122

40

39

55

10

8

20

20

36 ,

10

12

17

19

21

53

44

53

53

37

95

91

95

80

76

64

92

91

86

84

81

44

.5

94

93

Total Group

No,

90 128

80 136

129

28

.27

29

31 201

41 186,

9 172

22 211

39 193

41 191

36 193

-' 190

149

65 165

17 218

12 218

Yes

83

206

205

203



Item Nei---

TABLE 4 (Con4nued)
1

Pre----32e2L9f211----leRL---ea
Responses

Junior Division 1121.221
. _. . .

---1

No Yes No Yei Yes

121111Epvison

2-049 18 110

2-050 17 109

2-051 32 95

2-052 18 108

2-053 47 78

2-054 14 114

2-055 4 123

2=056 25 97

2=057 22 100

2=058 44 77

2-059 57 66

2-060 17 107

2-061 66 56

2-062 90 29

2-063 52 69

2-064 77 46

2-065 72 50

2-066 36 89

17: 15

20

12 :89

14 86

40 62

39 62

9 95

9 94

5 8

9 94

30 70

3 99

43 61

70 30

25 76

50 51

67 32

24 TEL

35 193

11 193

44

32

88

53

13

34

27

53

90

20

110

162

78

128

141

61

187

199

142

179

221 ac

194

201

174

136.

209

119

60

147

99

83

167



Item No.

2 -06 7

2'068

2-069

2-070

2-071

2-072

2-073

2-074

2-075

2-076

2-077

2-078

2-079

'TABLE 4 (Continued)

re uency of Teadher Responses

tinier \DivisionPrimary Division

No Yes

40 78

49 70

43 87

23- l00

,39 86

29 94

48 73

92 u 27

55 53

.90 28

35

72

59 62

No

20 79

9 92

78.

16 83

9 93

41,, 98

P. 93

60 36

42. 55

35 99

32 64

23 74'

57

Total GrOR

No Yes

60 160

58

57 168'

39 186

48 182

33 .195

57 169

155. 63

108 110

128 87

118 99

69 148

100 121,



TABLE 4 (Continued).

Frequency of 4s ones

prinmon Junior Division* Total Group

Item Noe No Yes

3041

3.042

3 -043

3-044

3.045

1.046

3.047

3.040

'3.049:,

3.050

3=051

3=052

3.053

3-054

3 :055

3-056',

* Questions answered by Junior Teachers only

22 143

149

42 122

6 '160

19 147

32 132

1 163

10

1

154

4 1 162

66 94

50
i

113

8 158

9 158

301, 133

251 138
1

2 162

42



Item No

3-057

3-058.

3-059

3060

3 -061

3-062

3-063

3-064

3-065

3-066

3-067

3-068

3-069

3-070

3-071

TABLE 4 (Continue )

Prquency Of Teacher Responses

jaapiil

Questions answered by Junior Teacher

V.Ier

4ra :

Junior Division*

No Yes

59 101

34 129

28 136

6 157

33 130

20 143

49 112

10 152

48 112

74 87

38 122

74 86

24 139

58' 102

77 84

g

Total Grou



TABLE 4 (Continued)

FreuerRes9lises

IELE116iarl
Junior Division*

Item No.

3-076 lr 7 107

3-077 1 6 45 115

3-078 8 12 30 50 67,

3-079 4 = 8 15 53 87

3-080 1 1 1 36 128

3-081 9 4 16 58 79

3-082 5 13 29 56 63

3-083 3 14 34. 50 65

3-884 5 11 35 44 70

3-085 4 5 20 , 5,13 85

-086 3 6 19 55.83

3-087 3 3 19 56 86

3-088 3 7 18 59 79

ia

wered by Junior Teachers only

Total Group

1-1

0



Item No,

3-ou

3-090

3-091

3 -892

.3-093

3-094

3-095

3-096

3-097

3-098

3-099

3-100

'3-101

-102

ion

TABLE 4 (Continued)

Frequency df Teacher Responses

Primary Division

answered by Juni

hniorDivisio'n

I)

15 17 26 54 49

2 2 12 48 102

3. 7 47 63 47

83 -22 6 '34 17

3 6 30 67 61

8 17 '46 58. 37

29 72 23 34.

21 37 59. 42

7 14 53 49 42

6 16 40 60 43

3 5 48 '41

6 14' .49 60 37

'30 25 51 33 25

18 18 59 36 32

r Teachers only.

Total Group



TABLE 4 (Continued)

Fmc of Teacher Re .oases

Item No. No Yes

3-001 40 173

3-002 40 173

3-003 45 167

3-004 92 115

3-005 9 204.

3-006 27 181

3-007 29 186

3-008 10 206

3-009 22 191

3010 33 181

3-011 37 177

3-012 82 127

Questions answered by Primary Teachers only

Junior Division Total Group



TABLE 4 (Continued)

Fresiency of Teacher Responses

44R4YPAOP*

Item No. No Yesi

3unior Divi0o4 Total Croup

3-013 82 127

3-014 47 162

3-015 47 1.61

30016 53 158

3.017 62 146
H

3-01S 9 203
N
W

3019 127 77

3-020 95 110

3-021 137 71

3-022 78 133

3-0.23 42 172

3-024 42 172

3=025 36 .176

3-026 38 173

* Questions answered by Primary Teachers on4.

152



Item No

TABLE .4z (Continued)

Fre ...22112 Teacher

Prjarj Division

It

a

3-029 21 22 26 40 103

3-030 1 2 8 30 171

3-031 1 11 33 168

3-032 3 2 5 44 159

3033 9 10 14 55 125

3034 2 9 50 152

37035 57 18 17 73 47

3-036 11 28 46 25 98

3-037 6 26 26 40 113

3038 27 41 2 50 67

Junior Divi ion

* Questil a answered b 'Primary Teachers only

Total Group



Item No!

1-141 1 20 39

1-142 11 34 33

1-143 8 12 47

1-144 17 27 40

1-145 2 19 47

1-146 4 14 20

1-147 6 34' 39

1=148 3 31 43

1-149 2 15 28

1-150 9 22 45

1-151 2 4

1-152 27 14 50

Frequency of Responses of Teac

in Chapter V, Education i

TABLE 5

rs to Items Written to Reflect Content

the Primary and Junior Divisions

FiggiciiiferRosppses.

Divisian Junior Division

M
It 1.

1 t
t I.

I

0

44

37

41

39

44

37

39

42

43

43

43

39

35

24

32

17

27

65

22

21

50

20

91

10

6 26 45 22

14 29 38 19

18 30 38 19

26 40 27 11

16 35 .40 13

4 17 32 26

14 32 41 13

13 44 3.3 15

6 26 34 26

3 27 36 35

5 12 72

33 22 20 27

8 7 48 87 66 43

6 25 65 74 56 30

2 26 43 88 34

3 44 69 67 51 21

3. 18 56 88 58 31

28 9 31 53 64 95

7 20 68 81 53 30

2 16 77, 77 59 23

13 8 43 63 70 64

6 12 49 85 79 26

18 7 16 118 111

5 60 38 72 67 15

15/



Item No0

1-153

1-154

1-155

1-156

1-157

1 -15'8

1-159

1-160

1-161

1-162

1-163

1-164

1-165

.TABLE 5 (Continued)

rEganafaci...._LerRes onses,

Privisign Junior. Division

0

77 26 21 10 4

1 6 30 58 44

5 3 5 68 58

5 15 40 64 16

5 8 15 45 66

5, 1 15 50 69

6 6 21 76 31,

5 1 10 88 36

6 14 23 56 41

1 9 23 34 73

3 3 22 46 63

97, 32 8 2

99 25 10 3

NI

59 29 ?12

2 14 39 38 14

4 7 21 56 17

15 29 36 24 1

13 14 36 31 11

7 7 27 42 22

4 8 37 48 7

3 20 68 12

3 18 47 31 7

2 12 38 38 16

4 6 33 46 16

61 33 9 2

52 32 16 4

r4

138 57 34 15 5

3 20 70 98 60

9 10 27 127 76

21 44 77 91 17

18 22 53 78 .78

12 8 42 96 92

10 14 60 126 39

8 1 31 160 48

9 .32 71 91 48

3 21 63 75 89

7 9 56 94 81

162 , 66 17 4,

153 26' 7

,



TABLE 5 (Continued)

Fy Res ones

Primar Division Junior. Division Total GpuE,

Item No. No Yes No Yes No

2-080 26 96 28 74

2-081 30 93 38 60

2-082 21 105 28 71

2-083 36 88 39 62

2-084 37 86 20 81

2-085 81 36 70 29

2-086 30 94 32 '69

2-087 107 12 73 15

2-088 15 109 54 46

2-089 30 96 41 59

2-090 33 90 42 60

2-091 16 115 19 79

2-092 5 127 18 83

2-093 13 119 31 66

2-094 58 72 32 64

2=095 41 89 44 51

2-096 89 42 71 24

2-097 94 38 72 24

160

Yes

,54 173

63 156

49 179

75 153

57 170

153 66

63 165

193 27

71 156

73. 156

75 153

36 199

23 216

45 190

92 140

87 144

163 '69

170 64

16i



TABLE 5 (Continued)

fallg °i Teacher Pe!Nnses

F.1110.0
Division

item Not No Yes

2-098 66 61

2-099 70 59

2-100 ? 61, 67

2-101 68 62

2'102 107 23

2-103 84 44

2-104 108 21

R 2-105 87 41

2-106 68 62

2.107 20 111

2-108 27 105

2-109 26 105

2-110 61 68

2-111 64 66

2-112 56 75

2-113 10 122

2-114 49 82

-115 6 125

Junior Division Tag Group

No

43

65

57

61;

78

69

70

64

70

37

26

19

44

39

62,

17

57

13

Yes

52

30

38

35

16

24

22

29

23

56

-70-

57

51

56

33

79

38

82

No 'Y'es

112 116

138 92

121 108

133 99

191 39

157 70

183 44

157 70

142 87

59 171

54 180

68 165

108 122

103 128'

119 113

28 206

108 p4

'20 212



Item .No,

Primary Division

No Yes

TABLE 5 (Continued)

4

C of Teacises

Junior Division

No Yes

2-116 25 106 14 85

2-117 3 128 9 93

2-118 1 129 4 98

2-119 6 125 10 92

2-120 30 101 2 78

2-121 6 125 6 3

2.122 31 97

2-123 17 111 18 84'

2'124 7 125
h 7

95

2-125 47 83 29 71

2-126 103 26 54 46

2-127 10 122 10 89

2.128 17 114 13 88

$

2-129 24 105 21 81

2-130 71 52 31 71

.2-131 48 83 36 64

3427* 103 109

3-028* '171 '39

* Questions answered rimary Teachers only
,

'24 76

No Yes

40 196

\\13 226

,

17

54

13

56

35

14

76

160

20

30

45

110

85

233

222

184

223

178

201

226

75

217217

207

192

127

152



166

TABLE 5 (Continued)

LiEllYiL-212*

m

Item Noi
(11

3-039 18 24 27 36 107

3-103

junior Division**

16 40 42 38

luestions answered by Primary Teachers only

** Questions answered by Junior Teachers only



Item No.

1-166

1 -167

1=168

1=169

1=170

1=171

1-172

1 -173

1=174

1-175

1-176

1-177

TABLE 6

Frequency of!Responses f eachers to iter0 Written to Reflect Content

in Chapter VIP Ede ation in the himaty and Junior Divisions

1

F4VANY TOheUnE21
Prim C .iris ion

1 7 33 99

11 18 61 50

14 18 37 42 29

14 21 43 43 16

25 22 44 34 14

9 13 22 46 50

8 28 37 28 38

7 20 29 32 51

6 21 24 41 48

3 11 18 31 76

2 8 12 42 75

11 11 23 36 58

Junior Division Total Grou

3 12 37 53 4 19 71 156

6 ,26 48 22 4 17 45 110 :5

1 10 36 43 15 15 29 74 85 47

5 9 42 38 10 19 31 86 82 28

3 23 4 36 9 28 46 79 70 25

3 10 31 42 20 12 23 54 89 73

6 22 39 20 16 14 50 78 49 55

6 23 34 21 20 13 43 64 55 72

3 21 38 25 17 9 42 64 67 66

2 10 27 35 29 5 21 45 69 102

2 3 23 38 39 4 11 35 83 116

1 8 23 .34 40 12 19 48 71 100

168 169



Item No.

1478

1-179 38

1-180

2-001

2-002

2-003

2-004

2-005

2.006

2-007

2-008

2-009

2-010

2-011

RILE 6 (Continued)

Triluier Res ov,ip,
POurylivision Junior Divisio

22 19 25 26

25 24 26 19

5 10 15 23 85

16 30 46 40

4 6 9 36 78

8 17 33 42 30

8 26 96

2 3 .13 37 78

2 2 30 99

2 3 35 93

3 6 30 91

9 11 41 68

6 13 17 33 63

1 22 48 61

18 20 35 23 8

14 28 29 22 10

7 28 28 43

13 26 44 19

1 5 5 29 63

1 12 24 45 22

4 11 19 70

1 8 16 28 52

2 43 56

5 44 52

5
4 12 37 44

11 8 11 ,36 35

5. 23 28 38

2 8 30 53 10

63 43 .55 49 36

53 53 55 49 30

5 17 44 53 130

2 29 57 91 60

5 11 14 , 66 143

9 29 59 88 52

7 20 45 163

3 12 29 66 131

5 4 74 157

5 8 Si 14

8 7 18 69 13

15 18 24 77 10

11 21 41 63 10

3 10 52 104 71



Item Not

2-012

2-013

2-014

2-015

2-016

2-017

2-018

2-019

2-020

2-021

2-022

2-023

2-024

172

TABLE 6 (Continued)

Fie.:ueleacher _Li!fpL.As.

Primary Junior pivision

N

0

0

2 56 75

6 5 5' 114

1 5 31 53 43

1 2 17 49 62

4 10 21 50 43

2 11 22 53 44 ,

5 7 24 28 68

15 21 32 28. 35

70 30 20 10 2

26 22 40 25 18

6 4 19 66 37

4 23 16 3 5

43 22 23 21 .22,

Total Group

3 11 71 19' 3 13 129 93

2 18 89 6 2 7 19 203 6.)

25 53 20 10 56 107 65

2 16 45 41 2 4 33 94 106

20 35 41 4, 18 41 86 88

9 20 :42 .34 3 20 42 96 80

6 26 J1' 40 8 13 50 60 110

14 28 26 35 18 35 60 56 71

22 27 13 11 103 53 48 24 13

23 29 29 16 8 49 51 69 44 26

3 12 27 40 23 9 16 46 108: 61

55 24 15
'8

4 139 48 33 11 9

22 22 25 19 18 65 44 ,49 .41



TABLE 6 (Continued)

Frequency of Teacher Reset!

Primary_ Dives Junior Division Total Group

Ttero Noo No Yes No Yes
...

.No Yes_
No

.2=132. 17 114 17. 84 34 203

2 -133 51 78 21 79 72 162

2134 9 124 8 94
a

17 223

2.135 8 .122 8 92 16 219

2-136 20 :1.10 16 85: .36 200

2-137 25 105 23 79 49 188 H

-138 5. 126 6 95 11 226 I

w
N

2-139 2 130 100 .4 235

2-140 29 101 3 100, 32 206

2-141 7 123 4 99 11 227

.2-142 65 64 21 81 87 149

2-143 7 123 5 98 12 227

2-144 46. 84 10 92 , 56 182

2-145 55 74 13 88 70 166

2-146- 18 112 13 88 33 204

2147 63 66 22 79 '87 149

2=148 108 17 75 27 188 45

2149 92 37 59 42 156 80.



TABLE 6 (Continued).

ErquelNy o either 3esponses

Vhmary Dil6tion

Item No, No

2-150 0

2-151 2

2-152 25

2-153 1

2-154 16

2-155 21

2-156 4

2-157 86

2-158 17

2-159 16

0

2-160 6

2-161 9

2-162 9

2-163 4

2 -164. 40

2-165 78

2-166 it

2-167 9

133

131

1107

132

116

111

128

42

115

115

125

120

122

128

90

50

67

120

Juniot Division

No Yes

2 101

2 101

1 4 90

3 98

4. 99

10 91

7 93

33 68

5 97'

96

94

4 99

11 91

9 94

22 79

38 62.

29 72

18

Total Group

Yes

240

238

37 202

235

21 219

32 206

11 226

111

217

216

224

224

217

227

173

116

143

207

22

22

14

13

21

13

63

117

91.

28



TABLE 6 (Cf.intimd

132211of Teacher Plesponses

PrimarilYiL Joni =. Division

Item No, N Yes No Yes

2-168 79 , 50 58

2.169 75 54 62 40

2-170 87 40 71 31

2-171 4 127 3 100

2-172 67 6 42 60

2-173 57 '38

2-174 57 21 80

2-175 51 76 21 80

2-176 62 65 19 82

',477 55 71 16 85

2-178 63 64 26 73

2-179 5!) 87 23 ,74

13-072* 7 151,

3473*' 22 142

3 04* ,32 132

3475* 11 154

*.Questions ansverel by Junior Teachers only

Total Group

No

141

139

161

7

110

96'

79

73

82

72

90

79

Yes

95

97

73

232

125

10
w

154

160

151

160

141

145.



TABLE 6 (Continued)

Fre -uer,...LResponses

Primary Division

Item No

3-104

3-105

3=106

3-107

3-108

3-109

junior Division* Ttlru

Ei

cki

1 9 38 58 59

8 33 48 39 ; 36

4 17 53 43 47

15 25 40 52 .32

9 19 47 51 40

9 27 46 46 37

Questions answered by Junior Teachers only

180



Item

No.

Table 7

Items with 801 or More of Respondents Choosing "Del, " or °Y es" Responses

1 of

AROIEIL _ _Gmlp _

901 or Primary Junior

60-901 More 211 Only Total Item

1-005 X

1=011

1-012 X

1-028

1 -033 X

1-037

X The teacher asks open-ended questions that

stimulate a variety of responses.

Children use such materials as paint,

crayons, pencils, papers and scrap to

extend their language development._

X Children discuss their activities with

other children.

X Someone reads aloud to children from a

variety of books,

Children listen to oral direction},

messages and reports

The teacher demonstrates the attributes

of a model listener by

X - becoming sensitive to the differencEs

in meaning and feeling of children's

responses

accepting and working with the fvt that

children normally understand bet-..

they express themselves orally



Table 7 (Continued)

% of

Item 901 or Primary Junior

No, 80-90% More _211x__ On4 Total Item

1-038 X

1-039

1-094 x

1099

2413

24'25

2-027

4

- finding out whether anything in the

situation, materials or manner Jf

presentation has confused a child \c

- using the child's own forms of oral

expression and expanding and improving

them without criticism that discourages

the child

The teacher reads to a children.

Phonic experiences and investigations.of

spelling patterns are made part of the

reading program.

Children develop fine motor skills

- writing

A variety of activity centres is provided

for creative expression.

The classroom has centres that include

such materials as sand, clay, paint, water

and toys to stimulate language usage,

X The classroom containsAisplay boards with

constantly renewed materials,

w

lEa



Table 7 (Continued)

% of

1222ndenta
Group

Item 901 or Primary Junior

No. 80-90% More Only 221 Total Item

2-034 X X Children read various kinds and levels of

materials; for example, stories, verses,

directives, assignments, reference books.

2-035

2-036 X

2-037

2-038 X

2-039 X

2-040

1

x

X

X Children are exposed to a variety of good

literature; for example, modern classics,

folk tales myths, legends.

X Children read a variety of quality books H

that are geared to their interests and 401

maturity.

Which of these do you do?

X match chiliren's real experiences with

oral and printed language

X - draw on children's language experiences,

vocabulary and sentence structure in pro-

viding reading experiences

- use childrell's own responses to create e

reading experiences and materials

- relate reading to real life situations

that demonstrate how much we depend on

out ability to read



Table 7 (Continued)

% of

Res pondents

Item 0% or Primary Junior

No. 80-90% More Only_ CalL Total Item

2-041 X

2-042 X

2-043 X

2-044 X

2-046 x X

2-047

2-048 X

188

I

move the child on to books that are

not primers

. .

- make use of structural clues in reads

materials by using experiences or

materials so that the child can contrast,

and change work orders and patterns

X adopt a rational phonic system in

dealing with early code-breaking aspects

X - use briefinstensive practice periods,

games and activities to reinforce par-

. ticular aspects of reading,which have

already been approached actively

use the children's own stories, .

vocabulary and structure for reading -in

the early stages

X 7 provide a flexible response that can.

accommodate,theindividual needs of

cliildren at different stages of reading

X - use the child's capacities and needs for

discriminating and classifying



Table 7 (Continued)

% of

Re22±11!
Group

Item Q% or Primary Junior

No 80-Y% More Mil Only Total Item
PIMArNa.L.

Children use language games in the

following ways .
.

2-049 X X - grouping words with similar patterns

2-050 - grouping letter symbols or spelling

patterns

X making new sentences )17 altering order

or by using new words
.

, 4

2=051 X

2-052 X

2-054 X

2-055 X

2-056

2-057 X

2-058

making new words by altering order or

substituting letters.

- associating letters with sounds and

objects
e

The teacher provides colle'ctions of books

in the classroom geared to the needs of

children at different itages of development.

Personal writing is expressed through

X a pers6nal'letter or note

'X - an imaginative Or fanciful story

X - a poem



Table 7 (Continued)

% of

Respondents Grou

Item 90 %, or Primary Junior

No. 80°90% More III_ 2211 Total Item
.._.

2-060 X - a description of an experience

2-068 X X Some children have addition and

multiplication tables available for

ready usei

2-070

2-071

2-072

2-073

2482

2-084

2-088

192

x

X

Children are assessed for

X - readiness to attempt written calculations

To facilitate use of metric units children

estimate in metric units'

measure iniletric units

solve problems in metric units

Children are stimulated in movement

activities by a variety of= roles, ideas

and emntions.

The following .methods of classroom drama

are used

X = group oral reading

- puppetry

1 3



Table 7 (Continued)

$ of

Respo Groundents

Item 90% or. Primary Junior

Noo 80-90% More Only 21 Total Item

2-091 X X Drama activities allow children to create

for themselves rather than cause them to

imitate the teacher's ideas,

2-092
X The focus in music is on singing, creating,

playing, discovering and listening.

2-093 X

2-107

2-108

2-109

Children's creative responses to listening

and discovering are fostered by

- encouraging children to move freely in

response to music

Experimentation in creative music

activities'is encouraged by

playing singing games, inventing singing

games with the class

The integration of Physical Education with

other areas is fostered by utilizing such

sources as

- the seasons, the elements and other

natural phenomena

- observation of such movements s flying,

soaring and wheeling



Table 7 (Continued)

i of

Respondents Group

Item 90% or Primary Juonnior

No. 80-90i More 1 Total Item

2-113 X X - body sounds clapping, slapping,

breathing, stamping, shouting

2-115 - recorded music

2-1_7

2-118

2-119

2-121

196

X

X Rather than concentrating on a few skills

a wide range of activities such as gym-

nastics, games, swimming, dance and drama

with ample time for practise, repetition,

modification, consolidation and application

is provided.

Movement activities in Physical Education

are used to develop

X body awareness; that is, body parts

involved in movement

- body awareness, basic body actions such

as skipping, spinning, running, balancing,

bending

X - space awareness; that is, personal space,

general space, levels, pathways, directions

relationships; that is, balls, targets,

loops, benches, mats



ondents Grou

Table 7 (Continued)

Item 90% or Primary Junior

No. 80-90% More Only_ Only_ Total Item

2-123 x X Traditional art media is available.

'2-124
Activities are provided involving a

variety of materials.

2-127 x x The stimulus for expression springs from

various areas of the program.

2-128 X

2-129 X

2 -132 X

2-134

The focus is on ,the process of creaf'21;

form out of materials and communicating,
A

rather than on the products of creation,

aildren,aruncouraged to examine and

explore what they consider important in

their own work through discussion of

interesting themes, materials and

finished works.

The teacher creates situations and con-

structs devices that stimulate purposeful

first-hand investigation.

The teacher makes a variety of resources

accessible.

2-135 x x Children make mistakes without penalty,

2-136 X

198

Explanations are given only when

appropriate.

??



Table 7 (Continued)

% of

Responds Groin?
Item 90% or Primary Junior

No* 80-9.01 More
(111Y-__ _21.1. Total Item_,... ..._,

2-138 X X Children produce individual variations

in observation and response*

2-139 X

2-140

2-141

2-143 X

2-146

2-150

2-151

2-152

Children report in a variety of ways

- orally

- written

- visually

Reporting skills are related to field

work through

drawing

- counting

Children realize that their own con-,

tributions are appreciated and needed,

X Children learn to recognize and utilize

the views of others*

Children discuss different perspectives

to see the validity of alternative points

of view.

2-153 X X Children develop and use the social skill,

of cooperation.

Ji



Table 7 (Continued)

% of

_es ondents Grou

Item or Primary Junior

No 80-90% More Only _2111 Total Item

2-154

2-155

2-156

2-158

2-159

2-160

2-161

x

X

X Children learn the processes of life;

for example, similarities and diffehnces

in the development of plants, animals,

fish, birds and man.

Children learn the major parts of the body

and their relationships,

Children' learn the nuessity of good

nutrition,

Children learn the effect of the environ-

mental,conditionson growth and develop-

ment; for example, clean .air, unpolluted

water.

X Children learn such concepts as inter7

dependence and basic
needs

Studies follow the child's individual level

of understanding.

%

Studies proceed from the known to the

unknown.

2-162' x X Gut -of- classroom activities are a natural

extension of classroom activity.



Table 7 (Continued)

% of

Re;popdents

Item 90% or Primary ihnior

80 -90% More Only Only_ lotal Item

M63

2-167

2-171

2-174

2-175

2 -176

2.177

3-001

x

In preparing for an out-of-class activity

the children are provided with

background information

Out -of lassroom experiences accommodate

unexpected and unforeseen events.

Bulletin b.9ardS are used for display; for

example 'ictures,:photographs, clippings')

,, --V
rds are employed as aAssignment

tOachiO4 Opt

Assignment cards are by,small groups.

Assignment cards require t ecilil(iren to

record the results of their investigation

Assignment cards vary in degree o

dithOlty,

Joung, children use *pets in -a-vatiety of

wagto practicepract ce1 speaking',.

hildren tsepuppetsasin extension of

heMseito interact with each other.



Table 7 (Continued)

1 of

Respondents Group _

Item901 or Primary Junior

No. 80-901 More Illy__ 21 Total Item

3-005

3-06

3-007

3-008 X

3-009.

3-010

3-011

3-018

Children are diagnosed for reading

readiness

b'y the teacher based on observation

In learning to read children are allowed

to make errors in guessing new words.

Children use and extend heir word

knowledge by

building new sentence patterns

grouping words in familiar or rhyming

sets

- seeing little words in larger words

making new words by adding prefixes

and suffixes

collectin4 and grouping words in

alphabetical order or in :categories

WriOn or printing materials are available

in piety of,mtdia; for example,

pens, rayons, newsprint.



i of

Respondents GrOu

Item 9Q% car Primary Junior

80-A% More Only Only Total item

Table 7 (Continued)

3-023

3-025 X

3-026

3-030

Children use, a .var4ty, of materials to
extend their understanding of Mathematics

structural :materials such ai.rods,

blocks and interlocking cubes to

introduce basic ideas of counting,

measuringt classification and number

bases

Children in the Primary Divisions use

measuring activities that lead to the use

of,metric.units in.length, area, volume

and mass

Early experiences with fractions emphasize

equivalence .through a variety Hof

activities'(.

In learning to read

children are provided with visual and

auditory stimuli through real experienCes,

such as booksi films,

records, music, songs and poe4y

Children observe thelanguaqe of othets

byattending sucli\events as community

committee meetings\and court hearings,

ui



1 of

Respondents

901 o

No, 80-901 More

3-044 ,

3-045

3-046

047

3-048

3-049

3-052

Table 7 (Continued)

Grou

Primary Junior

Only Onl Total Item

, .

Different abilities an& interests in

leading and language 'd6plopMent.are

accommodated by

- grouping according to 4ity

making group membership

meeting :with groups at various times

of the day . 1.1

and= relating group activities and materlals

to individul needs

lexible

Program skill-builders and basal readers

are used as one method to supplement

active teaching so that the child .mar

develop a variety of techniques and

interest.

RiO\interest books are available

Reading includes a wide range of materials),

for example, newspapers, pagaz4nes,

directions for models, recipes, instruction,

sportsl\manuhls, 'cartoons

Children''are given time to read a'wide

selection\of materials.



Table 7 (Continued)

% of

Group

-Item' 90% or Primary Junior',

No. 80-901 More On]. Only Total Item

3 -054 X

3-055

3-056

3-059

3-060

3-061

X Children study our heritage and poetry

to gain sensitivity and precision of

expression.

Children use books and collections of

poetry to help. them develop imaginative

forms of 'expression,

)

;Children have practise in writing about

Iexperiences that are real and relevant

to them,

Children write

- short reports of study activities (with

each,chIld'contributing at his or it

particular level),

summaries of information gathered pn a,

field trip or from :.a filmstripor book.

ou=tlines of main ideas for an oral

presentation to the class

- sequential instructions,for.specific

operations such as baking atake,.

building alodeL or conducting 'a

science experiment



% of

Itspondents__ Group

Item 90% or Primary Junior

No, 80-90% More Only LI Tots

Table

3-064 X

3 -069.

3-072

3-073

3-074

3175

211

X

(Continued)

Item

descriptions of interesting trips or

experiments

Children use simple algebraic notations

for number relationships

As the child seas to find information,

from secondary sources, related skills

need to be developed. To accomplish

-this, children

= interpret Picture charti and texts

check infoimation for accuracy and

reliability

examine conflicting evidence

= dr61 reaionable conclusions
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requiring simply "yes" "no" responses. Those items that

-were for primary or. Junior teachers only are indicated in

the tables .

In examining these data, it was noted that for a

number of it s fan _exceexcessively large number of the respond-

entS made the same choices. These 'choices which attracted

an extremely large number of responses tended to be the

"daily" response for thoSe'items where the responses were

on a five-point scale, and "yea" for those items which re-

quired either a "yes" or "no" response. Items were -therefore

identified where more than eighty per cent of the respondents

made the same selection. Data relating tO those items where.,

eighty per cent or more of the respondents made the_same

choice appear in Table 7 (pages 138-154). For each Item

"number it is indicated whether eighty, per cent or ninety per

cent or more'of-the regpondents made the specific- choice

either "daily" or "yes". The group to which this applies

is also indicated. In most, instances, these data applied

the total group; however, in some instances it applied to

the, Primary group only or to the Junior group only. In

order to facilitate the understanding, the items themslveS

are also included in the table-. It is interesting to note
=I

that a majority of the items required a "yes" or "no"

response. This, of course, is not surprising when-one

.
understands that four of the choices on the fivepoint--scale

(daily, weekly, 10 times per, year, 2-3times per year) are

equivalent to a "yes"' response. Only the "never" response

2 6
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On the five-point scale items is equivalent

response .

The

the

s tha are listed-in Table 7 wer

'

--late con -

sidered as p6ssible items for deletion or revision. It as

felt that if one obtained a large number of identical

sponses that little information would be obtained fr m

--atems. The usual revision when these items were revised as

change the " response-to a five-point reaper

cale. The researchers suggest the following reasons why

ugh a grea _percentage-of the respondents chose the "daily

responge. ,These reasons are as follows:

1) CertainIteaOher hehavioUs- are a "given"'.--That

most

hat theSe behaviours will'undoubtedly be f

rooms -ardress Of_the quality Of teaching .

d in

Many items were -too general in-nature so that the

respo 4.+ .ents could agree that these Were-bahaViCurS't-_at were

present in their classrooms

item means and variances were calculated for each

item. These, of.cour will be directly related `to the f

quency f-,responses reported--j.n Tables 4 to'6 For the items

on the five-point scale, "daily" was assigned a value of five

arid "ne er" a-- Ivalue of one. F the "yes" "n items,

reSpons were given 'score of o__ responses a score

-yes-

of zero

Table 8

-The mean and -Variance

-ages 159 -173).

1t rwill be noted in

each item are reported in

amining the item means, that

these me tend to be quite high This, of course,
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b4caus_ a high percentage the teachers are doing these

things a regular basis. These item means reflect fre--

uencies: f responses.

cl =ded that one would hope for and expect a high item mean.

For most of the items it can be .con-'

a few of the items an,a-erage score would be expected

si ice teachers would not be expected to do these on a daily

bads. However, in each case it will be noted that an

einely low score represents undesirable behaviour. It

111 be noted that_ for items on a five-paint scale, the mean

Ann scores range from .1.30 to 4.85. For items where re-

sponse choices were "yes "no" the, mean item scores range

from .17 to .983 with-the majority of these item means being

above .70=

Item variances are large as response choices are

spread. If one wishes to be able to differentiate among_

respondents or groups of respondents, then a variety of re-
.

sponses (high variance) generally desirable. For those

items' on the five-point scale it will-be noted that the max-

imum possible variance is equal'to four. This would occur

only `when one -half pf the respondents chose "never" and the

other half chose "daily". For this group of items, the

actual variances range from .187 to 3.63. For the items with

theiflyes" - no " response the maximum pbasible variance was

25. This occurred one-half of the subjects chose "no"

and the other half the subjects chose "yes". Variance's

fo- this group of it ms mhos from .017 to; .249.



For each-of the six sub-tests (items 3-001 to 3-039

were identified as Sub-test Five and items 3 -041 to 3-109

were identified as Sub-test Six), a total score was calculated.

IteM scores for the sub-test were then correlated`' with the

total score for the sub-test. These correlations were then

used-ai a measure-of item discrimination and are also re-

ported ih Table 8. If ,one wishes to discriminate amongst-

,respdridentS or groupS of respondents one generally desires

items with high discrimination coefficients. In effect,

these are. considered to be measures of item quality. They

Ake a measure of.whether the item itselfis measuring what

the subtest measures. Generally speaking, coefficients of

..4 or larger are considered-qUite satisfactory. Coefficients

in the-range of .2 to .4 May be indicative that the item is

in need of revision. Item discrimination coefficients lower

than .2 generally are suggestive of a need for items revision.

However, this may, not be true when one expects a large number

of the respondents to choose a given response. That is, as

item means are especially high or especially low, an upper

limit is placed on the maximum possible value one can obtain

for a discrimination-coefficient. Even though the dis-

crimination coefficient may be considered low, the item may

still be Considered satisfactory since it is presumably

measuring what one wishes to measure. These discrimination

coefficients were examined and again used as aADasis for .

later decisions regarding deletion or revision of-certain

items. Of the 469 items, 'only seventeen had.an item

21
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Table 8

Item No.

. Descriptive
Mean, Variance and

Mean

Item Statistics -
item Discrimination

V ariance. Discrimination *'

1-005 4.797 .34 .293

1-006 4.296 1.14. .376

1-007 3.085 1.813 .446

1-008 3.162 1.132 .484

1-.009 3.825 1.158 .490

1010 3.638 1.155 .560

1-011 4.487 .671 .422

1-012 4.791 ..226 .248

1-013 3.775 1.582 .377

1-014 3.380 1.035 .568

1-015 3.961 1.265 -.276

1-016 4'.077 ..490 .414

1-017 1.553 1.787 .501

1-018 2.860 .873 .431

1-019 4.017 1.091 .426

1-020 T.842 .1,430 .412

1-021 4.645 .393 .304-

1-022 3.470 1.357 '.543

1-023 2.047 10204 .573

1-024 1.573 4864 .486

1-025 1.791 1,299 .496

1-026 2.611 1.380 .483

1-027 1.524 .842 .402,

.1 -028 4.668 .436 .303

1-029. 3.791 1.231. .518

1-00 3.613 -1.298, .437

J-031 3.453 1.296 .515

1-032 3.590 1.324 .498

1033 4.762 .370; .204

* Cdirelation of Item:Scores with Subtext Score



Item No.'

1-034

'1-035

1 -036

1-037

1038
1-039-

1-040'

1 -042

1-043

-044

-045

-046

047

048

1 049

1-050

1-051

1-052

1-053

1 -054

1-055

1-056

1-057

1-058

1-059

1-060

1-061,

1062
1-063

1 -064

1-065

160

Table 8 (Continued)

Mean Variance Discrimination*

4 189 1.119. .270

3 613 2.164 .210

4 714 .411 .263

4.824 .232 .158

4.851 .187 .209

4.657 .632 .290.

4845- .376 .352

4.154 .860 .258

3. 73 1.744 .334

2 87 2.366 .485

4 449 .609 .295.1 -=

4.107 .954 ,.370

4.099 1.302 .463

2.359 1.433 .471

3.328 .983 .333

3.740 1.244 ,..471

4.443 .563 .429,

4,000 .805 ;.486.

3.813 .862 .553

4.446 .498 .371

2.677., 1.579 .600

1.969 1.325 .561

1.368 ..595 .446.

1.301 .492 .475

1.476 .781 .314

3.306 \ 1.313 .543

2 392 i 1.183 .472

3.547 1.868 .355

.3183 2.563 :40

2.618 3.506 .432

-2.624- 3.554 .409

2.670,
\

30549 .418

* Correlation of Item Scorea with Subtest Score



Iterri No.

1-066
_1-067
1-068
1-069
1-070
1-071

,1-072
1-07\3

'-\1-t0,7i
1-075
1-076,
1-077
1-078
1-0.79
1-080

081
1 082

11083
1-084.
1-085
1-086
1-087
1-088
1-089
1-090
1-091
1-092
1-093
1-094-
1-095
1-096

* C relation

Mean

2.532
2..096

-2.384
2..206
2.710

4.628

.3634

4.262

3.874

4.112

3.900

3.611

3.407.

2.493

3.552,

3.668

3.970;

3..048,

494.

4_343

3.598

670
96

3.974

2,690:-

3.329'

4.744

4.512

4.119

161 ,

in Score

Continued)

Variance

3.355

2.705

2.797

2.358'

3.625

.765

1.341--

1.185

1.691

1.139

1.194

1.721

1.860

1.540

1.253

.988,

.882

2.085

1 775

1.501

.856

1.522

4974,

1.744

.884

.851

1.732

1.561

.29\-

.818\

,966

-with Stib

.444

.418

.467

.466

.518

.476
79

. 379-

°- --------

;461

.496

.538

.265

.577

.517

.471

.529

.224

.394

.394

t Score
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Table 8 (Continued)

Item o. Mean

3.664

Variance Discrimination*

1-097 .372

1-098 4.088 1.428 .391

1-099 4.406 1.410 .329

1-100 3.913 1.315 .469

1-101 4.060 1.438 .364

1-102 3.912 1.144 .471

1-103 _3.664 1.340 .430

1-104 3.466 2.290 352

1-105 4.23 1.309 .143

1-106 4,,084 .909 .435

1-107 4.219 .676 .332

1-108 3.053 1.675 ,.361

1=109 4.072 .898 .498

1-110 3.564 -'1,644, .285

1-111 3.171 1.887 .357

1-112 3.277 1.588 .465

1-113 3.427 1.493 .525

1-114 2.769 2.284 .381

1-115 2.642 2.536 .317

1-116 2.742 2.390 .563

1-117 2.714 2.330 .415

1-118 4.060 1.482 .407

1-119 4.102 . 1.610 .432

1 -120 1.686 2.249 .418

1-121 3.463 2.661- .311

1-122 2.817 2 401 .401

1-123 2.381 1.959 .376

1-124 3.041 2.157 .498

1-125 4.124 1.206 .461

1-126 3.528 1.279 .627

1-127 3.224' 1.358 .690

*Correlation of Item Scores with Subtest Score



Item No.

1-128!

17129

1-130

1-131

17132

1-133

1-134

1-135

1-136

1-137

1-138

1-139

1-140

1-141

1-142

1-143

1-144

1-145

1-147,

1-148

1-149

1-150

17151

1-152.

1-153

1-154

1-155

1-156

1-157

1-158

163

Ta 1e 6 ((Continued)

Mean

3.461

2.702

3.540

3.43'

3.323
r

4.131

2.120

2.106

2.135

3.500

2.473

2.1661

1.719

3.353

3.0041

3.112

2.73_

3.09

3.80

3.01

2.976;

3.561

3.229

4.32p

2.75112

1.755

3.758

4.004

3.138

3.701

3.9(79

Variance D scriminatio

1.802 .543

1.964 .494

1.294 .596

'1.396 .669

1.426

1.411 .307

1.409 .556

1.368 .577

1.379 .506

1.157 .459

1.816 .588

1.318 .555

1.224 .531

1.125 .490

1.375 .579

1.326 .437

1.434 '.542

1.221 .400

1.371 .470

1.268 .605

1.164 .588

1.317 .468

1.054

.515

1.561,

1.046

d897

.910

1.115

1.444

1.119

* Corr la is n of tem Scores with Subtext Score

.521

.214

.300

.398

.403

.401.

..529

.336

.316
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Table 8 (Continued)

Item No. Mean Variance Discrimination*

12159

1-160"

13.703

3,.963

.480

.626

.358

.307

1 -161 3.539 1.127 .492-

1-162 I3900 1.042 ''.384

17143 3.939 .955 .432

1-164 1.449 .484. .372

1 -165 1.580 .777 .411

1166 4.512 .504 .2

1-167 3.928 .890 .532

1-160' 3.486 1.219 .563

1-169 3.275 1.147 .585

1-170 3.077 1.312 .575

1-171. i )750 1.241 .571

1-172 'I 3.320 1.420 .460

1 173 3.528 1.507 .478

1-174 3.557 1.342 .431

1-175 4.020 1.146 .486

1-176 4'.189 .898 .502.

1-177 3.916 1.327 .596

1"178- 2.799 1.964 .608

1-179 2.786 1.781 .644

,1-180 4.146 1.138 .514

2-001 3.745. .989 .194

2-002' 4.385 ,.885 .262

2-003 3.612 1.154. .367

2-004 4.558 .591 .189

2-005 4.286 .897 .374

2-006. :4.575 .530 .202

2-007 4.512 .569 .198

.2008 4.336 .958' .189

2-009 3.996 1.413 .267

2-010 3.937 1.373- .161

Correlation of Item Scores, faith 5ubtest Score
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-Item No

Table 8

Mean

(Continued)

Variance Discrimination*

.2-011 3.958 .793 .108

2-012 4.317 .401 ,123

2-013 4.736 .607 .270

.2-014 3.929 .744 .317

2-015 4.247 .666 .330

2-016 3.996 1.004 .380

2-017 /'3.954 .952 .413

2-018 4.041 1.182 .346

2-019 3.529 1.589 .332

2-020 2.133 1.499 .249

2-021 2.778 1.610 .313

2-022 3.817 1.021 .357

2-023 1.762 1.186 .347

2-024 2.787 2.084 .422-

2 -025 .75 .188 .398

2026 .614 .239 .403

2 =027 .883 .103 .502

2=028 .569 . .245 .440

2-029 .671 .221- .472

2-030 .584 .243 .495

2-031 ,587 .242 .474

2-032 .629 .234 .462

2-033 .358 .230 .427

2-034 .880 .106 .425

2-035 .884 .102 .490

2-036 .875 .109 .470
1

2037 .866 ..116 .459

2-038 .819 .148 .471

27039 .745 .190 .440

2-040 .906 A85 .540

2-041 .832 .140 .594

2-042 .823, .146 .616

* Correlatiod of Item Scores tai h Subtest Score
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Item No.

Table 8

Mean

(Continued)

Variance Discrimination*

27043-

2-044

.843

.83

.132

.141

.506

.538

2045. .651 .227 .433

2-046 .717 .203 .515

2-04'7 .93 .065 .448

2-048- .95 .047 .536

.2-049 .85' .127 .'552

2-050 .839 .135 _ .537

27051. .81 .154 .607

2-052 .86 .121 .583

2 -053 .617 .236 .538

2-054. .772 .176 .534

2-055 .944 .053 .412

205'6 .851 .127, .538

2 -057 .802 .104. .550

2-058
.v_

.767 .179' .557

2-059 .602 .240 .625

27060 .91.3 .079 .633

2-061 .520. .249 .505

2 -062 .270 .197 .673

2-063 .653 .227 .551

2-064 .436 .246 .494

2-065 .371 .233 .679

2-066- .732 .196 .586

2067 .727 .199 .612

2-068 .74 .192 .489

'2-069 .747 .189 .488

2-070 .827 .143 .604

2-071 .791 .1654 .541

2-0772 .855 .124 .513

2-073 .748 .188 .527

2-074, '.289 .205 .676

* Correlation of Item Scores. with Subtest Score
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Item No.

Table 8

Mean

(Continued)

Variance Discrimination*

2-075 .505 .249 .664

2-076 .405 .241 '.653

27077 .456 .248 .651

2-678 .682 .217 :632

2-079 .548 .247 .665

2-080 ;762 .181 .604

2-081 .712 .205 .642

2-082 .785 .169 .585

2-083 .671 .221 .575

27084. .749 .188 .620

2 -085 .301 .210 .661

2-086 .724 .200' .569

2-087 .123 :108 .594

27088 .687 .215 .609

2-089 .681 .217 .614

2-090 .671 .221 .401

2-091 .847 .130 .388

2-092 .904 .087 .462

2-093 .809. .154 .385

27094 .603 .240 .392

2-095 .623 .235 .332

2-096 .297 .209 .349

27097 .274 .199 .292

2-098 .509 .250 .288

2-100 ,472 ,249 .362

2-101 .427 .245 .341

2-102 .17 .141 .478

2-1103 .308 .213 .581

.194 .156 .563

2-105 .308 .213 .597

2-106 138 .236 .470

2-107 .743 .191 .398

*'Correlation of Item Scores ith Subtest SCo_e
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Item No.

Table'

Mean

8 (Continued)

Variance Discrimination*

2-108 -.769' .178 .470

27-109 .708 .207

2-110 .530 .249 .476

2 -111 .554 .247 .502

2-112 .487 .250 .446

2-113 .88 .106 .516

2-114 .534 .249 .361

2-115 .914 .079 .475

2 -116 .831 .140 .484

2-117 .946 .051 .439

2-118 .979 .021 .415

2-119 .929 .066 .387

2-120 ,,773 .175 ,..457

2-121 .949 .048 .467

2-122 .761 .182 .389

2-123 .855 .124 ,361

2-124 .942 .055 .462

2 -125 .678 .218 .439

2 -126 .319, .217 .414

2-127 .916 .077 .440

2-128 .873 .111 .413

2-129 .810 .154 .501

2-130 .536 .249 .465

2-131 .641, .230 .247

2-132 .122 .444

2-133 .692 .213 .537

2-134 .929 .066 .213

2 -135 .932 .063 .232

2-136 .847 .130 .252

2-137 .792 .165 .037

2 -138 .054 .044 .256

2-139 .983 .017 .241

* Correlation o Item Score- with Subtest Score

22s
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Item No.

Table 8

Mean

(Continued)

Variance Disc i ina ion*

2 -140 .866 .115 .316

2-141' .954 .044 .443

2-142 .631 233 .488

2-143 .949 .048 .488

2-144 .765 .18 .397'

2 -145 .703 .209 .483

2-146 .861 .120 .503

2-147 .631 .233 .527

27148 .193 .155 .339

2 -149 .332 .224 .403

2-150 .992 .003 .086

2-151 .983 .017 .2801

2-152 .845 .131

2-153 .983 .017 .266.

2-154 .913 .079 r.341

2 -155 .866. .116 397

2-156 .954 .044 .241

2-157 .474 ,249 ..447

2 -158 .908 .084 ,L247

2-159 .908 .084 .291

27160 .941 .056 .301

2-161 .945 .052 .090

2-162 .912 .080 -.176

27163 .946 .051 .079

2-164 .733 .196 .350'

2-165 .498 .250 .494

2-166 .611 .238 .593.

2-167 .88.1 .098 .374

2 -168 ,403 .240 .424

2 -169 'N.411 .242 .480

2-170 .312 .215 .558

2-171 .971 .028 A76

* Correlation of item Scores with Subtext Score
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(Continued)

Variance Discrimination*

2-172 .5 2 .249

2-173 .593 .241

2-174 .661 .224

2-175, .6 7 .215

2-176 48 .228

2-177 690 .214

2-178 .610 .238

2-179 .620 .235

3-001 .812 .153

3-002 .812 .153

3-003 .788 .167

3-004 .556 .247 I

3-005 .958 .040

3-006 .870 .113

3-007 .865 .117

3-008 .954 .04A

3-009 .897 .093

3-010 .846 .130

3-011 .827 .143

3-012 .44 .247

3-013 .608 .238

3-014 .775 .174

3-015 .776 .174

3-016 .749 .188

3-017 .702 .209

3-018 .958 .040

3-019 .377 .235

3-020 .537 - =248

3-021 .341 .22

3-022 .630 I .233

3-023 804 .158

3-024 .782 .170

* Correlation of I
item Scories,with Subtest

r.

.392

.453

.611

.650

.637

.646

.639

.690-

1 .473

05

1

.224

'0200

.240

.162

.138

.322

.381

.467

. 431

. 415.

.479

.431

.473

.74

.443

.476*:

. 317

ScOre



3-025

3-026,

3-027

s,3-028

1429,

3-031

37032

3-033

3-034

3435
3-036

3-037

3-018

3-039

3-041

3-042

3-043

3-045

3 -046

3 -047

3-048

37049

3-050

3-051

3-052

-054\

3-055

3-056

3 -057

171

Table 8-

Mean

(Continued)

\_
Disc mination*Variance

.830 .097. .327

'.820 .148 .346

.514 .250 .453

.186 .151 .421

3.854 1.894 1A98

4.724 .388 .419

4.714, .3734 .415

4.652 .4934 .488

4.283 .155 .493

.427 .574

3.178 2.37p .586-

3.801 1.733 .602

4.04,5 1.451 .559

3.411 2.082 527

3.871 1.836. .344

.867 .116' .487

0.86 .079 .404

.744 190 .458

.964 .035 .302

.886 .101 .364

.805 .157 .326

.994 .006 .443

.939 .057 .396

.974 ,023 .199'

.588 .242 .187

.693 .213 .256

.952 .046 .289

.946 .051 .161

.816 .150 .501

.847 .130 .489

.988 .012 .475

.631' ..233 .352

* Correlation of Item Scores with Subtest Score

2 9 .0
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Table 8 (Continued)

Item No. Mean Variance Discrimination*

3-058 .791 .165 .523

37059 .829 .42 .521

3-060 .963 .036 .574

3-061 .798 .161 .590

3706Z'. .877. .108 .509

3 7063 .696 .211 .486

37064 .938 .058 .543

3 -065- .700 .210 .540

3-066 .540 .249 .384

37067 .p6a .181 .472

.3-068 .538 .248 .513

37069 .853 .125 .388

3 -070 .638 .237 .459

3-071 .522 .249 .393

3-072 .956 .042 -.532

3-073 .866 .116 .406

3 -074 .805 .157 .430

3-075, .933 .063 .487

3-076 4.483 .800 .297

3-077 4.659 .327. .418

3-078 3.901 1.285 .607

3-079 4.307 .922 .585

3-080 4.749 .302 .489

3-081 4.202 1.100 .448

3-082 3.994 1.147 .474

.3-083 3.989 1.079 .597

3-084 4.028 1.159 .569

3-085 4.277 .906 .626

3-086 4.273 .897 .570

37087 4.322 .776 .616

3-088 4.250 .874 .621

3-089 3.684 1.617 .569

* Correlation of Item Scores with Subtest Score

2
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Item No.

Table 8

Mean

.Wontinued)

Variance, Discrimination*

3-090 4.497- .596 .486'

3-091 ,3 898 .927

3-092 2,306 2.344 ,511

3-093 4.103 .868 .608

3094 3.682 1.241 .665

3-095 3.307 1.311 .62a'

3-096 3.709 1,219. .618

3-097 3.684 1165 .681

3-098 3.759 1.132 .718

3-099 3.761 1.028 .728

3-100 3.649 1.182 .600

3-101 2.988 1.744 .624

3 -102 3.283 1.576' .503

3-105- 3.201 1.595 .630

3-104 4.040 .843 .440

3-105 3.420. 1.378 .673

3-106 3.705 1.174 .650

3-107 3.411 1.508 .653

3-108 3.600 1.322 .664

3109 3.488 1.351 .667
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discriminati n coefficient lower than .2 thirty-nine had

discrimination coefficients between .2 and .3, and ninety

had discrimination coefficients between .3 \and .4. The

remainder of the items or sixty-nine per ceiit of them had

coefficients larger than .4. Since one did not expect a--

great amount of discrimination on many of the items, these

coefficients are remarkably high.

For each sub-test, an "Alpha" reliability coefficient
A

was calculated. These coefficients serve as an estimate of

the internal consistency of the questionnaire items. That is,

if the items\within the sub-test tend to be measuring the same

construct, then these coefficients should be quite high.

These sub-tests and items were considered to be measures of

quality of teacher behaviour. Therefore, one would hope for

high reliability coefficients. These alpha re lability co-

,efficients are reported in Table 9. Each is very .high with

the range being .95 to .98.

Table 9

Alpha Reliability. Coefficients for Each of the
Sub-Tests of the Original Questionnaire-

Sub-test N

1

5

6

Alpha Coefficient

.95

.96

.98

.98

.97

.98
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\

Sidc was assumed that weach item was written in a

positive fash (:), the responses."never" or "- consid-

ered l.\-e' responses. It s med unlikel th-t\there

would be a largP number of respoud nts chobsing eit e- of

these twO-respo_ses. It was therefore felt useful toexamine
\

items where la e proportions of the respondents Chose these

responses. In Table 10 (pages. 176 -18 );.items are identified

where forty per cent or more of the respondents chose either

the "never" or the "no" response. It is surprising- hat 130
,

of the items had forty per cent or more. of the respondent%

choosing "no" or "hover ". The 'researchers suggest the-

following cause's.

1) The items may relate to a.-Specific subject area

that is taught by a specialist teacher. ThiS might occur

more frequently in the Junior Division.

2) The items were stated in such specific terms that

teachers did not identify the skill as comprising part of the

program for that particularyear.

3) The item may have ',described a vehaviour Co n to

the Junior but not the Primary panel or vice versa.

4) The item may have specified the use of particular

equipment which is not readily available to the teacher-.

5) it is possible that for a number-of these,be-

havioursA0ntario teachers are-not responding in a desired

fashion.

fi

The field-testing of the instrument provided valuable

information in assessing quality of specific items,
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Table 10

Items from the Origin 1 Item Pool with at Least 40%
Choosing the " ' or "Never" Response

Item Nor.

-Language Development

1-023

1-024

1-025

1-027

Item

Children record a va iety of natural, mechanical_
animal and human s u ds.

Children produce a o nd story by placing the
sequence.own recorded sounds "in

'hildren interpret and. espond to sound stories
of other children.

Older children produde their own sound stories,
combining recorded:sounds flizi their own sou pd
effects with are' imaginative script.

1 -055 The telephone is used in ways such.as asking for
'information, m king appointments, conductin
interviews.

1-056 Older children
to visual forms
graphs, making
gether a simple
set of slides.

ranslate. their ideas from ve
of Communications by taking
oviesor videotapes, putting
television program or making

1

hOto-
to-
a

1-057 -Children producei a "book-of friends" in which they
record candid descriptions of people whom they
have interviewed.

1 -058. Children run a simulated radio station or news-
paper. in which they feature items of current
interest, interviews) surveys and descriptions of
personalities.

The teacher assists children who are learning
English as a second language by

1-063 - linking language sith concrete situations,
gestures, and pictorial information

1-064 - offering names an suggestions

1-065 - helping the children to discriminate and
practice words and expressions



1-067

yrable,10 (Continued)

aining the cooperation.of English-speaking
hildren in using play and conversation to
4inf rde language patterns. and words in con-,

exit,

tryig to find out which features of the child's
firs language hinders him or her in English

1-068 - using the child's interest in devising appropriate
materials

1-069 -using'slides, films, audio -tapes

1070 andpading the language to suit the
\needs of the learner

2-028 Materials at curiosity centres and /or problem tables
1 itare renewed constantly.
0 I

Children use listening centres to

- get-information

- practice langUge skills

2-030

2-031

2L033 Special
lim'ted

Ch.ldren

Children classify words from their personal lists
according to common patterns or rules.

2-064 ChIldren return to their personal writing folder
to correct spelling and punctuation.

2" -065 A writing or printing model it provided for
individual children to keep on their writing
sUrface.

Children are diagnosed for leading readiness

2 -061

2-062

programs are in effect for children with
competence in spoken English.

develop personal spelling lists.

3-004 - by .a reading readiness test

37012 hildren's poems,.stories and books are edited,
typed: and featured in a library or resource centre.

3-019 Children are given only a single base line to guide
their printing rather than being forced to print
between-two'lines.
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Table 19 (Continued

3-020 Children are not pressured fo precise. form and
accuracy of handwriting.

-.37021: . A class:_news book is used in -the Primary Division
to record events of current interest to the chit-
dren; for example, the arrival of a new baby, a
trig-to another town.'

3 -042 'Children observe the language of others by
attendingduch events as'admmunity committee
meetings all.dcourt hearings.

The school library resource centre includes

-050 - an index of community resources

3-092 Older children are stimulated'to search for words,
phrases and expressions by visits and
with artists, poets, and authors.

Mathematics

1 t115 In using a variety of bases children first work
with structural material and'them'proceed to
working with less concrete material.such as an -

abacus or number board.

-1-123 .Children,areielped to find patterns that give
structure' to number; for example, "casting out
nines ".

1-134 Children gain experience inabstracting.plane
figures from solid objects by investigating ideas_
such as convexity, interior and exteribr, simple
properties of symmetry,, number of.line segments
and the number of regions, etc.

1-135 .
Children investigate line symmetry through paper-
folding activities or by examining images with
mirrors or semi-transparent 'plastics.

1-136 Children study congruent figures by the sliding,
turning or flipping of a tracing of a figure to
produce new figures.

1- 139 Children illustrate simple algebraic relationships
by means of a graph.

1-140 Children investigate symmetry through the use of
a variety of materials; for example, parallel rules,
set squares, semi-trap a-parent mirrors.

2
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Table 10 (Continued)

Children havea variety of experiences in
abstracting plane figures from solid objects by
investigating ideas such as

7 convexity

2-075 -'int',.rior-and exterior

2 -076 7 relation between the number of vertices of a
.figure and the number of intersections of the
lines joining those'Vertices

2-077 the number of line segments and the number of
regions

2-079 The concept of similar figures is introduced with
three - dimensional models and later in two-
dimensional drawngs

3-066 Children in the Junior Division use number lines
wit two scales to illuStrate the relationship
between fractions and their. decimal equivalents.

Activities and experiences with graphs and maps
progress

-068 - to patternsOf relationships between areas of
sqOares or Volumes of cubes and length of edges

3-071 Children are introduced to the idea of relating
the Measurement of an. angle to a rotation,

The Ar

1 -153 Found (imprOzised) instruments such as brake drums,
bottles, pails, corn husks,-are used in the _class-,

room.

17164 Children meet artists from local and distant
communities._

1-165 Children compare the design and function of tools
and processes used in art,.and industry.and

The following, methods of classroom drama are used

2-085 - circle theatre

2 -087 vocaljazz-
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Table 10 (Continued)

Children's creative responses to listening and dip-.,
covering' are fostered by

_inviting professional musicians to Perform at the
.school, demonstrate various instruments and dis-
cuss their music. with the children

27096 - setting up a sound, interest centre where children
,an exhibit, share and explore interesting sound
materials

097 - carrying out sound inventories of spaces; for
example, hall, room, home, any place visited on
field trips

1

2-098 - inviting ,students from neighbouring secondary
schools to share their music

2-099 - inventing sound games that allow and encourage
children td explore the sound potential of an-
object or the use of sound to give signals

2-100 - letting the children experiment to find out how
many sounds they can make with an object

2-101' - settin up situations where Children can classify'
-sounds,lin diffekent ways

; Y r

Experimentation in creative music activities is
encouraged by

2-102 - inventing sound conversations etween different
objects

2-103 - drawing pictu
pictures

s of sounds and -sharing the

27194: making charts (graphs or scores) of the children's
own compositions or of short Compositions they
have heard, exchanging charts,; and performing each
'other's charts

2-105 - making up a tune for a given poem, using two
notes, then three notes, then four notes

2-106 - carrying out normal conversation through simple
invented tunes
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Table 0.(Continued)

The integrtion of Physical Education with other
areas is.foStered by utilizing such sources as

2-110 ---txtures and shapes in nature materials and

27111- costumes, songs and dances of different cultu

2-112 7 sounds of trains,1- 'water and of bells

2 -113 -' body sounds - clapping, slapping, breathing,
stamping, shouting

2-126 The original words of profesSionals-are displayed
-and discussed.'

as

2-130 Children dev6lop an art vocabulary so that they can
use such words as texture, balance and rhythm.

3-027 '.A play corner containing suitable pros such as a

* ,

simple red cape,,tolS, hats, is available to permit
social play and interaction.

4-028 Small portable platforMs are available to allow
children to work with vertical space.

Environmental Sciences

2-020 Children use ready-made science and ecology kits as
a source of ideas.

2 -02.3 Assignment cards, are produced by children.

Reporting skills are related-to field work through

2-148 photOgraphing

2-149 making rubbings or casts

2-157, Childipn learn the use, misuse and abuse of ability
and.;:r6bd modifiers; for example, pain-reliving
drugs, tobacco, inhalants, alcohol.

In preparing for an out-of-class activity the chil-
dren are provided with

2 =164 -inventoryignestions

2-165 - map of-the route
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Table 10 (Continued)

-2 167 Out-Of-classroom experiences accommodate un-
expected and unforeseen events:

2 -168 ,. To facilitate area studies, one special area out-.
sidg the -classroom'is selected for repeated visits
throughout the school year.

A:problem table is set up in the ciassrob to
stimulate discussion and investigation.

4,11

2-170 Activities Antheproblem table. are graded in
difficulty.

2 -172 The bulletin board and problem table incorpora
suggestions for further research.

2 -173 Bulletin boards and problem tables are working
areas.
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identifying items which -would need to be changed or deleted,

and in identifying behaViours which are not practised by all
1

teachers or:as many teachers as desired. The Information

obtained to this date has been useful. Based on the data'

certain conclusions can be stated.

1) In its totality, the questionnaire has shown

many desirable qualities.

2) Certain specific items should-be revised or

deleted.-

If one's purpose is to discriminate, a number:

of items are not providing that,information even-though they

may have many desirable qualities.

4) it should be possible to assemble a curriculum

change indicator which would provide valuable information

regarding the quality of teaching, behaviour.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE INSTRUMENT

One of the major purposes for this research waa to

develop an assessment instrument which would be useful to

teachers in assessing their own particular strengths

weaknesses. For this purpose, it was felt desirable-to

have items which would discriminate amongst teachers, that

is, elicit a variety of respOnses. These items were deter-

mined by examining item discrimination, coefficient item

variances, item means, and _distributions of frequency of

responses. In addition, items were examined. for co,,ntent

to determine if the wording was clear and if tWbehaviour
\.;

was specific enough to be meaningful.

2
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On the basis of the above, a~ large number of items

were deleted from the assessment instrument. Table 11

(pages 185 -196) includes a listing of the items. It will

be noted that many of these items are quite general in natures

being the sort of item to which most people can agrpe. Other

more specific items are present'in this list. However, these

items either did n)t-disoriminate Well amongst the group or

were practiced by most of the teachers and therefore provide

little information regarding totai teacher performance.

In assembling the other items into a "Curriculum

Change Indicator" the following procedu.xes were followed:

1) Many ,items which Piave adequate statistical pro-

perties we, e retained,
I,.

2 It was felt that in many Instances, behaviours

described were too specific. As a result several of these

related specific items were grouped together into one item.,

3) Response-patterns were changed for a number of

items. In most instances where these changes were made, the

"yes" --"no response was changed to a "daily" to "never ""

type of response.

4): In reassembling all the items by content, it was

foUnd that there was a certain amount of redundancy, .This

caused certain additional items, which had desirable pro-

perties, to be eliminated.

5) 'Items that were too general to elicit a variety

of.responses were eliminated.
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Table 11

Items from the Original Item Pool Deleted Prior to
Development of the Curriculum Change Indicator

- 1-005 The teacher asks open-ended questions that.stimulate
a variety of responses.

1-011 Children use such materials as paint, crayons, pen-
cils, papers and scrap to extend their language
development.

1-012 Children discuss -ir activities with other
children.

1-028 Someone reads aloud to children-from a variety of
books.

1-033 Children
reports.

1-034

1-035

1-036

listen to oral directions, messages -and

The teacher demon trates the attributes of a model
-/

liste1ner by

- 1 ening more than talking in class

- listening to herself or himself

- becoming sensitive to the differences i meaning
and feeling of children's responses

1-037 - accepting and working with the fact that children
normally understand better than they express
themselveS orally

1-038 - finding out whether anything in the situation,
-- materials or manner of presentation has confused
a child

1 -039 - using the child's own forms of oral expression and
expanding'and improving them without criticism that
discourages the child

1-040 - discussing with children alternative .and better
ways of expressing ideas and feelings

1-041

Children discuss such things as

- favourite programs

1-042 - television documentaries, media interviews, news
broadcasts
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Table 11 (Continued)

1-043. Listening centres are used by the children.

1-044 Opportunities are provided for free, spontaneous
interchange among children in small or large groups.

1-045 Many interesting things are available to stimulate
discussion among children; to example, collections,
hamster, photography.

1-046 Children practice verbal reasoning, sequencing and
problem-solving skills by thinking aloud as they
discuss a question with another child.

1-047 Opportunities are provided to witness natural
phenomena such as baby chickens-hatching.

1-048 Children share the experiences of holidays and field
trips to gain practice at giving explanations,
descriptions and-reports.

1-049 DiscuSsions of-current happenings, such as a-last
minute goal in a hockey game, are held to encourage
the language' of argument, parsuasion, explanation
and emotion.

The teacher invites communication on a personal level
by

1-050 - sharing personal experiences

- sharing favourite collections, books, poetry and
music

1-052. - helping children to feel poetry, music and liter-
ature.by taking time to play with the words,
expressions and ideas presented

1705_ The teacher encourages dialogue among children by
.

listening, assessing, suggesting, probingI extending-
ideas, pointing out relationships- and communicating
personal pleasures.

1-071 Children. read for personal interest and satisfaction.

1-094- The teacher reads to the children.

1 -100 Spelling and word games are used.

1-105 Children develop printing and/or writing skills by
copying materials appropriate to their development
level.

24
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Table 11 (Continued)

1-151 Children have an opportunity to sing together in an
easy, natural way.

1-166 The teacher uses the world with which the child is
familiar as a basis for the development of values,
attitudes, concepts and skills.

2 -001 Children contribute to class projects.

2-002 Children take responsibility for particular tasks.

2-0'04 Children listen to others.

Children develop gross motor skills by

2-006 - running

2-007 - jumping

2-008 - wiggling

2-009 - sliding

2-010 - slipping through or over obstacles encountered in
out-of-class activities..

Children develop fine motor, skil

2-011 - painting

2-012 - cutting

2-013 writing

2-015 The teacher extends discussion into related learning,
eiperiences.

2-033 Special programs are in effect'for children with
limited competence in spoken'English.

2-034 Children read various kinds and levels of materials;
for example, stories, versesdirectiveg, Assign7
ments, reference books.

2-035 Childreh read a variety of quality books that are
geared to their interests and maturity.
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Table 11 (Continued)

Which of these do you do?

2-037 - match children's real experiences with oral and
printed language

2 -038 - draw onchildren's language exPerien sr
-voeabulary and sentence structure in providing
reading experiences

Which of these do you do?

2-039 - use children's own responses to create reading
experiences and materials

2-040 -relate reading to real'life situations that
demonstrate4how-much we depend on our ability
to read

2-041(- 7 move the child on to books that are not primers

2-042 - make use of structural clues in reading materials
by using experiences or materials so that the
child can contrastand change word orders and
patterns

2041 7 adopt a rational phonic system in dealing with
early code - breaking aspects using English spelling
patterns

2-044 - use brief intensive practice periods, games and
activities to reinforce particular aspects of
reading which have already been approached
actively

2-047 - provide a flexible response that can accommodate
the individual needs of children at different
stages of reading

A

2-048 use the child's capacities and needs for dis-
criminating and classifying

Children use language games in the following ways

2-049 - grouping words with similar patter-ns

2-050 - grouping letter symbols or spelling patterns.

2-051 - making new sentences by altering order or by
using new words
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Table 11 (Continued)

Children use language games in the following ways

2-052 - making new words by altering order or substituting

letters

2-053 - playing stepping stones from one word to another
by changing one letter at a time

2-054 - associating letters with sounds and objects

2-055 The teacher provides collections of books in the
classroom geared to the needs of children at
different stages of development.

Children are assessed for

2-069 - readiness to memorize number facts

27-070- - readiness to attempt written calculations

2-079 The concept of similar figures is introduced with
three-dimensional models and later in two-

dimensional drawings.

2-081 Children associate drama with lea_n-rg in the pi s-

room setting.

2-091 Drama activities allow children to create fo-.c th
selves rather than cause them to imitate tae
teacher's ideas.

2-092 The'focus in music s on singing, creating, playing,
discovering and listenirzg

Children'screative responses to listel.ing,and

covering are-fostered 12;

2093 - encouraging children to- ve-freely in rOsponse

to music

2-101 - setting up situations where children can classify

sounds in different ways

The integration of Physical Education with other
areas is fostered by utilizing ,ni.z11 sources as

2108 - t%a seasorts the elements and other natural

phenomena

2-109 - observation cf such movements as flying, soaring

and wheeling
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190

(Continued)

2-113 - body sounds - clapping, slapping, breathing,
stamping, shouting

2-115 - recorded music

2 -116 Rather\than concentrating on a few skills a wide
range Of activities vuch as gymnasti gcs, amest,
swimming, dance,and drama. with ample time for
practice, repetitIon,- 'modification, consolidation
and applic4t1on is\provided.

2-123 Traditional artmedi-is available.

2-124,

2-127

2-128

2-129

Activities are provided Involving a variety
materials.

The stimulus for expression springs fr ___ various
areas of the program.

The focus is on the process of creating form out
of materials and communicating, rather than on the
products of creation.

Children are encouraged to examine and explore what,
they consideramportant in their own work through
discussion of interesting themes, materials and
finished works.

2-133 Each child is encouraged to 'impose order and fOrm
on acquired disparate information.

2-134 The teacher makes a variety-of resources accessible.
"

2-135 Children make mistakes without penalty.

2-136 Explanations are given only when appropriate.

2-137 Instructions are given only when appropriate.

2 -138 Children produce individual variations in observa-
tion and response.

Reporting skills are related to field work thrOugh

2-143 drawing

2-144 - sketching

2-145. - testing

2
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Table 11 (Continued)

2-146/ counting

2-147/ - graphing

2-148 --photographing

making rubbings or casts

2-150 Children realize that their own contributions are
appreciated and needed.

2-151 Children learn to recognize and utilize the views
of others.

27/ 152 Children discuss different perspectives to see the

I

Avalidity of alternative points of_vieW.
/:

t,Children develop and use the SoCial skill of CO-
,

0:operation'.

\

2-154 f children learn the processes of life; for example,
Similarities and differences in the development of
lants,.anima

_

And.fish, birds And man.

27155 Children learn the major parts of the body and their
relationships.

2-156/ Children learn the necessity of good nutrition.

-2-157 hildren learn the use, misuse and abuse of ability
and mood modifiers; for example, pain-relieving
drugs, tobacco, inhalantsl'alcohol.

2 -158 Children learn the effect of,the-environmental,
conditions on,growth and development; for example,
clean air, unpolluted water.

2-159 Children learn such concepts as interdependence and
basic needs.

2-160 Studies follow the child's individual level of
understanding.

2-161 Studies proceed from the known to the unknown.

In preparing for an out-of-class, activity the
children are provided with

163 - background information



2-167

2-171 Bulletin boards are used for display;
pictures, photographs, clippings.

2-172 The bulletin board and Problem table
suggestions for further research.
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Table 11 (Continued)

Out-of-classroom experiences accommodate unexpected
and unforeseen events.

2-175

2-176

2-177

2-178

2-179

3-001

37-002

3-004

3-005

3 -006

3-007

3-008

3-009

3-010

3-011

for example

ncorpora e

Assignment cards are used by small groups.

Assignment cards require the children to record the
resultsA5f their investigation.

Assignment cards vary in degree of difficulty.

Assignment cards suggest open-ended activities.-

Assignment cards include,a variety of activities
for different children's learnig styles.

Young children use puppe_s in a variety of ways to
practise'speaking.

Children use puppets as an extension of themselves
to interact with each other.

Children are diagnosed for reading readiness

- by a reading readiness test

- by the teacher based on observation

In learning to read children are allowed to make
errors in guessing new words.

Children use and extend their word knowledge by

- building new sentence patterns

- grouping words in familiar or rhyming sets

- seeing little words in larger words

making new words by adding prefixes and suffixes

- collecting and grouping words in alphabetical
order or in categories
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Table 11 (Continued)

3,014 Much of the writing activity consists of Making
booklets containing stories, news, verse,. accounts
of visits and experiments and other personal writings.

3-015 The emphasis in the Primary Division is on quality of
expression rather than neatness and correctness.

3-018 Writing or printing materials are available in a
variety of media; for example, felt pens, crayons,
newsprint.,

3-020 Children are not pressured for precise form and
accuracy of handwriting,.

3-025 Children in the Primary Division use measuring
activities that lead to the use of metric units
length, area, volume and mass.

3-026 Early experiences with fractions emphasize equivalence
through a variety of activities,

3.027 A play corner containing suitable props such as a
simple red cape, toys, hats, is available to permit
social play and interaction.

3-029 PuppetS ate,used by children.

In learning to read

3H030 - children are-,provided with visual and auditory
stimuli thkough real experiences such as books,
films, filmstrips, records, music, songs and
poetry

3-031 - children are given the opportunity to respond to
things that interest them and express their ideas
in writing, drawing, painting, modelling, move-
ment and dance

3-03 "The children's words and phrases are recorded on a
group or individual basis.

3-036 Children develop the concept of magnitude of
measurement by experiencing activities involving
the concept of'whole and part.

3-037 Children become-aware ,of the properties of solids
'by handling and observing a variety of objects.
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Table 11 (Continued)

3-039 Toys and dres-up materials are used by children.

3-040 At which of the following grade levels do you
teach?

A - Kindergarten
B - Grade 1
C - Grade 2
D - Grade 3
E - Grade 4

Different abilities and interests in reading and
language development are accommodated by

3-044 - grouping according to ability

3-047 - relating group activities and materials to
individual needs

3-048 Program skill-builders and basal readers are used
as one method to supplement active teaching so that
the child may develop a variety of technique and
interest.

3-049. High interest books are available.

3-052 Reading includes a wide range of materials; for
example, newspapers, magazines, directions for
models, recipes, instruction, sports, ma uals,
cartoons.

3-053 Children are given time to read a wide selection of
materials.

3-055 Children use books and collections of poetry to
help them deV-elop imaginative forms of expression.-

3-056 Children have practise in writing about experiences
that are real and relevant to them.

3 -057° Children return to their writing later when their
perception has matured.

Children write

3-060 - summaries of information gathered on a Meld trip
or from a filmstrip or book

3-065 7 a diary or log book recording the development ,o
a particular unit of study or project
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Table 11 (Continued)

3-069 Children use simple .algebraic notations:for number
'relationships.

3 -070 Children develop ways of representing geometric _

ideas such as angles, parallels and perpendidulous.

3 -071 Children are introduced to the idea of relating the
measurement of an angle to a rotation.

As the child seeks to find information from
secondary sources, relate4 skills need to be
developed. To :accomplish this, children

3-072 - interpret pictures charts and texts

3-073 - check information for accuracy and. reliability

3-074 - examine conflicting evidence

37075 - draw reasonable conclusions

3 -076 Different abilities and interests in reading and
language development are accommodated-by having
children assume responsibility for helping one
-another.

Interest in new words is generated through

3 -077 - discusiion

3-080 - use of .the dictionary

3-089 Children assess Writing in terms of function and
literary value during discussion with peers and
adults.

3-090 Children are free to read without continual checks
and formal testing, of comprehension and vocabulary.

3-091 Children write stories and verse and produce book-
lets dealing with their activities and investigations.

.3-093 Children discuss their writing with Other children
And with the teacher.

I-
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Tablp 11 (Continued)

Children write

3-094 - booklets of various kinds containing stories, news
reports and accounts of visits and experiments

-095 - letters for permission and information and personal
letters to friends and pen Pais.

3-110 At wbich of the following grade levels do you teach?

A - Grade 4
B - Grade 5
C - Grade 6
D - Multilevel
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The revised instrument "A Curriculum Change

indicator" ppears in Appendix B. It should be noted

that the instrument is divided into three major content

areas based on Chapters 4, 5 and 6 in EPJDU Based on

the above criteria, these items seemed to be appropriAte.

While it is recognized that the new instrument

"A CurriOulum Change indicator" needs, additional testing

so that one can be confident-of its Validity and

reliability the evidence to date indicates that a good

quality instrument has been-developed, Additional data

from other parts of Ontario and from larger more re-

presentativb groups of teachers are desirable. It is

suggested that thiA is an important next step in, the

validation of the instrument.

E. IMPLICATIONS

The purpose of this study was to develop a

Curriculum Change Indicator.bsed on Chapters 4 to 6 of

BEM. This task was accomplished by establishing and ,

testing an item pool representative of the content found

in the text. An analysis of'the data obtained from

field-testing led to the revision of some items and the

omission of others in the formulation pf the Curriculum

Change Indicator found in Appendix E.
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On the basis of data, analysis,' it -became evident

that this Curriculum Change Indicato s reported in the

research, is in need of further refinement. Several

concerns became apparent. What follows is a discus ion

of the most .obvious of these. concerns.

Tlble 10 lists the items for which forty per cent

of the respondents chose "no" or "never". The question

arises as to whether or not the responses should be low

or these items. In other words does the document

Support a "no" "never" response in the case of partic-

ular teachers. Second language items refer to a select

group of teachers. The expectation 4iii terms of response

would be low in this situation. Further refinement in

terms of a codification system for the items might,

accommodate the responses of particular teachers. In

relation to this, it is possible that scalingprocedures

might have ='to be refined on the basis of the specializa-

tion of the teachers involved.

An analysis of the demographic data sug4ested the

.need.for further study. The average age of the teachers

in this sample reflects a mean higher than would be

expected. 'An inconsistency seems to exist between actual

age and the reported age. This'inconsistency could be

the result of misinterpretation of the directions on the,.
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queStionnaire relating to that'particular item or a

concern on the part'of the teacher in. regard to identifica-

tion.

There is a marked discrepancy between mean age and

years of experience. The years.of experience are much

lower than anticipated (see Table 3)0 Consideration

,Should be given to the inclusion of a larger sample which

might be representative,of a wider age range with a more

diversified experiential background.

A further testing of the'instrument and analysis

of the data might reveal that certain types dflpehaviour

are more consistent with one teacher group than another

within and between each division. Behaviour prominent in

the kindergarteh might not be evident or even desirable at

the end of the Primary Division. pTeachers of a particular

age group or having similar yearsof experience or of a

similar sex might show, differences in terms of specified

behaviours.

'Another contribution might be the establishment

of norms for the various grade levels in the Primary/

Junior Division. The latter, arises from the felt needs of

administrators in the field. The establishment of norms

for particular items provide the focus for further

research. Such norms are essential for the totalling bf

scores in a given situation.
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In its present form the Curriculum Change Indicator

is n evaluation tool and shoUld not be construed as

such. Suggestions for use are found elsewhere in _this
AL_

report. No means`ean of comparison, of school with school or

Class with class is possible using any score obtained from

the items as they now exist.

The researchers'also envision the possibility of

using the item pool established in this study as a source

for criterion-referenced _instrumentation



CHAPTER IV

SUMMARY

This study focuses on Education in the Primary

and Junior Divisions,. adopted by the Ontario Ministry of

Education in 1975. This document, an extensive philosoph-

icel and psychological backup for Theyormative_Years,

provides educators with an overall general framework for

the justification of curricular decisions. Permeating

the content is the concept of teaching and learning as

being based op a process of:continual interaction in which

the teacher and the learner are partners. It is an

explication of the ideal and the desirable in three major

areas; namely, Communication, The Arts, and Environmental

Studies.

This project concerns the questions- How can one

ascertain that this document will be translated into a

meaningful statement for the agents expected to utilize

it? How can this document be bridged with the real world

of the classroom? -How may relevant learning experiences,

result from it?

The project team, in conjunction with the Ministry

of Education, established the following parameters; namely,

ly To develop an item pool to reflect the universe'

of content set down in Education in the Primary and Junior

Division;
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2) To pro'vide a curriculum change indicator, a

diagnostic instrument for determining how closely a given

classroom reflects the content set down in EPJD.

3) To produce a manual of instructions to

accompany (1) and (2) for use by teachers and admin-

istrators;

4) To prepare a report fOr the Minister, of Educa-

tion describing the process, the results, and the findings

of the study.

The curriculum change indicator would serve at

least two purposes:

1) provide a convenient means of assessing the

school (and/or classroom) environment relative to key

indicators extracted from the document so that initial

decisions- may be made about priority" targets for

affecting change, and

2) serve as a benchmark against which a school

might measure change. It could be specifically for the

primary and junior-years.

Consideration was given to comprehensiveness,

utility, and applicability. The ensuing'paragra

delineate the tasks involved in the realization of the

project.

The first major task was the selection of an item

pool representing the universe of content in Chapters

4, 5, and 6, MID.
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Following an Orientation period during which'time
i

the researchers becaMe thoroughly familiar with Eg_El and,.

related documents, criteria for prelimiPary item 'selection

were developed.

Items representative of -Lhe uaiver$-e of coatent in

the selected chapters of EPJD were then screened, according

tO the criteria and translated into observable behaviours.

This resulted in a preliminary list of,approximately'three

hundred twenty-five items.

The next task entailed clarification of the items

by teachers and principals. Rewording followed.

On the basis of their familiarity with WO, judges

representing the Ministry of Education, Faculties of

Education, and consultantS employed by school boards,

participated in the validation process of the individual

items. Items from particulr7Ohapters were matched to

each respondent,pn-tliebasis of subject. expertise.

--All responses from the judges were considered'

individually and the research team decided to include all

returned items. The, list now contained apprOximately 600

items,,including a number which did not meet the criteria.

The research team approVed a procedure for further

revision of the total list of items; namely, (a)-refine-

mentin accordance with original criteria, (b) submission

of refined items to teachers, the potential users,
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(c) submission of complete list to eight judges for their

analysis. The resultant list would form the basis for the

proposed curriculum change indicator.

As a result-of feedback from the eight judges,

meetings-were scheduled with-them by the researchers to

review the total item pool. Two major recommendations

ensued; namely, (a) that each item must stand by itself

and be recognizable out of context, and (b) that further

attention'be given to the means-end dichotomy relating to

the items; some of the: - tens appeared use ends statements;

others, means stateme-ts. It was decided that each item

was to be a specific means for accomplishing certain ends.

These recommendations led to further refinement and

elimination. Select judges were contacted for further

review of the items. The item pool was then conSidered

finalized and ready-for field testing

Prior to the final selection of items to incor-

poratp in the Curriculum Change Indicator, it was deemed

necessary to obtain teacher responses to the items. In

addition, the data were to be examined to obtain informa-

tion regarding reliability, to identify items which

appear to be useful in discriminating amongst teachers at

different levels and in different. grades,' and to identify

any unexpected or unusual response patterns.
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'A questionnaire consisting of 469 items was dis-

tributed to 950 teachers; the latter were asked to

answer all the items that applied to his/her Divisions

(Primary , Junior). For certain items, teachers were

asked tO indicate .the frequency of given behaViours; for

others, teacherb were asked to indicate only-if the

behaviour did or did not occur. A total of 416 completed

answer sheets was returned; of this number,. .405 were

usable. The data, resulting from the responses to the

questionnaire, were .assembled into Tables 2 to 12.

Prior to the final selection of items which would

reflect content of Education in the Primary and Junior

Division, it was,felt necessary to obtain teacher responses

to the items.

Four hundred and sixty-nine items were included in

the questionnaire with the recognition that the response

patterns would not necessarily be alike for both Primary

and Junior level teachers. Three types of. responses were

elicited; namely, Primary, Junior, and both.

Each teacher was asked to answer all the items

that applied to his/her Division along with half of the

remaining items (divided into four subtests).

Based on principal and board official/ requests,

the researchers distributed 950 questionnaires. Fou

hundred.and sixteen completed answer sheets were returned,

of which 405 were usable.
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The time of distribution (year -end professional

development days) was found to be inappropriate.

Demographic data relative to respondents is included in

the section on Field Testing of

In examining these data-, it was rioted thatfor

a/number of items an excessively large number of

re: indents made the same choices. Thesechoices which

attracted an extremely large number of responses tended

to be the "daily" response for those items where the

responses were on a five - point scale, and the "yes" for

those responses which required either a "yes" or "nc

response. Ite s were therefore identified where more

than eighty percent of the respondents made the.

selection.

The researchers suggest the following reasons why

such a great percentage of the respondents chose the

"daily" or "yee response; namely,

1) Certain teachers' behaviours are given, That

is to say, that these behaviours will undoubtedly be

found in most classrooms regardless quality

teaching.

2) Many items were too general in nature-.

For each of the six subtests, a total ore was

calculated. Item scores for the subtest were then

correlated with the total score-for the subtest. These

correlations were then used as a measure ofitem
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discrimination. Discrimination coefficients were

examined and used as a basis for later decisions regarding

deletion or revision of Certain. items. Of the 469 items,

only seventeen had item discrimination coefficients loW._

than .2, and thirty -nine had discrimination coefficients

between -.2 and .3 and ninety had discrimination co-

efficients between .3 and .4. The remainder of the items

or sixty-nine percent of them had coefficients larger than

.4. For questions where one did not expect a great amount

of discrimination on many of the items, these coefficiets

are remarkably high.

For -each-subtest, an "Alpha" reliability co-

efficient was calculated. These coefficientS serve as

an estimate of the internal consistency of the question-

naire items.. (see Table 9)

Since it was assumed that each'item was written in,

a positive fashion, the responses "never" or "no" were

considered undesirable responses. It seemed unlikely that

there would be a large number of respondents choosing

either of these two responses. It was therefore felt

useful to examine items where large proportions of the

respondents Chose these responses. One hundred thirty

items are identified where forty percent or more of the

respondents chose either the "never" or the "no" responte.

Although these results were unexpected for many of the

items, the researchers suggest the following causes:
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. ,

.1) The items may relate to e specific subject

area that is !taught by a specialist teacher.

2) The items were stated in such specific terms

that teachers did not identify the skill as comprising

part of the program for that particular year.

3y The item may have described a behaviour

,common to the Junior, but not the primary panel or vice

versa.

4) The item may have specified the use of

particular resources not readily available to the teacher.

5) It is poSsible that for a number of these be-

havioura, teachers are not responding in a desired

fashion.

The field testing of the instrument provided

valuable information in assessing the quality of Specific

items, in identifying items which-would need to be changed

or deleted, and in identifying behaviours which are not

practised by all teachers or as many teachers as desired.

Based on the data, certain conclusions can be stated;

-namely,

1) In its totality, the test has shown many

desirable qualities.

2) Certain specific items should be revisedor-

deleted.
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3) If one's purpose is to discriminate, a

number of items are not providing that information even

though they may have many,desirable qualities.

4) It should be possible to assemble a curriculum

change indiCator which would provide valuable information

regarding the quality' of teaching behaviour.

One of the. major objectives of this research was

the development of an assessment instrumentwhich would

be useful. to teachers imidentifying'their own particular

strengths and weaknesses. For this purpose,.it was felt.

desirable to haVe items which would discriminate amongst

teachers, that is, elicit a variety of responses. These

items were determined by examining item discrimination,

item variance, item means, and A distribution of frequency

of responses. In addition, items were examined for con-

tent to determine that the wording was clear, and that

the behaviours were specific enough to be meaningful.

The following procedures were followed in

developing the curriculum.change.indicator:

1) Many items which have the adequate statistical

properties were retained as is.

2) It was felt that in many instances, behaviours

described were too specific: .Several of these items could

be grouped together into one item.

3) Response patterns were changed for a number

of items.
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4) In reassembling all the items by content, it

was found that there was a certain amount of redundancy

which resulted in further eliminations.

5) items that were-too general to elicit a

variety. pf responses were eliminated.

While it is recognized that the curriculum change

indicator needs additional testing, the evidence to date-

indicates that a qualitative instrument has been developed.

An important next step in its validation would be to

obtain additional.data from other parts of Ontario and

from larger, more representative groups of 'teachers.
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new technologies have emerged, and have they modified the
testing enterprise? Now have the concepts underlying
measurement theory developed? What new issues and problems
have arisen with changing concepts of social functioning

.
and of education's role in it?

Walberg, Herbert J. and Susan Christie Thomas,
istics of 0 en Education Toward an 0-erational

Defiiition, Newton, Massachusetts, Education DevelOPment
Center, 1971.

This book provides a systematic description of the
concept of 'open education from a synthesis of the related
literature,. This review led to the development of an
analytical framework composed of eight dimensions that were
used to select items for an instrument Antended to give an
operational measure of the openness concept.



SECTION TWO

MANUALS FOR USE OF THE CURRICULUM
CHANGE INDICATOR AND THE ITEM POOL



CHAPTER I

MANUAL FOR USE OF THE CURRICULUM CHANGE INDICATOR

NOTE: This instrument is in the, preliminary
stages of development. The items have been
selected as a result of field testing the original
item pool. Further testing and subsequent re-
_finement are essential to determine instrument
validity and reliability. The researchers suggest
that care should be taken in the interpretation of
any results derived from the use of this instrument

The items in the curriculum change indicator have

been selected from the item pool as a result of the pre-

liminary field testing. These items collectively represent

the content of EPIYD in terms of statement of means. Using

this instrument a global score can be obtained for the total

flocumerlt or for selected sections of the document. This

scree can be viewed only as an indication of individual

leventation of the strategies outlined in EPJD and

qd riot be used as a comparative measure.

The following suggestions for use are presented:

1) 12Eisipals. A principal could use this

question

-,mentL

results would

a rcugh estimate of the level of

n .`ie School. The analysis of

the level of im lementation for

individual- groups, a.nd content are Ls. A discussion of.

:`.here results woull therefor, pfo- - a focus for prO-

fessl na development.

Teachers. Individual teachers or teams of

teachers could use this questionnaire to assess their level
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of,impleme ion of EPJD. Teachers could observe and assess

on another .
by comparing their self - assessment rating with

theobseJ: x sessment rating the discussion should lead to

clarification And behaviour change.

3) Family of 'Schools. Coordinators for staff

development within the concept of 'family of schools" or

other school groupings could utilize this questionnaire as

a basis for inservice education. Prior to the days set aside

the teachers would complete the questionnair which assesses

the school level of implementation. School strengths in

terms of content areas could be identified and used as a

resource for programming.

-These suggestions are not intended to be exhaustive.

Many other ideas for use will become evident as educators

become familiar with the questionnaire. Additional uses for

this instrument could possibly be provided following further-

testing and refinement.

TEACHER-PRINCIPAL COMPARISON OF A CLASSROOM

Durinu the year individual teachers may wish to

assess their classroOms in relation to the principles o t-

lined in EPJD. The principal, ar curriculim leader in the

school, may assist the teacher in this important task The

item 'pool presented in this report could be used in such an

assessment. Although there are many ways this could be

accomplished, the researchers suggest the following format.

The teacher and principal mutually agree upon a

-specific section of the item pool for the initial AsseSsment,-

2
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It would demand considerable time to consider the global

list of items. therefore, partial use is su-gested. For

\

example, a teacher and principal may wish to compare their

perceptions of the program in Environmental tudies. -A

specific section of the item pool would be selected to

arc° plish'this objective.

The teacher and principal then will individually

'assess the particular plassrobm. This could take place

during the regular day or at a specific time set aside for

the activity. Understandably, the assessment would take

place at a time of year when the principal was familiar with

the classroom program,

Following the individual assessments the.- teacher and

principal should their perceptions. Comparisons

could be made be. c r te. teacher and the principals'

observation.

the entire program in that subject. A review of

could constitute part of the discussior. The

tea

1 gue the teacher and''principal could

r will obtain important information from an outsider

on the proram in the classroom,: The principal wil' become

more familiar with the curriculum in that particular class-

room. Since each teacher is presenting an individualized

program, tri researchers recommend that parisons not be

made between classrooms.

The discussion which takes place fallowing the com-

parison could be utilized to set objectives for particular

programs in the next term. Thy teacher and principal wuld
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have-a mutual understanding of the situation at present and

therefore a basis for setting targets for the particular

classroom.

Use of the item pool in this manner will facilitate

professional growth among teachers and principals.

PEER ASSESSMENT

A basic tenet of EPJD is that children have in-

dividual needs and styles of learning and that they require

a variety of lei.tning experiences to accommodate these

differences. An environment providing the greatest flex-

ibility in terms of methodology is essential to provide a

variety of learning experiences. Organisational structures

incorporating team teaching models have been used to provide

flexibility. Basically two or more teachers plan, present

and evaluate the learning experiences of a group of puptl-

te has been considerable literature publishe

the effic7cy of team teaching. Agreement is evident on he

importance fact of continuous assessment To operate this

organizational structure successfully it is essential that

some form of peer a,7,,a -ment and teacher self-evaluation

take place. The researchers suggest that the item pool

contained in this report could be utilized in peer

assessment.

A p rocess of pee assessment must g- beyor c..

versations and'faculty meetings. A peer-centred approach

Provides. the means for pooling and sh4ring information be-

tween and among staff members. During this project the
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researchers have noted that one of the greatest reservoirs

for staff improvement exists in the competence of excellent

teachers in the classrooms of our schools. It is the

opinion of the researchers that the item pool could be

utilized to realize this potential. A possible format for

use of the item pool in peer .3.nsessment is suggested below.

1) Initially, the team members should discuss the

general objectivc of their program. The section in this

report could be used as a basis for the discussion. The

researchers suggest that the initial discussion concentrate

on one section of the document, for example, Mathematics.

From this discussioh the team members will formulate a list

of objectives for their classroom as well as specific

objectives for their particular aspec,, of the program.

2) The team members at this time would indiv\idually

complete the item pool assessment. Each teacher would

assess the classroom as they perceive it, in terms of the

items identified by the researchers. It is recommended that

this assessment take place on an individual basis. In

effect, the responses of the team members will provideranj

indication of how closely the classroom is incorporating the

principles of MID.

3) An opportunity is provided for the team members,

to ccmpare their responses. The resulting comparisons will

suggest areas of congruence s well as differences in per=

ception. The discussion would pursue the major differences

in order to identify target areas.
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4) Following the discussion the members would have

an assessment of the` program and how closely the objectives

were being met. In addition the assessment has not been

provided...by an authority figure; instead it has been pro-

vided'bY one of the team members. The results of the

iassessment could be used to set new_ objectives or initiate

plans of action to accomplish the original objectives.

Team /members have been provided with a more objective

aspfessment of their program.

The peer assessment obtained will be -tss threaten-

to the participants than an evaluation by superiors.

As outline_ earlier, it is recommended that a pre-

/ vious discussion be held by the participants. At this time

they should decide the purposQ of the exercise as well as

the format to be followed. The item pool would act as the

vehicle for carrying out the assessment. The initiative

for such an assessment would be the responsibility of the

team members. Several teachers in team situations have

indicated to the researchers the desirability of some form

of peer assessment. The item pool presented in this report

could be used to facilitate this task.



CHAPTER II

MANUAL FOR USE OF THE ITEM POOL

INSTRUCTION FOR USE

It- is recognized that schools and /or individuals

will assess their needs and select the appropriate pro-

cedure. The following ideas are presented to facilitate

the use of the .item pool. Such uses should result in a

further understanding and application of the principles

enunciated in EPJD. The item pool is found on pages 18 -96.

1) Self-Assessment for Classroom Teachers.

Assessment is an,ongoing activity for teachers in the

classroom. Often.assessMent is intuitive and/or based on

student achievement or response. This item pool provides

criteria for viewing the classroom as a learning center con-

sistent with the principles set down in EPJD. The content

of Chapter 4 through 6 of EPJD is matched with specific

observable behaviours.. Individual teachers should be able

to determine the congruence between the expectations

Stated in EPJD and current classroom practise by

a) Selecting a program area such a Communica-

tions, Arts, Environmental Studies. or any section thereof.

b) Stating a question to provide a focus for

the exercise such as What am I not doing? What am

doing well? What am I doing less /more often than desired?
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c) Proposing a plan for action which would

. provide answers to such queries as Where is change

suggdsted and/or feasible? How can this change be made?

How will it be introduced? How long will it take? Why am

I doing it?

2) Inservice Education. Inservice education

plays a significant role in the professional development

of the classroom teacher. A long-range goal of such pro-

grams is the improvement of classroom experiences both for

the teacher and the students. Such programs should provide

an opportunity to assess current practise, to present the

ideal, and to discuss strategies to bridge the existing gap.

EP,70 could be considered the ideal toward which

primary/junior teachers are striving. The item pool is

made'up of the key behaviours which represent-the universe

totality of the content found on the pages of this docu-

ment. Therefore, the item pool provides a focus.for the

examination of the ideal in terms of primary/junior

education.

As an inservice device this item pool could-be

used:

1) to provide discussion material related to the

session focus -- communication, the arts, environmental

studies, or any subsection of these areas;

2) to provide teachers with precision material

related to Classroom experience.
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3) to provide the inpUt to a chart in which

teachers set up the "real" and the "ideal" as suggested

by,EPJD. This exercise could result in prograM evaluation

And goal - setting by using headings such as resorces

neededi Suggest implemented ti a, etc.;

4) to provide items for discussion of rationale

on which _iuggestions are based. This cercise would lead

to a study of the theatrical perspective found in Chapters

1 tc 3.

The ideas presented AbOve are not intended to be

exhaustive. Individuals and groups will be able to

explore other possibilities for the application of these

items .to further the Individual and collective under-

standing of MID by people atall.areAs of educational

endeavour.



APPENDIX A

EPJD

TEACHER BEHAVIOUR
ASSESSMENT INSTRUMENT
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The-Ontario Ministry of Education publications,

The Formative Years and Education in the FrimarL and Junior

Divisions have outlined objectives and prOvided a philo-
.

sophical basis for school criteria. In 'order for teachers

to more easily define appropriate learning experiences and

.

to evaluate their own progress in pro idi.ng these experi--

ences a team of- ed cators has been developing a

questions ire.

The attached questionnaire-i the result of.work

date.. The items have been taken from Charters 4, and 6

of Education in -he Fri mar and Junior Divisions. The final

form-of the questionnaire will differ somewhat from this

uestionnaire and will likely contain a,fewer number of

items. Your responses will be important to our.analysis in
0

making appropriate changes.

The final form of the queStionnaire should be useful

to all Ontario educators in evaluating what we are do4ng,

However, it should be stressed that the purpose is to help

in improving programs not to evaluate the performance, of

any particular individual. This '1.1.itJt;be the underlying

philosophy if one hopes to obtain honest responses

You will note that it is not necessary to identify

yourself as you answer the questionnaire. Anonymity- of

responses is guaranteed. During the summer we willl be

summarizing the data and will retL: _ to you .schooi a

summary of the results. A discussion of these results

could well serve as the basis for a F.D. day. In the
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2

meantime you are invited to retain the questionnaire. It

may well provoke some interesting discussions.

We realize that the questiunnaire is long and pre-

sents a tedious task to you. Your honest responses are

important. So please stay with the task and do your very

best.

As you respond please think of your total program

over the past year. There are no'right or wrong answers.

The responses of the total group will present the views of

teachers concerning the relative importance of various

learning experiences.

Thank you for your patience and your honest

appraisals.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING QUESTIONNAIRE

- Each of you must be a te acher in the Primary or Junior

Divisions and be fulltime in the classroom. If you

teach a speciality subject only, you need not respond.

2 - Some of the items should be answered only by teachers

of the Primary Division while other items should be

answered only by teachers of the Junior Division.

These items are e3.

3 - You will be provided a set of answer sheet6. You will

show your response to each item by blacking in the

appropriate response.

4 - You will note that each of the answer has an

identification number. Please make sure that the same

identification number is present on each sheet. Its

only purpose is to identify the school and to identify

the answer sheets as belonging to the same person.

- Be sure to use one of the pencils provided. If none

should be available please be sure to use an "H-B" lead

pencil.

6 - Now take answer sheet #1. You will see a number 1 in

the upper right hand corner. The other two shuts are

numbered 2 and 3 respectively. You will note that each

item on the questionnaire is identified by four digits.

The first digit identifies the number of the answer

sheet. The next three digits identify the item number

on the answer sheet. For exaule item number 1-083
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4

would be responded to by marking your answer for item

83 on answer sheet #1.

If you change an answer please erase completely.

8 - Do not spend a great deal of timr on any question.

Your first reaction will generally be the best.

In each of the items a particular behaviour or situation

is described. For many of these items you will indicate

the relative frequency of Jccurfence by choosing from

among five possible responses ranging from Daily to

Never. You must think of your students this past year

and choose the response that comes closest to describing

what happened. fif, by chance, the item is not applicable

to your situation please answer by selecting'the "Never"

response.

Other items will simply be responded to by indicating yes or

no.
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SURE YOU ARP USING ANS ER CI

1-001 - In which DiviiUon do you teach

A - Primary

B - Junior

(If you arc a Primary '17( :cher black in A beside
numeral 1 on the answer sheet. If y yu are a
Junior Teacher black in the B).

1-002 - Your sex

A - Female

- Male

1-003 - Your age

A - 24 and below

B - 25-34 inclusive

C - 35-44 inclusive

D - 45-54 inclusive

E - 55 and over

1-004 - No. years taught (including this year)

A - one

B - 2-3

C - 4-7

D - 8-15

E More than 15 years

Because there are so many items we are not asking you to
complete all of them. Please answer the following items
which are checked below.

Item Nos 1-005 to 1-093 inclusive (see pages 6 -1

Item Nos 1-094 to 1-180 inclusive (see pages 14-21)

Item Nos 2-001 to 2-090 inclusive (see pages 22-28)

Item Nos 2-091 to 2-179 inclusive (see pages 29-35)

In addition please respond to -

Item Nos 3-001 to 3-040 inclusive (see pages 36-40)

IF YOU ARE A PRIMARY TEACHER OR

Item Nos 3-041 to 3-110 inclusive (see pages 41-46)

IF YOU ARE A JUNIOR TEACHER

20
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E SURF; YOt4J AR

- Please check pawl to doter ine if you to 1n-w
thenc LeM14,

- For erch itrem -1 I
from the follcrwinq resit t

A D ily Occurrence

D We

C - About - Never

selected

o Three Times
Year

ITEM NO.

1-005 The teacher a: kn open -ended questions that stimulate
a variety of responses.

1-006 The teacher intervenes as children play and ex
to give new wr. is and expressions,

1-007 Children rre provided with oppurtunitier to partic
pate in manipulative} experiences in the classroom,
starting with such activities as splashing, dripping
pouring at a water table and proceeding to where
they experiment with filter- water pro sure, etc.

1-008 Children handle, discuss and experiment with such
things as balloons, pendulums, magnetic compasses,
map-measurers thermometers and other resource
materials.

1-009 Children use all f their senses to discriminate,
compare and match as they experiment with different
materials.

1-010 With the Leacher guidance, children classify a
variety of concrete objects to find such relation-
ships as pattern, symmetry, order, size, number,
use and cause-effect.

Children use such materials as paint, crayons,
pencils, papers and scrap to extend their language
development.

nt

1-012 Children discuss their activities with other children.

1-013 Older children plen and organize leas before ex-
pressing them throegh oral or written anguage.

1-014 The children use dramatization to respond to stories.

1-015 Children are exposed to selected songs and nursery
rhymes to extend their language development.
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R Yt U ARE US

the
arch item on
owing respon

A - Daily Occurrence

- Weekly

C - About 10 Year Nov or

- Two to Three
Per Year

ITEM NO.

1-016 Selected and
discussion
experience.

1 my I
'oddtn

tt imulate
verb11

1-017 The children use curiosity centres and/or problem
tables.

018 Children nt ract wit=h pcopic he community,

1 -019 The teacher provides childrer with examples of
different forms of language; tor example, person I,
social, heuristic, imaginative, requlatorv.

1-020 Children practise using different registers of
lanquage appropriate to given ailuatins; (or
example, polite, formal, familiar.

1-021 The teacher asks questions that lead to ing
and purposeful dialogue; for example, eplain -ttiq,
guessing, discussing testing

1 -022 Children practise listening to a of sounds.

1-023 Children record a variety of natural, mecha-ical
animal and human sounds.

1-024 Children produce a sound story by placing their own
recorded sounds in sequence.

1-025 Children interpret and respond t sound stories
other children.

1-026 Children experiment with natural, man- rrrade and
musical sounds.

1-027 Older children produce their own sound stories, com
bining recorded sounds and th
with an imaginative script.

r own sound effects

1-028 Someone reads aloud to children from a variety of
books.
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H

BC NUM; Yo0 ARC USING AMMER SHCET

For 0ach item Oil thin pain, vhoone an 1114WOU selected

from the follow I ng rvnomtinn

A Daily Occurrence

Weekly

About; 10 Timn Per Year

NO.

D - Two to Three Times
Per Year

- Never

1-029 The teacher tells favourite stories to the children.

1-030 Reading aloud involves the children an participants
by character imitation, role-playing or direct
participating.

1-031 Reading aloud in followed by expressive activities
such an movement, drama, puppetry, painting and
music; playing with the rhythms of interesting words
and phration, and by dialogue.

1-032 Children interpret things they have 1 istenod to: for
example, speaker, story, newscast.

Children li-cn to oral directlons , messages And
reports.

The teacher demonstrates the attributes of a m;l
listener by -

1-034 listening more than talking in class

1-035 listening to herself or himself

1-036 - becoming sensitive to the differences in meaning
and feeling of children's responses

1-037 - accepting and working with the fact that children
normally understand better than they express
themselves orally

1-038 - finding out whether anything in the situation,
materials or manner of presentation has confused
a child

The teacher demonstrates the attributes of a model
listener by -

1-039 - using the child's own forms of oral expression
and expanding and improving them without criticism
that discourages Uv
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9

YOU A1Th UU1Nt M4W11 fl)fl:!T1

- For each item on thin page ehoone an a nwt --e

from the following renponmen

A - Daily Occurronco

- Weekly

C - About 10 Timon Por Year - Never

I) - Two to Throe
Per Year

ITEM NO.

The teacher demonntraton the attributes of a model
listener by -

1-040 - discussing with children alternative and better
ways of exprenning idoan and feelings

Children discuss such things an

1-041 - favourite program-1i

1-042 - television documeraarien, media ttrviewti, news
broadcast fl

1-043 Listening centren are used by the children.

1-044 Opportunities are provided for free, spontaneous
interchange among children in small or large groups.

1-045 Many interesting things are available to stimulate
discussion among children; for example, collections,
hamster, photography.

1-046 Children practise verbal reasoning, sequencing and
problem-solving skills by thinking aloud as they
discuss a question with another child.

1-047 Opportunities are provided to witness natural
phenomena such as baby chickens hatching

1-048 Children share the experiences of holidays and field
trips to gain practise at giving explanations,
descriptions and reports.

1-049 Discussions of current happenings, such as a last
minute goal in a hockey game, are held to encourage
the language of argument, persuasion, explanation
and emotion.
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- For each item on
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1
41

the f lowing renpol

A - Daily Occrence

U - Weekly

C About 10 Time

TT" Ntl,

The t

by -

1-050 - sharing

itiv

on 1 exper

answer

D - Two to Three T n

Per Year

Never

..on on zonal level

1-051 - sharing favourite collections, books poetry and
music=

1-052 - helpi
aturo by
expre- ic

10 ieel I o.ry, music and liter-
nq time to play with the word-

1 ideas presented

dialogue among children by1-053 The teacher enc ourag
lin ening, assessing, suggesting, probing, extending
ideas, pointing out relationships and communicating
person =al pleasu

1-054 Tape recorders fiirc> used
personal stories and poe
describing experiences,
for a dictating a r_
report or a sportscast.

1-055 The t
format
views

h things
ling stor
ng, givin
or givin

s rending
es,
directions
a news

ne is used in ways such as asking for in-
making appointments, conducting inter-

1-056 Older children translate their ideas from verbal to
visual forms of communication by taking photographs,
making movies or videotapes, putting together a
simple television program or making a set of slides.

1-057 Children produce a "book of
record candid descriptions o
interviewed.

lends" in which they
people whom they have

1-058 Children run a simulated radio station or newspaper
in which they feature items of current interest,
interviews, surveys and descriptions of personalities.
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t

A

4 - Wczt kly

C - About

ITEM NO

1-059 The mi

in developed through r(
drama a d puppetry.

ing voa
A Aile Acmae an 41

rrk

- Two io Thtee TImon
Y

in I r

nct, mime, movemet

1-060 Children or groups of children generate diverse oral
language experiences through ctivit es as
making puppets, preparing scripts nd nets, and pro-
ducnq sound and light offec

1-061 Extra practise in oral 1- ngua
i ld with sire turi

2 Extra practise in era
children who cor tinue

-x
have l nguag

The teacher assists children who a
as a second language by -

1-063 inking Iant
and pic ori,

age with
In forma

:n F

1-064 - offering namen and stigj_

1-065 - helping the children to
words and expressions

ended to o
difficult

rn nq Eng

ituations, gestures

minute and practise

1-066 - gaining the cooperation of English-speaking chil-
dren in using play and conversation to reinforce
language patterns and words in context

1-067 - trying to find out which features of the child's
first language hinders him or her in English

1-068 using the child interests In devising
appropriate materials

1-069 - using slides, filers, audio-tapes

1-070 simplifying and pacing the language to suit
needs of the learner
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DC SUM YOU Asir (JUN 6 ANgW144 011FET 411

- For each item on rhiti page choose on answer
from the following responses -

A - Daily Occurrence

- Weekly

C - About 10 Times For Year

V '

two to Throe 'Vision
Per Year

Never

TTFM. NO

1-071 Children rood for personal intureat and satinfaction.

1-072 Children develop some of their own reading material..

1-073 Children interpret things they have read.

1-0'14 Children road critically.

1-075 Children unto reading material in the environment;
for example, signs, labels, newspapers, magazines,
billboards, recipes, directions letterg, initials.

1-076 Children UtIO language qamc .s.

Children practise their reference skills b

1-077 - defining questions or problems in terms no that
answers can be found

1-078 - getting information through conversation, inter-
view and discussion

1-079 getting information about places and things through
observation, using a tape recorder, a camera, and
survey techniques

1-080 - getting information from graphic sources such
pictures, cartoons, diagrams, charts, maps, tables

1-081 - getting iniormation from audio-visual sources

1-082 using the school library and other libraries as
sources of information

1-083 - checking information for relevance, authenticity
and bias

1-084 - paraphrasing and summarizing pertinent information

1-085 - translating information into another form; for
example, a note into a picture
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- For pach i on this page eh000n an 40AWOr selected
from the following responses -

A - Daily Occurrence Two to Thtee iimea
I'vr Yea,'

h Weekly

C About 10 Times For Year ii -

ITEM NO.

Children exprosa t ho ir iersonal responses to
material by -

1-0116 talking ctb0IJt their r_bsouvations and feelings

1-037 recording their observAions and feelings

1-098 - expressing theirAntorpretationti ihrongh painting,
dramatization, modelzi, rnipr or dia,,fomn

Comprehonnion in atiF4euged by aAkinq the chi

1-009 - rithtl a 1qt' and do fine some of the words

1-090 - tell a ntory

1-091 - predict a story outcome

1-092 - relate reading to a report

1-093 review creative writing, drama or painting
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BE SURE YOU ARE USING ANSWER SHEET #1

Please check page 5 to determine if you are to answer
these items.

For each item on this page Choose,an answer selected
from:the following responses -

A - Daily Occurrence

B - Weekly

C - About 10 Times Per Year

D - Two to Three Times
Per Year

E - Never

ITEM NO.

1-094 The teacher reads to the children.

1-095 Children are given the opportunity and time to write.

1-096 Children's own experiences provide the base for
writing.

1-097 The emphasis in teaching writing is directed toward
individual and small groups rather than the class as
a unit.

1-098 The teacher helps the children develop standard forms
of grammar by working from their own Writing.

1-099 Phonic experiences and investigations of spelling
patterns. are made part of the reading program.

1-100 Spelling and word games are used.

1-101 The teacher uses the child's,own writing to develop
a knowledge'of correctpUnctuation.

1-102 Children discuss and share their writing with others.

1 -103 Children read aloud what they have written in order
to communicate stress, intonation and feeling.

1-104 individual and small group instruction-is utilized ,

to teach hand writing

1-105 Children develop printing and/or writing skillsby.
.copying materials appropriate to. their development
level.

1-106 Children participate in activities that require
mathematical language to describe qualities such as
size, shape, quantity.
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BE SURE YOU ARE USING ANSWER SHEET-

- For each item on this page choose an answer selected
from the following responses

A -_Daily Occurrence

B - Weekly

C - About 10 Times Per Year

ITEM NO.

D - Two to Three Times
Per Year

E - Never

1-107 Activities in mathematics are related to real
_experiences.

1-108 Children's own pictures and sketches are discussed
to discover contradictions or lack of accuracy.

1-109 A knowledge of number facts is, accomplished through
expetience gained from practical activities
involving measurement, use of money, time, etc.

1-110 Oral tests of number facts are given.

1-111. Children do calculations mentally, recording only
the answers needed in written solutions. to problems.

1-112 Group computation games are used by children.

-1-113 Individual computation games are used by children.

1114 Children organize numbers by groupings other than
ten.-,

In using a variety of bases children first work with
structural- material and then proceed to working with
less concrete material such as\an abacus or number
boaid.

1-116 When performing additions or subtractions that re'-
quire regrouping,materials such as structural
-apparatus, the spike abacus and diagrams Are used
to show relationship between the values assigned to
neighbouring columns.

1-117 Children's experience in the use of money is.used as
basis when teaching decimal notation.

N

1 -118 The child's understanding of number is achieved
through the mental organization of many experiences,
of that number. \

1-119 Addition and subtraction of the same numbers are
iseen as inverse operations.
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BE SURE YOU ARE USING ANSWER. SHEET #1

- For each item on this page choose an answer selected
from the following responses

A - Daily Occurrence,

B - Weekly

C - About 10 Times per Year E - Never

D - Two to Three Times
Per Year

ITEM NO.

1-120 Multiplication is seen as repeated addition of equal
groups.

1-121 DiviSion is seen as the inverse of multiplication.

1-122 The two types of division, partitive and quotitive,
are experienced in situations that involve sharing
(finding the size of each equal part) or grouping
(to find the number of equal parts).

1-123 Children are helped to find pattern's that give
structure to number; for example, "casting out nines"

1-124 The children discover and understand the distributive
and associative laws.

1-125 Children are assessed for need for practise.

1-126 Children develop the concept ofzmagnitude of measure
ment by matching and comparing sizes; for example, of
length, area, capacity ana volume.

1-127Children develop the Concept of arbitrary units; for
example, by making visual or body comparisons as a
unit of length.

1-128 Children use standard units to compare results and
to communicate results to others.

.1-129 Number lines based on selected units are constructed,
and then used in measurement problems. ,

To develop competence in measurement children -

1-130 - see and feel measurable quantities

1-131 - estimate-sizes of measurable quantities

1-132 - check the estimates of the measurable quantities

1133 Metric units of measure are used in the classroom.
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- For each item on this page choose an answer selected
from the following responses -

A Daily Occurrence

B - Weekly

C - About 10 Times Per Year

D - Two to Three Times
Per Year

D- Never

ITEM NO.

1-134 Children gain experience in abstracting plane figures
from solid objects by investigating ideas such as
convexity, interior and exterior, simple properties
of symmetry, number of line segments and the number
of regions, etc.

1-135 Children investigate line symmetry through paper-
folding activities or by examining images with
mirrors or semi-transparent plastics.

1-136 Children study congruent figures by the - sliding,
turning or flipping of a tracing of a figure to
produce new figures.

1-137 Children are made aware of geometric shapes.

1-138 Children play games such as battleship and tic-tac-
toe that locate position by means-of a pair of co-
ordinates.

1-138 Children illustrate simple algebraic relationships
by means of a graph.

1-140 Children investigate symmetry through the use of a
variety of materials; for example, parallel rules,
set squares, semi-transparent mirrors.

1-141 Children participate in creative drama activities.

1-142 Drama provides practise in organizing ideas by
giving children the opportunity to create stories
for group. improvisation.

1 -143 Children practise moving to sound through participa-
tion in movement activities in which each child
reacts individually and moves independently in his
or her own'space.

1144 Children practise moving to sound through small
group activities in which children share a common
space, influence each other's movements and
interact through movement.
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BE SURE yop ARE USING ANSWER SHEET #1

- For each item on this page choose an answer selected
from the following responses

A - Daily Occurrence D - Two to Three Times

B - Weekly Per Year

C - About 10 Times Per Year E Never

ITEM N.

1-145 Children practise moving in large groups or as a
class to strong simple rhythms.

1-146 Children become involved in speech activities such as
describing, defending, persuading, comforting, in-
structing, reporting, factually and communicating
emotions.

1-147 Children participate in story dramatization where they
improvise and play out their own stories.

1-148 Children play out familiar stories using their own
words and movements.

1-149 Some of the following are used by children as vehicles
to extend the interpretation of the printed word;
poems, situations, dialogue, action verse, songs,
plays, .skipping, games, nursery rhymes and direct
narration.

1-150 Children hear songs of other times and places as well
as of today.

1-151 Children have an opportunity to sing together in an
clasy, natural way.

1-152 Instruments such as cymbals, tone bars, glockenspiels;
tambourines, drums, autoharps, recorders, castanets,
are used.

1-153 Found (improvised) instruments such as brake drums,
bottles, pails, corn husks, are used in the classroom,

1-154 Recordings are used; for example, tapes, records.,

1-155 The focus for Physical Education is the child's bodi
movement as he or she explores and responds to the
environment.

1-156 Creative movement is combined with music, drama and
the visual arts to give expression'to children's
imagination and to contribute to learning.

3u
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BE SURE YOU ARE USING ANSWERSNEET #1

- For each item on this page choose an answer selected
from the following responses -

A - Daily Occurrence

B - Weekly

C - About 10 Times Per Year

ITEM NO.

1-157 Skills are developed from free play activities.

1-158 Children climb, swing, jump and roll to develop
and control of personal response.

1-159 Floor activities and apparatus work are used to
develop purposeful and imaginative action.

1-160 Games, equipment and group work are used to develop
body management.

Visual Arts -

1-161 - Children make models and sketches, evaluate and
compare familiar things.

D - Two to Three Times
Per Year

- Never

162 - Each child has access to the materials and the
medium that Le prr.:fers to use.

1 -163 - Children develop, personal techniques that enable
them to improve their personal expression and
extend their sense of control and response to
materials.,

1-164 - Children meet artists from local and distant
communities.

1-165 - Children compare the design and function of tools
and processes used in art and industry.

Environmental Studies -

1-166 - The teacher uses the world with which the child is
familiar as a basis for the development of values,
attitudes, concepts and skills.

1-167 - Children investigate the' environment to stimulate
other aspects of learning.
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- For each item on this page choose an answer selected
from the following responses -

A - Daily Occurrence D - Two to Three Times

B - Weekly
Per Year

C - About 10 Times Per Year E - Never

ITEM NO.

Environmental Studi

Children perceive, understand and evaluate
relationships within the environment:

1-168 - relationships among people; for example, social
groups and communities, customs and institutions

1-169 - relationships among things, both natural and
man-made; for example, relationships between
weather and erosion

1-170 - relationships between people and things; for
example, between the quality of life and the
automobile

71 - relationships between themselves and the
environment

1-172 - Learning paths of a class branch out in different
directions and children are allowed to follow
their own interests.

1-173 - The teacher picks up clues to the children's
interests and needs as they freely explore their
environment.

1-174 - Children are allowed time for exploration.

1-175 - Children handle materials freely.

1-176 - The teacher utilizes questions to reflect and re-
consider hasty conclusions.

1-177 Children report in a variety of ways.

1-178 Children choose the means of reporting to reflect
the audience to whom they are directing their
report.
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- For each item on this page choose an answer lected
-,from the following responses -

A - Daily Occurrence

B - Weekly

C - About 10 Times Per Year E - Never

D = Two to Three Times
Per Year

ITEM NO.

1-179 Children choose the means of recording to discover
the most effective methods of presenting information.

1-180 Children participate in small group activities.
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BE SURE YOU ARE USING ANSWER SHEET 12

- Please check page 5 to determine if you are tc answer
these items.

For each item on this page choose an answer selected
from the following responses -

A - Daily Occurrence D - Two to Three Times

B Weekly

C - About 10 Times Per Year E - Never

Per Year

ITEM NO.

Environmental Studies -

2-001 - Children contribute to class projects.

2-002 - Children take responsibility for particular tasks.

2-003 - Children organize and plan with others.

2-004 - Children listen to others.

2-005 - Children discuss and compare experiences and ideas.

Children develop gross motor skills by -

2-006 - running

2-007 - jumping

2-008 - wiggling

2-009 - sliding

2-010 slipping through or over obstacles encountered in
out-of -class activities,

Children develop fine motor skills

2-011 - painting

2-012 - cutting

2-013 - writing

2-014 The teacher initiates class discussion related to
health learning topics by utilizing current happen in
in the lives of the children.
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BE SURE YOU ARE USING ANSWER SHEET 12

- For each item on this page choose an answer lected
from the following responses -

A - Daily Occurrence

Weekly

C - About 10 Times Per Yea

ITEM NO.

Environmental Studies

0 - Two to Three Times
per Year

E Never

2-015 The teacher extends discussion into relating learning
experiences.

2-016 The teacher develops learning experiences that cross
subject lines; for example, the clncept of change.

2017 The teacher encourages further investigation by
students on topics of student interest.

2 -018 A variety of resources is available such as natural
resources (stones and chestnuts!, photographs,
letters and books, tapes of sounds, recording and
interviews, pictures and slides of materials.

2 0 9 Children have access to a variety of equipment and
materials; for example, magnifying glasses, small
nicroscope, safe sources of heat and electricity,
metric measuring rods and tapes.

2-020 Children use ready-made science and ecology k
a source of ideas.

2-021 Children contribute materials to the problem table.

2-022 Children and teacher contribute jointly to the
bulletin boards.

2-023 Assignment cards are produced by children.

2-024 Assignment cards require the children to do
thing; for example, organize investigations,
and test.

MO

ue
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OE SURE YOU ARE USING MNSWHR SHEET

For each item indicate whether it was done or not
this past year by choosing from the two choices -

ITEM NO.

2-025 A var
creat

A - YES B - NO

sty f activity centre i provided for
ve expression.

2-026 The classroom has centres hat include such materials
as sand, clay, paint, water and toys to stimulate
language usage.

24-027 The classroom contains display boards with constant
renewed materials.

2-028 Materials at curiosity centres and /or problem
are renewed constantly.

Children use listening centres to -

2-029 - listen for enjoyment

2-030 - get information

2-031 - practise language skills

2-032 The listening centres are equipped so that they may
be used by individual children and small groups.

2-033 Special programs are in effect for children with
limited competence in spoken English.

2-034 Children read various kinds and levels of materials;
for example, stories, verses, directives, assign-
ments, reference books.

2-035 Children are exposed to a variety of good literature;
for example, modern classics, folk tales, myths,
legends.

2-036 Children read a variety of quality books that are
geared to their interests and maturity.

Which of these do you do?

2-037 match children's real experiences with oral and
printed language

2-038 - draw on children's language experiences, vocabulary
and sentence structure in providing reading
experiences
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YOU USING ANSWER EET 12

- For each item indicate whether it was done or not
this past year by choosing from the two choices -

A - YES

ITEM NO.

Which of these do you do,

B - NO

2-039 - use children's own responses create reading
experiences and materials

2-040 relate reading to real life situations that
demonstrate how much we depend on our ability to
read

2-041 - move the child on to books that are not primer

2-042 - make use of structural clues in reading materials
by using experiences or materials so that the
child can contrast and change word orders and
patterns

2-043 - adopt a rational phonic system in dealing with
early code-breaking aspects using English spelling
patterns

2-044 - use brief intensive practise periods, games and
activities to reinforce particular aspects of
reading which have already been approached
actively

2-045 - use nursery rhymes and songs for early readJng and
for supplementary material

2-046 - use the children's own stories, vocabulary and
structure for readin'j in the early stages

2-047 - provide a flexible response that can accommodate
the individual needs of children at different
stages of reading

2-048 - use the child's capacities and needs for dis-
criminating !Ind classifying

Children use language games in the following ways -

2-049 - grouping words with similar patterns

2-050 - grouping letter symbols or spellinq patterns

2 -051 - making new sentences by altering order or by
using new words
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SURE YOU ARE USING ANSWERSNEET 12

- For each item indicate whether it was done or not
this .past year by choosing from the two choices -

A - YES B - NO

ITEM NO.

Childrea use language ih Lhe Coliowinn ways

2-052 - making new words by altering order or substituting
letters

2-053 - playing stepping stones from one word to another
by changing one letter at a time

2-054 - associating letters with sounds and objects

2-055 The teacher provides collections of books in the
classroom geared to the needs of children at
different stages of development.

Personal writing is expressed through

2-056 - a personal letter or note

2-057 - an, imaginative or fanciful story

2-058 poem

2-059 series of f mpressions

2-060 a description of an experience

2-061 Children develop personal spelling lists.

2-062 Children classify words from their personal lists
according to common patterns or rules.

2-063 Children collect and store their writing in a
personal folder.

2-064 Children return to their personal writing folder to
correct spelling and punctuation.

2 065 A writing or printing model is provided for
individuaL children to keep on their writing surface,

2-066 Mathematical and language activities are integrated
in the program: for example, discussing possible
sizes and ways to build a rink.
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HE SURE YOU ARE USING ANSWER SHEET #2

- For each item indicate whether it was done or not
this past year by choosing from the two choices -

A - YES

ITEM Nix,

2-067 Some children are en r uraqe
that organize number facts.

- No

2-04,6 Some children have addition and multiplication tables
available for ready use.

Children are a s ed for -

2 -069 - readiness to memorize number facts

2-070 readiness to attempt written calculations

To facilita,:2 one of retric units children -

2-071 E estimat: «n retric units

2-072 measure metric units

2-073 - solve pre b, in metric units

Children have a variety of experiences in abstracting
plane figures from solid objects by investigating
ideas such as

2-074 - convexity

2 -075 interior and exterior

2-076 - relation between the number of vertices of a f ure
and the number of interse than f4 of t rc ; iincs
joining those vertices

2 -077 - the number of line segments and the number o
regions

2 -078 simple properties of synsymmetry

2-079 The concept of similar
threedimensional mode
dimensional drawings.

iqure
and

2 -080 Drama in UtiliZed dB 4 iearninq
it with the learninq cess an
aubjeuta.

introduced with
in
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BE SURE YOU ARE USING ANSWER SHEET #2

- For each item indicate whether was done or not
this past year by choosing from the two choices -

A - YES - NO

ITEM NO.

2-081 Children associate drama with learning in the
classroom setting.

2-082 Children are stimulated in movement activities by a
variety of roles, ideas and emotions.

The following methods of classroom drama are used -

2-083 - choral dramatization

2-084 group oral reading

2-085 - circle theatre

2-086 - playmaking (without an audience)

2-087 - vocal jazz

2-088 - puppetry

2-089 Children have time to calm down at the end of each
dramatic experience through such activities as dis-
cussion, listening to music, or expressing some
part .of the experience in clay, paint, fabric or.

words.

2-090 Drama activities are cumulative in nature; they
build on previous activities.

31q
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BE SURE YOU-ARE USING ANSWER SHEET # 2

- Please check page 5 to determine if you are to answer
these .items.

- For each item indicate whether it was done or not
this past year by choosing from the two choices -

A - YES

ITEM NO.

- NO

2-091 Drama activities allow children to create for them-
selves rather than cause them to imitate the
teacher'S\ideas.

2-092 The focus ihmus c is on singing, cresting, playing,
discovering and listening.

Children's creative reSponses to listening and dis-
covering are fostered by

2-093 - encouraging children to move freely in response to
music

2-094 inviting professional musicians to perform at the
' school, demonstrate various instruments and
\discuss their music with the children

2-095 - asking the children to respond to voices and
instruments by identifying them as light or heavy,
sad or gay, blue or red

2-096 - setting-up a sound interest centre where children
can exhibit, share and explore interesting sound
materials

2-097 - carrying out sound inventories of apaces; for
example, hall, room, home, any place visited on
field trips

2-098 - inviting students from neighbouring secondary
schools to share their music

2-099 - inventing sound games that allow and encourage
children to explore the sound potential 6E :an
object or the use of sound to give signals

2-100 - letting thechildren experiment to find out how,
many sounds they can make with an object

2-101 - setting up situations where children can classify
sounds in different ways
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BE SURE YOU ARE USING ANSWER SHE T #2

- For each item indicate whether it was done or not
this past year by choosing from the two choices -

ITEM

A - YES B - NO

Experimentation in creative music activities is
encouraged by -

2-102 - inventing sound conversations between different
objects

2-103 - drawing pictures of sounds and sharing the pictures-

2-104 - making charts (graphs or scores) of the children's
own compositions or of short compositions they have
heard, exchanging charts and performing each
other's charts

2-105 - making up a tune for a given poem, using two notes,
then three notes, then four notes

2 -106 - carrying out normal conversation through simple
invented tunes

2-107 - playing singing games, inventing singing games with
the class

e integration of Physical Education with other
eas is fostered by utilizing such sources as

2-108 -,,the---seasons, the elements and other natural
"phenomena

2-109 - obse vation of such movements as flying, soaring
and beeling

2-110 - textu s and shapes in natural materials and
scuipU:

2-111 - costumes, songs and dances of different cultures

2-112 sounds of trains, of water and of bells

2-113 - body sounds - clapping, slapping, breathing,
stamping, shouting

2-114 - percussion instruments, home-made or manufactured.

2-115 - recorded music

31E;
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SURE YOU ARE USING ANSWER SHEET

- For each item indicate whether it was done or not
this past year by choosing from the two choices -

A - YES B - NO

ITEM NO.

2-116 Rather than concentrating on a few skills a wide
-range of activitiel such as gymnastics, games,
swimming, dance andX17ma with ample time for
practise, repetition, modification, consolidation
and application is provided.

Movement activities in Physical Education are used
develop -

2-117 - body awareness; that is, body parts involved in
movement

2-118 - body awareness, basic body actions such as skipping,
spinning, running, balancing, bending

2-119 - space awareness; that is, personal-space, general
space, levels, pathways, directions

2-120 - quality awareness; that is, weight, time space and
flow

2-121 - relationships; that is, balls, targets, lops,
benches, mats

Visual Arts'-

2-122 Contemporary art media is available.

2-123 ,- Traditional art media is available.

2-124 - Activities are provided involving a variety of
materials.

27-12 Each child is encouraged to arrange his.or her own
displays.

2-126 - The original works of profesSionals are displayed
and discussed.

2-127 - The stimulus for expression springs from various
. areas of the program.

2-12 - The focus is on th process of Creating form ou
of materials .and. cc nmunica.ting, rather than on the
products of. creatio
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YOU ARE USING ANSWER SHEET $2

For each item indicate whether it was done or not
this past year by choosing from the two choices -

A - YES F3 - NO

ITEM NO.

Visual Art

2-129 - Children are encouraged to examine and explore what
they consider important in their own work through
discussion of interesting themes, materials and
finished works.

2-130 Children develop an art vocabulary so that they can
use such words as texture, balance and rhythm.

2131 - The decision t- display art work is left to the
child.

Environmental Studies -

2-132 - The teacher creates situations and constructs
devices that stimulate purposeful first-hand
`investigation.

2-133 - Each child is encouraged to impose order and fo
on acquired disparate information.

2-134 - The teacher makes a variety of resources accessible.

2-1'35 - Children make mistakes without penalty.

'2-136 Explanations are given only when appropriate.

2-137 - Instructions-are given only when a7ropriate

2-138 - Children produce individual variations in observa-
tion and response

Children report in a variety of ways -

1 -

2-139- - orally

2-140 - written

2-141 7 visually

2-142 - graphically
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- For each item indica
this past year by choosing

A - YES

whether it was done or not
om the two choices -

13 - NO

ITEM NO.

Reporting skills are related to field work through -

2-143 - drawing

2-144 - sketching

2-145 - testing

2-146 - counting

2-147 graphing

2-148 photographing

2-149 - making rubbings or casts

Environmental Studies

2 -15© - Children realize that their contributions are
appreciated and needed.

2-151 - Children learn to recognize and utilize the views
of others.

2-152 Children discuss different perspectives to see
the validity of alternative points of view.

2-153 - Children develop and use the social skill of co-
operation.

2-154 Children learn the processes of life; for example,
similarities and differences in the development of
plants, animals, fish, birds and man.

2 -155 Children learn the major parts of the body and their
relationships.

27156 Children learn the necessity of good nutrition.

2-157 Children learn the use, misuse and abuse of ability
and mood modifiers; for example, pain-relieving
drugs, tobacco, inhalants, alcohol.
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- For each Item indicate whether
this past year by choosing from

A - YES

ITEM NO

Environmental Studies

was done car nut
we choices -

B - NO

2-158 Children .earn the effect of the environmental
conditions on growth and development; for example,
clean air, unpolluted water.

2-159 Children learn such concepts as interdependence and
basic needs.

2-160 Studies follow the child's individual level of
underst anding.

2-161 Studies proceed from the known to the unknown.

2-162 Out-of-classroom activities are a natural extension
of classroom activity.

In preparing for an out-of-class activity the
children are provided with -

2-163 - background in ormaton

2-164 - inventory questions

2-165 - map of the route

2 -166 - a variety of tools for recording

2-167 Out -of- classroom experiences accommodate unexpected
and unforeseen events.

2 -168 To facilitate area studies, one special area outside
the classroom is selected for repeated visits
throughout the school year.

2-169 A problem.table is set up in the classroom to
stimulate discussion and investigation.

2-170 Activities in the problem table are graded in
difficulty.

2-171 Bulletin boards are used for display; for example,
pictures, photographs, clippings.
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B SpREYO ARE USING ANSWER SEET 02

- Per each item indicate whether it wan done or not
this past year by choosing from c.he two choices -

A - YES - NO

ITEM NO

2-172 The bulletin board and problem table iirporale
suggest Ions for further renearch.

2-173 Bulletin boards and problem tables are working areas.

2-174 Assignment cards are employed as a teaching strategy.

2-175 Assignment car are used by small group.

2-176 A3signmr!nt cards require the children to record the
result of their investigation.

2-177 As;gnw.i nt cards vary in degree of difficulty.

2-178 Asignment cards suggest open-ended activities.

2-179 Assignment cards include a variety of activities for
differezit children's learning styles.
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- Those items
you tea ch at the Jun

- For each item i)
thin pant year by chooni

YES

ITEM NO.

3-001 Young children o
practise speak in

3-002 Childr n arts pill
to inter

3-003 Child use pu
encos slot (!:;,

r Primary 1 teacher only.
ovel go try ito team -041 on page 41.

(.ate whet it

f
the two

done or n t
Cti

E in a var.-itvariety of ways to

VOS

dramatize personal experi-
m fa plays.

an oxten
other.

Children diaqt for reading r.adin

3-004 - by a in (.1

3-005 - by the teacher

inusn test

on observation

3-006 In learning to rear children are allowed to make
errors in Tlessih, new words.

Children use and their word knowledge by -

3-007 - building new s enco i atterns

3-008 - grouping we in familiar or rhyming sets

3-009 - seeing little words in larger words

3-010 - making new words by adding prefixes and suffixes

3-011 - collecting and ouping words in alphabetical
order or in categories

3-012 Children's pertms, :stories and books are edited,
typed and featured in a library or resource centre.

3 013 Children collect words, phrases, idioms and
expressions from their own experiences, discussions
and reading.

3-014 Much of the writing activity consists of making
booklets containing stories , news, verse, accounts
of visits and experiments and other personal writings.
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- For each item indict
this past year by chooninq

A - YES

ITEM NO.

3-015 The emphasis in the
of expression rather
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SRI* T

3-016 Adults act as t criben
of small children.

whether i t. wan done or not
m he two choices

- NO

imary Division is on quality
hen neatness and correctness.

t. record ideas and thoughts

3-017 The captions recorded by Iho
printing model.

used An 4

3 -018 Writing or printinj material:; Fare available in a
variety of media; for example, felt pens, crayons,
newsprint.

3-019 Children are given only a single base line to g de
their printing rather than being forced to prin
between two lines.

3-020 Children are not pressured for precise form and
accuracy of handwriting.

3-021 A class news book is used in the Primary Division to
record events of current interest to the children;
for example, the arrival of a new baby, a trip to
another town.

Children use a variety of materials 0 extend their
understanding of mathematics -.

3-022 - sand and water to explore aspects of pouring,
comparing, classifying, putting in order of size,
counting and estimating

3 -023 - structural materials such as rods, blocks and
interlocking cubes to introduce basic ideas of
counting, measuring, classification and number
bases

3-024 - blocks, boxes, loops, glue, string, tape, hammer
and nails to make things

3-025 Children in the Primary Division use measuring
activities that lead to the use of metric units in
length, area, volume and mass.
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- For each item indicate whether it wan done or not
thin pant year by choosinq rrom the two choicon

A - YES U - NO

ITEM No

3-026 Early experiences with fractions emphasize
equivalence through a variety of activitien.

3-027 A play corner containinq 1;tiitable propo such an a
simple red cape, toys, hots, is available to permit
HOC ial play and interaction.

3-028 small portable plattorms are avallablv to allow
children to work with vertical space.
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A - ()idly current

b Weekly

C hbout 10 Timm; P.,r year

ITEM NO

3-029 Pupietn by ehlt(

In learn nq to read

clloomo an releCted

I) - Two to Three TiM06
Per Year

Vt,

dren provided with vanual and
'muli ttU -ugh VOA1 e3xper iencen is eh hooks,
mn, f i. m trin, xecord s musi sonqa and
try

3-Oil - children7re given the opportunity to respond to
things that interest them and express their ideas
in writing, drawing, painting, modelling, move-
ment and dance

2 Children express their ideas in forms other than
writing; for example, art, clir.cussion, construction,
drama, movement and sound.

3-033 The children's words and phrases are recorded on a
group or individual basis.

3-034 Specific activities such as drawin
modelling to develop fine sensori
used.

painting,
or skills are

3-035 Individual children record a vents of current
interest in a news book.

3-036 Children develop the concept of magnitude of measure-
ment by experiencing activities involving the concept
of whole and part.

3-037 Children become aware of the properties of solids by
handling and observing a variety of objects.

3-038 Children classify solid objects to become aware of
such terms as cone, cylinder, sphere, cube, prism,
pyramid.
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OR SURE you ARE USING ANSWER SHEET SI

- For item 3-019 on thin pato) vhoono or selected
from the following responsen

A - Daily Occurrence

U - Wookly

C About 10 mon Per Yoar

to Throe Timon
-ur Year

C - Novor

ITEM NO

3-039 Toys and drob-op matOriA10 aro used by children.

3-040 At which of the f0110,wieg grade iovels do you teach?

Kiedor9ario-

B Grad 1

C - Grade 2

O - Grade 3

E - Grade 4
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ThotAe items ore for Junior level toaohets wily. I

you teach at the Primary lioVOI yoli need Wit proceed further.

- 1k)!- each item indicate whetheg it WaN done n not
this past year by choosing from the t.wo choicon

ITEM NO.

h

3-041 Childro .,eek information through conversations,
interviews and discussions with other people.

3-042 Children observe the 1anelon40 of othorn by attendin-
sucheventn as community committee meetings mod court.
hearings.

Different %bl11 and inevrent in reading and
language development are accommodated by -

3-043 grouping according to Inttrent

3-044 grouping according to ability

3-045 making group membership flexible

3-046 - meting with grova 4t various, tmeS Of the clay

3-047 - relating group activities and materials to
individual needs

3-4 Pro4,:am skill-builders and basal readers arc used as
one method to supplement active teaching so that the
child may develop a variety of technique and interest.

3-049 High interest books are available.

The school library resource centre includes

3-050 an index of community resources

3-051 - an inter-library loan system linking the resource
centre with other information services

3-052 Reading includes a wide range of materials; for
example, newspapers, magazines, directiol, for
models, recipes, instruction, sports, manuals,
cartoons.

3-053 Children are given
materials.

ead a wide selection of
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BE SURE YOU ARE USING ANSWER SHEET#3

- For each item indicate whether it was done or not
this past year by choosing-from the two choices -

A YES B - NO

ITEM NO.

3054 Children study our heritage and poetry to gain
sensitivity and precision of expression.

3-055 Children use books and collectiont of poetry to help
them develop imaginative forms of expression.

3-056 Children have practise in writing about expeiences
that are real and relevant to them.

3-057 Children return to thei- writing later when their
perception has matured.

Children write--

3-058 - records of facts such as distances, directions,
addresses and telephone numbers

3=059 - short reports of study activities ,{with each child
contributing at his or her particular level) .

3-060 - summaries of information.gathered on a field trip
or from a filmstrip or book

3-061 - outlines of main ideas for an oral presentation
to the class

3-062 sequential instructions for specific operations
such as baking a cake, building a model, or con-
ducting a science experiment

3-063 - news items or scripts for a radio broadcast, a
slide presentation, or a dramatization

3-064 - descriptions of interesting trips or experiments

3-065 - a diary or log book recording the development of
a particular unit of study or project

3-066 Children in the Junior Division use number lines
with two scales. to illustrate the relationship
between fractions and their decimal equivalents.
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BE SURE YOU ARE USING ANSWER SHEET #3

- For each item indicate whether it was done or not
this past yearloy choosing from the two choices -

A - YE 8 - NO

ITEM NO.

Activities and experiences with graphs and maps
progress -

3-067 from early block graphs to straight-line relation-
ships

3-068 - to patterns of relationships between areas of
squares or volumes of cubes and length of edges

3-069 Children use simple algebraic notations for number
relationships.

3-070 Children develop ways of representing geometric
ideas such as angles, parallels and perpendiculous.

3-071 Children are introduced to the idea of relating the
measurement of an angle to a rotation.

As the child seeks to find information from
secondary sources, related skills need to be
developed. To accomplish this, children -

-072 - interpret pictures, charts and texts

3073 - check information for accuracy and reliability

3-074 - examine conflicting evidence

3-075 - draw reasonable conclusions
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BESUREYOU ARE USING ANSWER SHEET #3

- For each item on this page choose an answer selected
from the following responses

A - Daily Occurrence D - Two to-Three Times

Weekly
Per 'Year

B

C - About 10 Times Per Year E Never

ITEM NO.

3-076 Different abilities and interests in reading and
language, development are accommodated by having
children assume responsibility for helping one
another.

Interest in new words is generated through -

3-077 - discussion

3-078 - investigation of the origin of words

3-079 - recognition of the variety of context and stylistic
clues that the author uses to .help the reader get
the meaning

3-080 - use of the dictionary

3-081 The school library resource centre is used
generate personal inquiries and questions.

Children use literature in which they examine

3-082 beginnings of conflict in character

3-083 - conflicts in ideas and values

3-084 - emotional and ethical problems

Children use factual prose to -

3-085 - infer

3-086 - go beyond the statements

3-087 -- to predict results

3-088, - to evaluate\

3-089 Children assess writing in terms of function and
literary value during discussion with peers and
adults.
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BE SURE YOU ARE USING ANSWER SHEET #3

- For each item on this-page choose an answer selected
from the following responses -

A - Daily Occurrence

B - Weekly

C - About 10 Times per Year

ITEM NO

D - Two to Three Times
Per Year

E - Never

3-090 Children are free to read without continual checks
and formal testing of comprehension and vocabulary.

3-091 Children write stories and verse and produce book-
lets dealing with their activities and investigations.

3 -092 Older children are stimulated to search for words,
phrases and expressions by visits and discussions
with artists, poets, and authors.

3-093 Children discuss their writing with other children
and With the teacher.

Children write -

3-094 - booklets of various kinds containing stories, news
reports and accounts of visits and experiments

3-095 - letters of permission and information and personal
letters to friends and pen pals

Children undertake comparative and experimental
investigations of their own language by -

3-096 - listing words

3-097, - experimenting with word order

3-098 - comparing kinds of words that are used together

3-099 - studying the ways in which. changes in sentences
and word structure change meaning

3-100 Children in the Junior Division use maps and graphs
as major forms of recording and representing
information.

3-101 Children in the Junior Division practise measurement
skills through the use of protractors, simple
clinometers, magnetic compasses and other surveying
instruments.
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BE SU #E YOU ARE USING ANSWER SHEET #3

For each item on this page choose an er selected
from the following responses

A - Daily Occurrence

B Weekly .

C - About 10 Times Per Year E - Never

D - Two to Three Times
Per Year

ITEM NO.

3-102 Children experiment with composite numbers, square
numbers and primes.

3-103 Children are helped to look at design features in
familiar things around them: toys, classroom
furniture, packages, clothes, landscaping.

3-104 Children use secondary sources such as reference
materials.

3-105 Children formulate questions and plan specific
investigations.

3-106 When gathering information, children receive
guidance in preparing lists of facts and topics and
in comparing sources.

3-107 Children select a main point in a paragraph,.explain
it orally and re-write the information in their own
words.

3-106 Children translate summaries of information into
their own language formats.

3-109 When participating in investigations children list
facts, measurements and observations for later use
in reporting.

3-110 At which of the following grade levels do you teach?

- A - Grade 4

B - Grade 5.

C - Grade 6

D - Multilevel



APPENDIX B

CURRICULUM CHANGE INDICATOR BASED ON CONTENT
FOUND IN EDUCATION IN THE PRIMARY AND

JUNIOR DIVISIONS (EPJD)
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CURRICULUM CHANGE INDICATOR

COMMUNICATION

GENERAL

1. The teacher intervenes as ,

children play and experimedt
to give new words and expres-
sions.

2. Children are provided/with
opportunities to participate
in manipulative expeiienbes in
the classroom, starting with
such activities as splashing,
dripping,pouring at a water
table and proceeding to where
they experiment with filters,
water pressure, etc.

Children handle, discuss and
experiment with such things as
balloohs, pendulums, magnetic
compasses, map-measures,
thermometers and other
resource materials.

4. Children use all of their
senses to discriminate, comp
and match as they experiment
with different materials.

5. With the teacher's guidance
children classify a variety o
concrete objects to find such
relationships as pattern,
Symmetry, order, size, number
use and cause-effect.

6. The children use dramatization
to respond to stories.
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7. Children are exposed to
selected songs and nursery
rhymes to extend their
language development.

8. Selected audio-visual media are
used to stimulate discussion
and to broaden children's
verbal experience.

9. The children use curiosity
centres and/or problem tables.

10. The materials at curiosity
centres and/or problem tables
are renewed.

11. For creative expression
children use a variety of
activity centres that include
materials such as sand, clay,
paint and water.

The materials on classroom
display boards are renewed.

13. Children interact with people
from the community.

14. The teacher provides children
with examples of different
forms of langUage, for example,
personal, social, heuristic,"
imaginative, regulatory.

15..Children practise using
different registers of language
appropriate to giVen situations,
for example, polite' formal,
familiar.
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16. The teacher asks questions that
lead to continuing and purpose-
ful dialogue, for example,
explaining, guessing, discussing
testing.

17. Children practise listening to
a variety of sounds.

18. Children record a variety of
natural, mechanical, animal and
human sounds.

19. Children produce a sound story
by placing their own recorded
sounds in sequence.

20. Children interpret and respond
to sound stories of other
children.

21. Children experiment with
natural, man-made and musical
sounds.

22. Older children produce their
own sound stories, combining
recorded sounds and their own
sound effects with an
imaginative script.

The teacher tells favourite
stories to the children.

24, Reading aloud involves the
children as participants by
character imitation, role-
playing or direct participating.
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25. Reading aloud is followed by
expressive activities such as
movement, drama, puppetry,
painting and music; playing wit
the rhythms of interesting word
and phrases, and by dialogue.

26. Children interpret. things they
have listened to, for example,
speaker, story, newscast.

Children discuss such things as

27. - favourite programs

28. - television documentaries,
media interviews, news
broadcasts

Children use listening centres
to

29. - listen for enjoyment

30. get information

31. practice language skills

The listening centres are used
by

32. individual children

33. - small groups

34. Opportunities are provided for
free, spontaneous interchange
among children in small or
large groups.
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35. Many interesting things ale
available to stimulate dis-
cussion among children, for
example, collections,
photographs.

36. Children practise verbal
reasoning, sequencing and
problem-solving skills by
thinking aloud as they discuss
a muestion with another child.

37. are provided to
witness natural phenomena such
as baby ducks hatching.

38. Children share the experiences
of holidays and field trips to
gain practice at giving
explanations, descriptions and
reports.

39. Discussions of current
happenings, such' as a last
minute goal in a hockey game,
are held to encourage the
language of argument persuasion
explanation.

The teacher invites communica-
tion on a personal level by

40. - sharing personal experiences
with the children

41. sharing favourite collections
books, poetry and music
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42.- helping children to feel
poetry, music and literature
by taking Limo to play with
the words, expressions and
ideas presented

A3. Tape recorders are used for
such things as reading personal
stories and poems, telling
stories, describing experiences
reporting, giving directions
for a game, dictating a recipe,
or giving a news report or a
sportscast.

44. The telephone is used in ways
such as asking for information,
making appointments, conducting
interviews.

Older children translate their
ideas from verbal to visual
forms of communication by
taking photographs, making
movies or videotapes, putting
together a simple television
program or making a set of
slides.

46. Children produce a "book of
friends" in which they record
candid descriptions of people
whom they have interviewed.

47. Children run a simulated radio
station,or newspaper in which

, they feature items of current
interest' interviews, surveys
And descriptions of person-
alities.
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4g. The importance of the spoken
word in human relations is
developed through role-playing,
mime, movement, drama and
poetry.

49. Children or groups of children
generate diverse oral language
experiences through such
activities as making puppets,
preparing scripts and bets, and
producing sound and light
effects.

50. Extra practice in oral language
is provided for children with
speech iminaturities.

51. Extra practice in oral language
is extended to older children
who continue to have language
difficulties.

The teacher assists children who
are learning English as a second
language by

52. - linking language with concr
situations, gestures, and
pictorial information

3. offering names and suggestion

54. - helping the children to dis-
criminate and practise words
and expressions
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55. - gaining the cooperation of
English-speaking children in
using play and conversation
to reinforce language patter
and words in context

56. trying to find out which
features of the child's first
language hinders him or her
in En lish

57. - using the child's interests
in devising appropriate
materials

58. - using slides, films, audio-
tapes

- simplifying and pacing th
language to suit the needs o
the learner

60. Children develop some of their
own reading material.

Children interpret things they
have read.

62. Children read critically.

63. Children use reading material
in the environment, for example
signs, labels, newspapers,
magazines, bill-boards, recipes
directions, letters, initials.

64. Children use language games.
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Children practise their
reference skills by

65. - defining questions or pro-
blems in terms so that
answers can be found

66. - getting information through
conversation interview and
discussion

67. - getting information about
places and.things through
observation, using a tape
recorder, a camera, and
survey '_echniques

68. - getting information from
graphic sources, such as
pictures,. cartoons, diagrams,
charts; maps, tables

69. - getting information from
audio-visual-sources

70. - using the school library and
other libraries as sources of
information

71. - checking information for
relevance, authenticity
and bias

72. - paraphrasing and summarizing
pertinent information

73. - translating information into
another form, for example, a
note into a picture
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Children express their personal
responses to written material
by

74.'-'talking about their observa-
tions and feelings

75. - recording their observations
and feelings

76. - expreesing their interpreta-
tions through painting,
dramatization, models, maps
or diagrams

Comprehension is assessed by
asking the children to

77. - read a page and define some
of the words

78. - tell a story

79. - predict a story outcome

80. - relate reading to a report

81. - review creative writing,
drama or painting

82. Children are given the
opportunity and time to write.

83. Children's own experiences
provide the base for writing.

84. The emphasis in creative writing
is directed toward individual
and small group6 rather than
the class as a unit.
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85. The teacher helps the children
develop standard forms of
grammar by working from the
own Writing.

Investigations of spelling
patterns are made part of the
reading program.

87. Phonic experiences are made
part of the reading program.

88. The teacher uses the child's own
writing to develop a knowledge
of correct punctuation.

89. Children discuss and share their
writing with others.

90. Children read aloud what they
have written in order to
communicate stress, intonation
and feeling.

91. Individual and small group in-
struction is utilized to teach
hand writing.

92. Personal writing such as
personal letters, imaginative
stories, poems, descriptions of
impressions and experiences,
etc. is a part of the program.

93. Children develop personal
spelling lists.

94. Children classify words from
their personal lists according
to common patterns or rules.
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95. Children collect ind store
their writing in a personal
folder.

9 Children return to their
personal writing folder to
correct spelling and punctua-
tion.

97. A writing or printing model is
available for individual
children to keep on their_
writing surface,

98. Children participate in
activities that require
mathematical language to
describe qualities such as
size, shape, quantity.

Activities in mathematics are
related to real experiences.

100. Children's own pictures and
sketches are discussed to dis-
cover contradictions or lack of
accuracy.

101. A knowledge of number facts is
accomplished through experience
gained from practical activ-
ities involving measurement,
use of money, time, etc.

102. Oral tests of number facts are
given.

103. Children do calculations
'mentally, recording only the
answers needed in written
solutionsto problems.
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104. Group computation games are
used by children.

105. Individual computation games
are used by children.

106. Children organize numbers by
groupings other than ten.

107. In using a variety of bases
children first work with
structural material such as an
abacus or number board.

108. When performing additions or
subtractions that require re-
grouping materials such as
structural apparatus, the
spike abacus and diagrams aze
used to show relationship be-
tween the values assigned to
neighbouring columns.

109. Children's experience in the
use of money i3 used ao a
basis when teaching decimal
notation.

110. The child's understanding of
number is achieed through the
mental organization of many
experiences of that number.

ill. Addition and subtraction of
the same numbers ..re seen as
inverse operations.

112. Multiplication is seen as
repeated addition of equal
groups
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113. Division is seen as the in-
verse of multiplication.

114. The two types of division,
partitive and quotitive, are
experienced in situations tha
involve sharing (finding the
size of each equal part) or
grouping (to find the number o
equal parts).

115* Children are helped to find
patterns that give structure
to number, for example,
"casting out nines".

116. The children discover and
understand the distributive
and associative laws.

117. Children are assessed
individually for need
practise computational skills.

118.-Children develop the concept
of magnitude of measurement by
matching and comparing sizes,
for example, of length, area,
capacity and volume.

119. Children develop the concept
of arbitrary units, for
example, by making visual or
body comparisons as a unit of
length.

120. Children use standard units to
compare results and to
communicate results to others.
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121. Number lines based on selected
units are constructed and then
used in measurement problems.

To develop competence in
measurement children

122. - see and feel measurable
quantities

123. - estimate sizes of measurable
quantities

124. - check the estimates of the
measurable quantities

To facilitate use of metric
units children

125. - estimate in metric units

126. - measure in metric units

127. - solve problems in metric
units

128. Children gain experience in
abstracting plane figures from
solid objects by investigating
ideas such as convexity, in-
terior and exterior, simple
properties of symmetry, number
of line segments and the number
of regions, etc.

129. Children investigate line
symmetry through paper-folding
_activities or by examining
images with mirrors or sem
transparent plastics.
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130. Children study congruent
figures by the sliding,
turning or flipping of a
tracing of a figure to pro-
duce new figures.

131. Children --e mad aware of
geometr.

132. Children play games such as
battleship and tic-tac-toe
that locate position by means
of a pair of coordinates.

133. Children illustrate simple
algebraic relationships by
means of a graph.

134. Children investigate symmetry
through the use of a variety
of materials, for example,
parallel rules, set squares,
semi-transparent mirrors.

135. Some children are encouraged
to construct tables that
organize number facts.

136. Some children have addition
and multiplication tables
available for ready use.

137. Mathematical and language
activities are integrated in
the program, for example,
discussing possible sizes and
ways to build a rink.
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Primary bevel

138. Nursery rhymes and songs are
used for early reading and for
supplementary material.

139. Children's own stories,
vocabulary and structure are
used for reading in the early
stages.

140. Children collect words,
phrases, idioms and expressions
from their own experiences,
discussions and reading.

141. Children use puppets to
dramatize personal experiences,
stories, poems or plays.

142. Adults act as scribes to record
ideas and thoughts of small
children.

143. Children express their ideas
in forms other than writing,
for example, art, discussion,
construction, drama, movement
and sound.

144. Specific activities such as
drawing, painting, modelling
to develop fine sensori-motor
skills are used.

145. Children are given only a
single base line to guide
their printing rather than
printing between two lines.
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146 The captions recorded by
adults are used as a printin
mode 1.

147. Children's poems, stories and
books are edited, typed and
featured in a library or
resource centre.

148. A class news book is used in
the Primary division to
record events of current
interest to the children, for
example, the arrival of a new
baby, a trip to another town.

149. Individual children record
events of current interest in
a news book.

150. Children classify solid
objects to become aware of
such terms as cone, cylinder,
sphere, cube, prism, pyramid.

Children use materials such
as (sand and water), (rods,
blocks and interlocking
cubes), (blocks, boxes, loops
glue, string, and hammer and
nails) to extend their under-
standing of mathematics.

Junior Level

152. Children seek information
through conversations, inter-
views and discussions with
other people.
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153. Children 01)Sorvo the 1Anguage
of others by attending such
events as community committee
meetings and court hearings.

Different abilities and inter-
ests in reading and language
development arc accmmodated
by

154. - grouping according to
interest

155. - making group membership
flexible

156. - meeting with groups at
varied times of the day

The school library resource
centre includes

157. - an index of community
resources

158. - an inter - library loan system
linking the resource centre
with other information
services

Children write

159. - records of facts such as
distances, directions,
addresses and telephone
numbers
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160. - short re_ arm of study
activities (with each child
contributing, at his or her
particular level)

161. - outlines of main ideas for
oral presentation to the
class

162. - sequential instructions for
specific operations such as
baking a cake, building a
model, or conducting a
science experiment

- news items or scripts for a
radio broadcast, a slide
presentation, or a
dramatization

164. - descriptions of interesTinq X
trips or experiments

165. Children study our heritage
and poetry to gain sensitivity
and precision of expression.

Interest in new words is
generated through

166. - investigation of the origin
of words

167. - recognition of the variety
and stylistic clues that the
author uses to help the
reader get the meaning
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The school. library ream
centre in used to generate
personal inquiries and
questions.

Children use literature in
which they examine

169. - beginnings of conflict in
character

170.- conflicts in ideas and values

171. emotional and ethical
problems

172. Children use factual prose to
make predictions and/or
evaluate.

173. Children are stimulated to
search for words, phrases and
expressions by visits and dis-
cussions with artists, poets
and authors.

174. Children undertake comparative
and experimental investigations
of their own language by
listing words, experimenting
with word order, comparing ki
of words that are used togethe
and/or examining how changes
in sentence and word structure
change meaning.

175. Older children plan and
organize ideas before ex-
pressing them through oral or
written language.
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176. Children use mnpn and grap
as major forms of recording
and representing information

177. Children practise measurement
skills through the use of
protractors, simple clino-
meters, magnetic compasses
and other surveying instru-
ments.

178. Children experiment with
composite numbers, square
numbers and primes.

179. Children use number lines
with two scales to illustrate
the relationship between
fractions and their decimal
equivalents.

Activities and experiences
with graphs and maps progress

180. from early block graphs to
straight-line relationships

to patterns of relationships
between areas of squares Or
volumes of cubes and length
of edges
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THE ARTS

General

182. Children participate in
creative drama activities.

Drama provides practice in
organizing ideas by giving
children the opportunity to
create stories for group
improvisation.

184. Drama is integrated with the
content of other subjects.

185. Children practise moving to
sound .through participation in
movement activities in which
each child reacts individually
and moves independently in his
or her own space.

186. Children practise moving to
sound through small group
activities in which children
share a common space, in-
fluence each other's movements
and interact through movement.

187. Children practise moving in
large groups or as a class to
Strong simple rhythms.

188'. In movement activities children
play out a variety of roles,
ideas and emotions.
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The following methods of
classroom drama are used

189. - choral dramatization

190. - group oral reading

191. - circle theatre

192. - playmaking (without an
audience).

- vocal jazz

194'.\ - puppetry

155. Children have time to calm
doWp at the end of each
dramatic experience through
such activities as dis-
cussion,,, listening to music,''
or expressing some part of
the experience in clay,
paint, fabric or words.

196. Drama activities are
cumulative in nature; they
build on previou.S activities.

197. Children_becOme_inolved in
speech activities such -as,
describing, defending,pe
suading, comforting,
instructing, reporting,
factually and oommunicatir4
emotions.

198. Children participate in story
dramatization where they
improvieeand play out their
own stories.
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199. Children play out familiar
stories using their own words
and movements.

200. Some of the following are used
by children as vehicles to
extend the interpretation of
the printed wordp.poems,
situations, dialogue, Action.
verse, songs, plays, skipping,
games, nursery:. rhymes and
direct narration.

201. Children hear songs of other
times and places as well as
of today.

202. Instruments such as cymbals,
tone bars, glockenspiels,
tambourines, drums, autoharps
recorders, castanets, are
used.

203. Found (improvised) instruments
such as brake drums, bottles,
pails, corn husks, are used in
the classroom.

Children broaden their
interest in music by

204. - listening to tapes, records,
etc.

205. - having professional
musicians perform at the
school, demonstrate various
instruments and discuss
their:music with the
children
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206. - having students from
neighbouring secondary
schools share their music

Children experiment in
creative music activities by

207. - playing games that allow and
encourage them to explore
the sound potential of an
object or the use of sound
to give signals

208. - finding out how many sounds
they can make with an object

209. - responding to voices and.
instruments by-identifying
them as light or heavy, sad
or gay, blue or red

210. - using a sound interest
centre to exhibit, share
and explore interesting
sound materials

211. - carrying out sound in-
ventories of spaces, for
example, hall, room, home,
any place visited on field'
trips

212. - inventing sound conversa-
tions between different
objects

213. - drawing pictures of sounds
and sharing the pictures
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214. - making charts (graphs or
scores) of their on
compositions or of short
compositions they have
heard, exchanging charts
and performing each others'
charts

21- - making up a tune for a given
poem, using two notes, then
three notes, then four notes

216. - carrying out normal con-
versation through simple
invented tunes

217. - playing singing games

Movement activities in
Physical Education are used
to develop

218. - body awareness, that is,
body parts involved in
movement

219. - body awareness, basic body
actions such as'skipping,
spinning, running,
balancing,. bending

220. space awareness, that is,
personal space, general
space, levels, pathways,
directions

221. quality awareness; that is,
wel;ht, time space and flow
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222. - relationships, that is,
balls, targets, loops,
benches, mats

223. The focus for Physical
Education is the child's
bodily movement as he or she
explores and responds to the
environment.

224. Creative movement is combined
with music, drama and the
visual arts to give expression
to children's imagination and
to contribute to learning.

225. Skills are developed from free
play activities.

226. Children Climb, swing, jump
and roll to develop skill and
control of personal response.

227. Floor activities and apparatus
work are used to develop
purposeful and imaginative
action.

228. Games, equipment and group
work are used to develop body
management.

229. The integration of Physical
Education with other areas is
fostered by utilizing sources
such as (a) natural materials
and sculpture (b) costumes,
songs, and dances of different
cultures (c) sounds of differ-
ing materials (d) use of per-
cussion instruments.
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The integration of Physical
Education with other areas is
fostered by using

230. - textures and shapes in
natural materials and
sculpture

231. - costumes, songs and dances
of different cultures

232. - sounds of trains, of water
and of bells

233. - percussion instruments, home-
made or manufactured

234. Children develop an art
vocabulary so that they can
use such words as texture,
balance and rhythm.

235. The decision to display art
work is left to the child.

236. Each child is encouraged to
arrange his or her own art
displays.

237. The original works of pro-
fessionals are displayed and
discussed.

239. Contemporary art media
available.

239. Children make models and
sketches, evaluate and compare
familiar things,
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240. Each child has access to the
materials and the medium that
he prefers to use.

241, Children develop personal
techniques that enable them
to improve their personal
expression and extend their
sense of control and response
to materials.

242. Children meet artists from
local and distant communities.

243. Children compare the design
and function of tools and
processes used in art and
industry.

primary_ Level

244. Small portable platforms are
available to allow children
to work with vertical space.

Junior Level

245. Children are helped to look
at design features in
familarthings_around them:
toys, classroom furniture,
packages, clothes, land-
scaping.
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ENVIRO NT STUEIES

General

246. The teacher develops learning
experiences that cross subject
lines.

247. The teacher encourages further
investigation by students on
topics of student interest.

248. A variety of resources is
available nuch as natural
resources (stones and chest-
nuts), photographs, letters
and books, tapes of sounds,
recording and interviews,
pictures and slides of
materials.

249. Children have access to a
variety of equipment and
materials, for example,
magnifying glasses, small
microscope, safe sources of
heat and electricity, metric
measuring rods and tapes.

250. Children use ready-made
science and ecology kits an a
source of ideas.

251. Children contribute materials
to the problem table.

252. Children and teacher contrlbut
jointly to the bulletin boards
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253. Assignment cards are employed
as a teaching strategy.

254. Assignment cards are produced
by children.

255. Assignment cards require the
children to do something, for
example, organize investiga-
tions, guess and test.

256. A problem table is set up in
the classroom to stimulate
discussion and investigation.

257. Activities in the problem
table are graded in difficulty.

256. Bulletin boards and problem
tables are working areas.

259. Children investigate the
environment to stimulate other
aspects of learning.

Children perceive, understand
and evaluate relationships
within the environment

260. relationships among people,
for example, social groups
and communities, customs and
institutions

261. relationships_ among things,
both natural and man-made,
for example, relationships
between weather and erosion
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262. relationship between people
and things, for example,
between the quality of life
and the automobile

263. - relationships between them-
selves and the environment

264. Learning paths of a class
branch out in different dir
ections and children are
allowed to follow their own
interests.

265. The teacher picks up clues to
the children's interests and
needs as they freely explore
their environment.

266. Children are allowed time for
exploration.

267. Children handle materials
freely.

768. The teacher utilizes questions
to reflect and reconsider
hasty conclusions.

269. Children report in a variety
of ways (orally, written,
visually, graphically).

270. Children choose the me4n_ of
reporting to reflect the
audience to whom they are
directing their report.
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271. Children choose the meant of
recording to discover the most
effective methods or pre
senting information.

272. Children participate in small
group activities.

273. Children organize and plan
with others.

274. Children discuss and compare
experiences and ideas.

275. The teacher initiates class
discussion related to health
learning topium by utilizing
current happenings in the
lives of the children.

276. Reporting skills are related
to field work through drawing,
sketching, counting, testing,
etc.

277. The teacher creates situationt,
and constructs devices that
stimulate purposeful first-
hand investigation.

278. Out-of-classroom activities
are a natural extension of
cl.Assroom activity.

In preparing for an out-of-
class activity the children
aro provided with

279. - inventory questions
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280. map of the route

281. - a variety of tools for
recording

282. To facilitate area studies,
special area outside the

Issroom is selected for
tepeated visits throughout
the school year.

Junior Level

283. Children use secondary sources
as reference materials.

284. Children formulate questions
and plan specific 1nves iga-
tions.

285. When gathering information,
children receive guidance in
preparing lists of facts and
topics and in comparing
sources.

286. Children select' a main point
in a paragraph and explain it
orally or in writing.

Children translate summaries
of information into their own
language formats.

288. When participating in in-
vestigations children list
facts, measurements and
observations for later use
in reporting.
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